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Preface

This set of essays is a part of a larger state-of-the-art survey
and literature review on the subject IJInstitutions for Urban Water
Management. II

As the survey progressed, and as the literature on the subject was
reviewed, it became evident that a set of essays written by scholars
from a number of discipline-s concerned with the subject might provide
useful insights. As initially conceived, a few essays were to be pre
pared, and these were to have served as a basis for a small working con
ference.But as work on the project moved ahead, it became increasingly
apparent that the field was highly unstructured, and it therefore was
felt that a conference would not be very useful. Instead, invitations
were extended to the several authors whose essays are included in this
volume in the hope that some clarification of concepts might thus result,
and that where differences existed, these might be highlighted. These
objectives have, to a large extent, been accomplished, and the editor
wishes to express his appreciation to the contributors.

It is obvious, of course, that this is not the last word on the
subject by any means. For reasons beyond the editor's control, the view
points of economists and lawyers have not been included. But it is the
editor's opinion that these essays nevertheles,s represent a significant
contribution to social theory. It is hoped that readers will agree~

Nonnan Wengert
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Chapter One

Introduction

by Norman Wengert

Colorado State University

This volume of essays is a part of a state-of-the
art review and literature survey on the topic of "In
stitutions for Urban-Metropolitan Water Planning,
Development, and Management," supported jointly by the
Office of Water Resources Research (U.S. Department of
the Interior) and Colorado State University. The
study proposal grew out of discussions in which it was
recognized that the term,lIinstitutions" and its sev
eral variants (e.g., institutional, institutional ar
rangements, institutional factors) were used with some
frequency in describing urban water situations. At
the same time, it appeared that the term was not al
ways used with precision, and that in fact it seemed
to have several definitions, meaning different things
to different people. It was because of this apparent
confusion that the state-of-the-art review seemed
justified, since the purposes of such reviews include
clarification of meanings and development of more pre
cise concepts.

Two initial premises of the survey were quickly
dispelled. One of these was that there would be a
substantial body of literature dealing explicitly with
institutions for urban water management. The other
was that a working conference focusing on two or three
seminal essays would provide a useful way of reaching
consensus on the conceptual content of the term. With
respect to the first premise, very little explicit lit
erature was discovered. With respect to the second,
it seemed more reasonable to ask a group of recognized
scholars to contribute essays in which they developed
their understanding of the term and appraised its
utility for dealing with urban-metropolitan water
planning, development, and management. The present
collection of original essays is the result.

There is clearly no consensus among the authors as
to the proper meaning and use of the term institution,
although perhaps a thread of agreement can be found in
the several essays. But more important is the fact
that the topic has been addressed directly and forth
rightly, and perhaps the next step will be to try to
reach agreement. In any case, each of the essayists
speaks for himself.

Some Preliminary Conclusions

The conclusions of the state-of-the-art review and
literature survey are presented in the Final Report of
the project, and it serves no purpose to repeat that
material in great detail here. It is, perhaps, useful
to note that in addition to the several specific defi
nitions which can be identified in articles and re
ports which utilize the term, it is often used as a
kind of "black box" to explain away what might be
called the human dimensions of particular situations.
For example, failures of plans or programs, or inef
fective administration, are often simply attributed to
"institutional inadequacies." And problems seem to be
designated lIinstitutional" when they involve intransi
gent socio-political problems or reflect deep-seated
social values and beliefs. Thus the term has not in-

frequently served as an excuse to prevent examination
of socio-political and socio-psychological aspects of
urban water planning, development, and management.

As is documented in the Final Report, the litera
ture survey on water institutions proved to be partic
ularly difficult because the quantity of literature
dealing explicitly with the subject of urban-metropol
itan water institutions was limited. Although the
term is used with some frequency, little attention has
been paid to its definition or to an elaboration of a
conceptual framework which might be associated with
the term.

The difficulty with the word "institution" (and
its several variants) stems in part from the fact that
it has traditionally been used in several disciplines
with related but not necessarily consistent meanings,
connotations, and implications. As investigations
into the state-of-the-art progressed, it became in
creasingly evident that:

1. Many uses of the term, particularly with ref
erence to urban-metropolitan water problems, did not
include careful definitions;

2. Many users of the term were unaware of the
theoretical literature on the subject of institutions
and did not seem particularly concerned with what that
literature may have said on the subject;

3. There was little harmony or consistency among
uses either in the practical literature dealing with
water problems, or in the theoretical literature deal
ing more generally with institutions;

4. Many uses of the term were in fact without sig
nificant meaning (e.g., one article reviewed suffered
little when the word "institution" was systematically
deleted~);

5. When the term institution was used it expressed
or connoted many different ideas, one of the most fre
quent being as a synonym for organization.

It is this usage as a synonym for "organization"
that is most to be regretted. Yet it appears fre
quently in this sense, particularly in federal govern
ment documents and reports. In my opinion, this usage
which equates institution with organization in the
most narrow, structural sense (i .e., a box on an or
ganization chart) is most unfortunate because it tends
to lead to misconceptions with respect to institution
al development and change, and implies simplistically
that institutions, like organizations, can be altered,
adapted, or abolished at will. Organizations can be
established by legislative or executive command, and
in some states, the people, through referenda, may
change organizational arrangements, e.g., a city may
move from a mayor system to a city manager system.
But such changes are often superficial , unl~~ neiated
to 6un.damenta.£. c.han.g~ in. the attitud~, penc.eptio~,

an.d expec.tatio~ (the behavion) 06 the a66ec.ted c.iti-



zeno. Putting a policeman's uniform on a man does not
make him a policeman. To suggest that organizational
tinkering will solve urban-metropolitan water problems
may lead to a serious misdiagnosis of the nature of
the problems involved.

Many studies, such as those by the Advisory Com
mission on Intergovernmental Relations, have identi
fied the fact that water functions are highly fragmen
ted in many metropolitan regions. There is evidence,
moreover, that such fragmentation increases costs,
creates a variety of problems, and is generally dys
functional. It is common, therefore, to suggest that
the solution to the problem is to eliminate fragmenta
tion by creating new institutions through reorganiza
tion. This is too simple. The fragmented system
which exists in so many metropolitan areas reflects
deep-rooted values. In short, fragmentation is insti
tutionalized, and to overcome fragmentation it is not
sufficient simply to pass a law or issue an adminis
trative order.

The point to emphasize is that institutions are not
simply the organizational pattern which exists at a
given time, but rather the socio-political value sys
tems (norms) which in the case of local fragmentation
support and reinforce exaggerated development of loc
alism. Unless such values are changed, simply alter
ing organizational arrangements can not be effective.
Experiences with reorganizations at all levels of gov
ernment emphasize that unless one deals with these
more fundamental value problems, reshuffling functions
and agencies is not likely to bring about very signif
icant change or improvement.

In short, the "art" was less developed than antici
pated when the state-of-the-art study was initiated.
This may in part reflect the fact that the social sci
ences are less tightly structured than are most of the
so-called "hard" sciences, and that for complex reas
ons, there is often far less precision in the use of
terms and concepts. There is always a temptation in
social science research to follow the "Alice in Won
derland" approach of giving such meanings to words and
concepts as suit the convenience of the researcher.
As Mowitz points out (infra), writings in the social
sciences often involve an endless debate over meaning.
On occasion, where the stature of the author or the
overwhelming logic of his presentation is apparent,
the unique definitional approach may set new intellec
tual paths. But more often it leads to confusion.

It is a premise of this essay, however, that the
term "institution" and its several variants can have
utility, and that this utility can be increased if the
term can be given more precise meaning as it relates
to urban water management. The search for precision
and intellectual content with respect to the term "in
stitution" is not simply a semantic quibble. It is
recognized, of course, that words take on meaning, not
by command of a researcher, but through usage. But
perhaps this set of essays can contribute to narrowing
the meaning, to alerting those who use the term to its
ambiguity, and to urging those who use the term to
define what they mean by it.

The formal study of the theory of institutions and
institutional processes (particularly those related to
water resources planning J management, and development)
has been largely neglected, and it is hoped that this
volume of essays is a step towards remedying this sit
uation. Among the social sciences, sociology has per
haps been most concerned with institutions and insti
tutional processes generally; political science and
sociology with organizations and administrative pro-
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cesses; and law with forms of responsibility and con
trol. In economics a school of thought is designated
lIinstitutional,lI but this has a very special meaning.

A few years ago Professor Thomas W. Martin (1968)
wrote:

The concept of social institution is per
haps one of the oldest and most widely used
terms in the vocabulary of the social sciences.
Its origins trace back to the works of Plato;
its treatment as a social variable to the
works of Montesquieu; and its usage as a major
concept of social order to the 18th century
Contract, Moral, and Utilitarian, Schools of
Social Philosophy. With the development of
"positivistic organicism" in the 19th century,
the concept rapidly became a central concep
tual device for describing and explaining
fundamental characteristics of social struc
ture and order. Later, with the vigorous
growth and elaboration of sociology, anthro
pology, as well as other related behavioral
sciences, the concept quickly became developed
[sic] into a virtual theory of social order.

Today, despite its continued wide currency,
the term social institution has become the
object of severe criticism regarding both its
present theoretical importance and its opera
tional utility. The question has been raised:
what does the concept mean; and, if it means
anything, how can it be used to test social
reality? ....

... Noteably absent ... is a clear
and up-to-date definition of the concept in
stitution, at either a theoretical or, sig
nificantly, an operational level. Rather, it
seems that the concept has steadily come in
stead to serve as a catchword, an heuristic
device, or a II primitive term ll to be used as
a means for generalizing specific research
findings ....

Professor Shmuel N. Eisenstadt defines the term as
follows:

Social institutions are usually conceived
of as the basic focuses of social organiza
tion, common to all societies and dealing
with some of the basic universal problems of
ordered social life. Three basic aspects of
institutions are emphasized. First, the pat
terns of behavior which are regulated by in
stitutions .... Second, institutions in
volve the regulation of behavior of individ
uals in society according to some definite,
continuous and organized pattern ....
Finally, these patterns involve a definite
normative ordering and regulation .... (1968)

Many of the problems in defining the term institu
tions probably result from the tendency to regard
institutions as specific, concrete entities (reifica
tion). It might be most useful, as Edward Kaynor has
suggested (infra), if the pJr.oc.eJ.>.6 of institutionaliza
tion were emphasized, and insofar as it would be nec
essary to speak about institutions to regard them as
end products or results of the process. In this view,
government or a government agency would not be an in
stitution, or at least would not be the significant
point of examination, but rather the processes by
which guvernment activities are institutionalized in
order to plan or manage certain public services and to
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control citizen behavior would be the focus of analy
sis and research. In this view an institution is the
result of a process or a set of processes by which
values are determined and communicated over a span of
time, which influence those who for one reason or ano
ther are involved or affected by the institution.
With this emphasis, one considers the term institution
as simply a means for designating the web of inter
dependencies among law, agency operations, public fi
nance, etc. Thus it is less useful tQ speak about
local government as an institution than to consider
the processes which are the institutionalized means
for doing such things as planning, developing, and
managing particular public services at the local
level. Not everything local government undertakes is
institutionalized. In some cases the output of the
process of institutionalization may be a body of laws
and regulations, in others it may be an organization
or a group of organizations, in still other cases it
might refer to a group of individuals. And of course
the appellation "institutionalized" would apply to
informal as well as formal aspects of government.
For example, the fragmentation of local governments in
a metropolitan area is the result of institutional
factors which have deep roots in American culture and
tradition.

The possibilities of this approach are perhaps sug
gested by the use of descriptive terms like the "we b"
of factors, or the system of relationships, or the
patterns of behavior. In operational terms the fol
lowing list of institutional factors, which may affect
the management of natural resources, suggests how much
broader the concept can be than simply organization.

(1) Private ownership of resources or private
rights to use resources.

(2) A federal form of government in which most of
the authority over property is vested in state and
local governments.

(3) Public ownership of unique, fragile, or scarce
resources.

(4) A competitive economy in which the marketplace
guides economic production, allocates resources, and
distributes income.

(5) A complex system of federal, state, and local
laws, regulations, and public programs that are de
signed to correct or improve the performance of the
marketplace.

(6) A broad system of public education from elemen
tary school through college.

(7) Private and semi-public conservation organiza
tions and associations designed to generate voluntary
cooperative action by resource users to advance both
private and public interest.

(8) Citizen participation through public advisory
groups.

It seems less useful, therefore, to speak of insti
tutions as "en tities" than to define the ways and
means by which behavior is influenced and altered
through iV/...6.:U:tutiovwl. pJWC.U-6u.

If institutions should not be defined and classi
fied according to their structure, neither should they
be defined and classified simply by their goals.
Goals in water management are generally instrumental
in nature, seeking to improve the quality of life.
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Even flood control, as broad as that may seem, is bas
ically a means rather than an end. When one gets to
the final goals and objectives, they are often so gen
eral and ill-defined that it would not seem operation
ally useful to classify institutions according to
them.

Classification of institutional pJWC.U-6U in water
management is important for the purposes of informa
tion retrieval, and also as a foundation for ongoing
analysis of institutional activity. As a preliminary
taxonomy, institutions may be classified according to
the waY-6 in whic.h they in6tuenc.e behavio~.

(1) Legal P~OC.U-6u: The ways in which behavior is
influenced through legal processes is through Common
Law and legislation concerning water and water rights,
the enforcement of that law and those rights, and the
resolution of conflict through the adjudicative mech
anisms of the law. Thus although water law may be de
signated an institution, it is the process (i .e., the
way in which water law has developed to influence be
havior) that is the important dimension in understand
ing the effects of that body of law.

(2) Ec.onomic. P~OC.U-6u: These are the ways in
which behavior is influenced positively through market
transactions, through subsidies, or negatively through
taxes, or through other economic techniques. In this
classification would fall most private sector activity
including that of developers, financing agencies, and
industry. Government agencies, and all taxing units
of government in the public sector have far-reaching
impact on individual and collective behavior vis-a-vis
water. Economic literature reflects a recognition
that the most important determinants of water manage
ment behavior may be economic interests that have no
direct or primary relationship with water, such as
housing developers who influence patterns of urban
growth, and hence the demand for water supply and
waste-water services.

(3) AdrrU.M-6tMtive P~OC.U-6u: Administrative regu
lations and policies differ from water law in that
they are not necessarily codified. They may include
procedures by which an organization, public or pri
vate, does its work. This classification may thus in
clude the ways in which irrigation companies, munici
pal water systems, state agencies, and other organiza
tions operate, the policies and procedures they fol
low, etc.

(4) Pe~ua-6ion P~OC.U-6u: Persuasion is a common
way of influencing behavior, particularly by those
without direct legal or economic control over a situa
tion. In some cases the processes of persuasion are
associated with bargaining processes; Congressional
delegations, communities, governmental sub-units use
tradeoffs to come to decisions which are mutually ben
eficial. In other cases, an educational campaign may
be waged to inform and influence public or official
behavior. A community organization or pressure group
may seek to influence legislators or regulatory agen
cies. Conversely, an agency may seek to influence
water users.

(5) Reo~ganization PJWC.U-6u: A subtle, but never
theless potent, form of influencing behavior may be
through the practice of administrative reorganiza
tion -- and this may account in part for identifying
"institutions" with "organizations." For the common
complaint of the lack of coordination in water manage
ment, the almost universal cure has been to suggest
administrative reorganization on the assumption that
this could result in coordinated policies and lead to



more rational ways of achieving goals using various
forms of coercion to affect behavior, such as law or
administrative regulation.

(6) PlaYl.YUYl.g PJtoc.e..6.6e..6: Another significant way
in which behavior is influenced is through planning.
This is a primary way in which federal, regional, and
state agencies work. Once a plan has been drawn up
and promulgated, it is often too late to change it so
that individuals and organizations may have little
choice but to accept the boundaries drawn or policies
decided upon, even though neither law nor administra
tive regulation is directly invoked to coerce behav
i or.

(7) GeYl.~al Soc.iat PJtoc.e..6.6e..6: Most commonly these
are considered as being organically a part of a so
ciety, including culture, traditions, and customary
ways of looking at things. Accepted usage can often
be invoked to prevent innovation, protect interests,
and add to the reputation of those individuals who
have been around the longest and know the customs of
the community, the agency, the organization or depart
ment. Even though most are unwritten, they are often
stronger than law or administrative order. (This sug
gests one reason why reorganization often fails.)

(8) MMc.e1.laYl.eoLL6 PJtoc.e..6.6e..6: This is a catch-all
which includes ways of influencing behavior which cut
across one or more of those listed above; for exam
ple, the way in which economic interests lobby for the
passage of certain legislation, reflecting economic
bargaining and legal processes. Or again a report may
speak of the institutional aspects of water quality in
a certain river basin, referring to the output of
many, if not all, of the institutional processes which
have been mentioned here.

This taxonomy is obviously eclectic, taking its
substance from numerous sources. The essays which
follow present a variety of views on the meaning and
uses of the term institution as applied to urban water
management. In inviting the contributors, every ef
fort was made to allow them the fullest opportunity to
express their views on the subject without constraints
from me. They did receive copies of the Interim Pro
ject Report which stated the extent to which the con
cept was unstructured and meanings confusing and con
flicting. But beyond that they were urged to prepare
essays which would explore the subject from the point
of view of their respective disciplines and experi
ences.

The result might have been a set of conflicting
and diffuse essays. But in fact the several authors,
although writing from different perspectives, are
really not far apart in their conceptualization of the
term institution and its several variants. It is for
this reason that I feel these essays are a sig
nificant step forward in giving meaning to and setting
boundaries for the term institution and describing an
important social process.

The reader will, of course, want to read the essays
themselves. But perhaps a brief synopsis at this point
wi 11 be useful.

~ Brief Synopsis

Chapters two and three, by Professors Knop and
Warner, present the views of sociologists. Knop re
views the literature of sociology and the ways in
which the concept has been hand;ed in this literature,
exploring alternative interpretations of definitions
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and then examining contextual usages. Finally, he
seeks to apply his analysis to the urban water manage
ment case. Knop's concluding sentences are worth
quoting:

It should be understood that institutional
analysis, whatever the specific area, is
possible only when based in a thorough the
oretical understanding of the full meaning
of the term in both its conceptual and its
contextual usage . . . . Such an understand
ing is obviously problematic, both because
variations in usage exist within such an in
dividual discipline as sociology, and because
thorough analysis of the functioning of in
stitutions, given their range of types, re
quires collaboration across a range of discip
lines (engineering, law, the social sciences,
the humanities) where theoretical styles and
competences vary markedly. Further, the analy
sis of institutional orders is one of the most
demanding challenges to face the scientist be
cause of the massive matrix of interdependen
cies that quickly emerges as we approach the
level of specificity which enables practical
and useful treatment. The simple fact is that
the term "institution" represents a synthesis
and summary of a wide variety of theoretical
ideas. . . . Aspirations to make the concept,
and others like it, more meaningful and useful
are admirable and presumably essential for sub
stantial advances in interdisciplinary problem
oriented research. But only the foolhardy would
assume that to be an easy task.

In a sense, Warner takes up where Knop left off,
stressing that "Effective water resources management
has its roots in an understanding of the nature of in
stitutional structure and social organization." At
the same time, he deplores the fact that even elemen
tary information about institutional structure is not
available. He sets as his objective the setting forth
of a framework that "cou ld usefully guide a program
of empirical study." To this end he develops a set of
hypotheses regarding some of the strategic variables
related to analyzing and improving institutional ef
fecti veness. He defi nes "i nstituti ona1 structure II as
referring to the forms of social organization typified
by (1) importance to society, (2) having societal ac
ceptance and legitimacy, and (3) infusion with values.
This structure, he suggests, can usefully be analyzed
in terms of its cultural component, its organizational
componrnt. and its interorganizational (or linkage)
compomllt.

Chapter four examines the concept of urban institu
tions from the perspective of public administration,
emphasizing particularly a behavioral orientation.
In this chapter Professor Mowitz seems at times to
come close to equating institutions with organizations,
but his behavioral emphasis on organizations and or
ganizational theory lifts his discussion above that
criticized earlier in this chapter. His reference to
the deprecation in political science of structural ap
proaches under the influence of behavioral and systems
emphases serves as a cogent reminder of the extent to
which intellectual activities are themselves shaped by
modes of thought popular at particular times and in
particular settings. Relying heavily on the ideas of
Floyd H. Allport, Mowitz suggests that institutions
consist of "portions of activities of individuals,"
and institutionalization is the process by which in
teractive behavior is prescribed or proscribed, with
the objective of reducing uncertainty in multi-individ
ual situations. In a sense he thus posits a societal
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need (imperative) for institutions, and indicates th:at
formal organizational design represents perhaps the
highest stage in efforts to meet this need. He puts
organization and reorganization in a context which
emphasizes the relationship of the organizational de
cision to the behavioral context which requires it.
This clearly distinguishes his approach from that
criticized earlier which tends to ignore behavioral
dimensions of organizational decisions. He states,
for example, IIDesigned formal organizations are an
attempt to determine self-consciously the behavior re
quired to accomplish specific objectives which will
satisfy the needs or wishes of the constituency to
whom the designers are responsible. 1I In this regard
he seems to be on common ground with Warner who also
stresses the importance of objectives. And, obvious
ly, Mowitz rejects the idea that institutions are sim
ply an lIunseen hand ll response to societal stimuli.

Edward R. Kaynor (Chapter five), like Mowitz, is a
political scientist and like Mowitz draws on Detroit
water management examples to illustrate his analysis.
He is also in agreement with Mowitz in emphasizing
that institutionalization is a process lIimparting
stabi 1i ty to patterns of behavi oral interaction. II He
carries this concept somewhat further, suggesting that
the extent of institutionalization may be measured by
responses to change. He outlines five criteria for
measuring reaction to change: (1) system development
or behavior patterns and their persistence over time;
(2) system change when change is warranted; (3) depen
dence of system on legal or managerial dictates;
(4) dependence of system on individual personality;
and (5) system focus on means. He then applies these
criteria to a number of water situations including
Boston and Detroit.

In Chapter six, Maynard Hufschmidt admits to having
used the term loosely in some of his own work and then
examines its utility and seeks to derive an operation
al definition of the term, applying techniques of log
ical analysis to the latter task in the context of
real situations.

Of all the contributors to this volume, Vincent
Ostrom (Chapter seven) has probably written most ex
tensively on the subject of water institutions. His
essay is, thus, a kind of synthesis of a number of
previous articles and reports on the subject. With
Kaynor and Mowitz, he emphasizes the importance of in
stitutions as sources of what he calls IIdecision
rul es. II He equates i nstituti ons with organi zati ons,
defining the latter in behavioral terms as sets of
decision-making arrangements. He points out that var
iety in human behavior threatens the maintenance of
predictable order (which is necessary to societal ex
istence and human learning). Thus organizational or
institutional decisions represent a deliberate method
for ordering relationships among people, and introduc
ing higher levels of predictability. In confronting
political or governmental institutions, Ostrom
stresses the coercive power which governments possess.
And in considering the issues associated with govern
mental intervention through reforming existing or cre
ating new institutions, he draws heavily on economic
concepts of the market and market processes, and con
siders market failures related to externalities,
common-pool or flow resources, and public goods as ap
propriate stimuli to institutional design. This em
phasis gives focus to his discussion, but at the same
time would seem to restrict the applicability of his
concepts to a very particular set of problems. In my
own more eclectic thinking, I have shied away from
thus restricting the concept of institutionaliza-
tion -- but perhaps Ostrom's approach is necessary to
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give the term a us·eful, operatio'nal ·meaning ..

In Chapter eight Leonard Zobler approaches the in
stitutional problem from the perspective of the geog
rapher, examining the man-land relationships and the
spatial order of natural human systems. He regards
institutions dynamically as the II formal and informal
social mechanisms that govern individual, group, or
governmental access to earth materials via private or
public decision-making processes. 1I This definHion
is quite compatible with those of the other contribu
tors. He is primarily concerned, however, with the
spatial arrangements of human and natural systems, and
rejects the IInarrowly based engineering-technologic
reductionist view of the urban water resource ll which
fragments the analysis into separate subsets of the
water management universe. Alternatively, he seeks to
consider urban water problems in the context of six
dimensions: mass, state, time, quality, location,
and landscape. Perhaps most significant in his analy
sis are his questions concerning the prevailing wisdom
of federal and state policy with respect to regionali
zation of water functions in which he suggests that
linked systems managed on a smaller scale might in
fact be more effective in optimizing environmental
quality. He concludes his analysis with a section
entitled IIRecommended Guidelines for the Design of
an Urban Water Quality Institution,1I stating liThe
institutional problem is clear. It is to alter the
present formal and informal patterns for allocating
water resources ... and to recommend an institu
tional structure (organization and behavior) better
adapted to the hydrologic requirements of urban
metropolitan regions. 1I In this thrust, Zobler joins
the position outlined by Lyle Craine in the Appendix
to this volume where Craine, too, seeks to design in
stitutions for specific management functions, i.e.,
managing the Great Lakes.

The final chapter seeks to approach the urban water
management problem from a systems point of view, and
in this respect has linkages with a number of other
essays where the water management system was stressed.
Bulkley is more deliberate in focusing on the rela
tionships between component elements and suggests that
urban water management can best be treated as com
plex adaptive subsystems of society, constantly chang
ing to meet the needs of the urban situation. He then
identifies the components of the subsystem as includ
ing: (1) process, (2) tension, and (3) interaction
matrix. For him, institution is the output of social
processes. He states that institution has evolved to
provide for desired goals or objectives (cp. Mowitz·s
reference to the lIunseen hand ll in institutionaliza
tion). He points out that institution is a necessary
but not a sufficient condition for his systems model.
Institution may be either structure and static or es
tablished practice, custom or usage and dynamic. To
illustrate his analysis, he then applies it to waste
water management in the Detroit region, joining with
Mowitz and Kaynor in using this area for illustrative
purposes.

A word should also be said about the Appendix in
which the two papers by Lyle Craine are presented in
condensed versions. Professor Craine had been invited
to contribute an original essay to this volume, but
prior commitments prevented him from doing so. Yet it
seemed to me that his treatment of the institutional
problem in the two papers was so cogent as to warrant
inclusion in this volume in lieu of an original essay.
With his permission, then, they were condensed by
Robert Schmidt. Hopefully, we have not detracted from
his main emphasis.
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Chapter Two

Social Institutions: A Conceptual, Contextual, and Case Analysis

by Ed Knop

Colorado State University

'},

Throughout its relatively short history, sociology
has had a tendency to tantalize the hasty consumer of
its wares while tormenting the more thoughtful, con
scientious one. The reason for this is a complex one
related partly to the intriguing but elusive subject
matter broadly roped off by the discipline~ Even more
importantly, it would seem that the reason is rooted
in the relative underdevelopment (incompleteness and
"looseness") of sociology's theoretical base. To the
extent that any "knowledge" is consensual acceptance
of abstract conceptions of phenomena related in a way
that is consistent with perceived reality, then soc
iology remains relatively deficient in such knowledge
precisely because we lack consensus at the more ab
stract levels. While consensual acceptance is exten
sive concerning the nature and interrelationship of
concrete empirical reality, the higher one climbs the
ladder of abstraction, the less he finds systematic
integration, consensus, and conceptual clarity, and
thus "solid" knowledge. What is most needed in soc
iology is logical and ideological integration and com
pleteness at the middle and upper ranges of abstrac
tion, thus providing a systematic skeleton for the
discipline's substantive content, unitizing the disci
pline and providing a basis for possible consensus.

If sociologists are to be condemned for their rela
wive scientific underdevelopment, then even more to be
condemned are the increasing numbers of fellow scien
tists who borrow both freely and naively from pre
cisely that sociological material which is most ambig
uous and underdeveloped in an attempt to solve their
own theoretical or data problems. Sociologists have
become such a favorite target for blame in academic
buck-passing that phrases like "the human coeffi
cient," "social dimensions," and "institutional fac
tors" have become standard scientific cliches. Yet
these are the very concepts that sociologists readily
concede to be highly problematic notions at best, and
generally meaningless ones at worst.

In an attempt (1) to lend insight into the practi
cal and theoretical problems of incorporating abstract
sociological conceptions into the scholarly work of
other disciplines, and (2) to clarify somewhat a con
ceptual issue at the core of sociology's abstract con
fusion, this paper is given to an analysis of one of
the most frequently used and confused terms in the
sociological vocabulary: social institutions. Be
cause the term crosscuts most sociological issues, re
flects the most basic of conceptual and theory
integration problems of the discipline, and remains a
favorite in the social science lexicon, focus on it
seems an appropriate way to approach the stated ob
jectives. As the sociological giant Florian Znaniecki
has argued: "A critic of sociology could hardly find
a better way of arousing skepticism of its scientific
status than by collecting definitions given by soc
iologists of ... 'social institution'" (1958:172).
This paper is divided into three parts, the first de
voted to a standard conceptual analysis of the term,
the second to its application in the community context,
and the third to concise analysis of selected institu
tions in the community water case.

Part One. An Analysis of Conceptual Meaning

The. Ba.6eliJte. Con.:tJr.ove.fL6y: Re.a.t.L6m V-6. Nom1n.a.t.L6m.
Although the problem is not unique to the social sci
ences, they are probably more plagued by the realism!
determinism-nominalism/indeterminism issue than are
the natural science disciplines. The social sciences
are unquestionably concerned with causally linked phe
nomena, typically in the context of comprehensive
(holistic) and highly complex social, cultural, and
natural systems. To this extent, there has always
been considerable emphasis within theoretical sociol
ogy on the deterministic relationships implicit in
social systems analysis. But for various reasons -
some ideological and some practical -- the vast major
ity of sociologists have simultaneously subscribed to
some form of the "free wi 11" doctri ne, i. e., that
human behavior is, or can be, rationally based and
vol untary.

Since sociology's inception, ideological contro
versy has raged within it over the extent to which
deterministic complexes of social, cultural, and eco
logical systems control men or to which men control
their own personal ~r collective destiny by using
their unique powers of rationality and understanding.
Inspired probably by the philosopher's propensity for
logically tight arguments based on polar assumptions,
sociologists early tended to split into ideological
schools around this issue. Some were inclined to give
priority to the massive and evasive macro-systems'
structured properties, while others emphatically main
tained that the relatively free behaviors of individ
ual men were the proper base for explaining social
occurrences. Still others wandered freely back and
forth between the warring camps, drawing from both as
it suited their fancy, oblivious to, or not caring
about, the implicit inconsistencies between their
separate points of reference. The holists generally
leaned heavily on deterministic organic or mechanistic
models of social causality, never questioning the fac
tua1 exi stence of such vague entiti es as "soci ety'"
"community," "social class," or "groups" as /te.al.
thin.g-6 with properties and functions more pervasive
than the attributes and actions of individual persons
who constituted them. Those sociologists of an in
dividualistic or atomistic bent, on the other hand,
early developed a paranoia of reification, and thus,
at best, would call anything more abstract than in
dividual behaviors "nominal constructs" -- hueristic
abstractions which existed in name only. Because of
this split, sociologists got into the habit of using
the same terms (-6oc1e.ty, eommunity, g/toup, /tole., Yl.ottm)
to represent qui te di fferent ideas (that is, "con
cepts") with distinct sets of implications. During
the single century of sociology's existence, the pen
dulum of preferred theoretical paradigm has swung back
and forth at regular intervals, with the realist (sys
tem determinist) position being predominant from the
World War II era to about 1960, during which time sci
entific sociology underwent its principal development.
In the past decade there has been increasing discon
tent with the realist brand of sociology, resulting in
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a tendency for the new generation of sociologists to
prefer a more nominalistic perspective and a more ec
lectic theoretical treatment. The need for a socio
logical Newton has probably never ~efore been so
strongly felt in the discipline, as thousands of soc
iologists shift their synthesizing efforts upward in
abstractness in the hopes of forging the long-sought
unitary systematic sociology. Such an effort is re
flected in the present intensified attention being
given to the clarification, refinement, and integra
tion of key problematic concepts. The term ~o~at

in6titution stands as a good example: three attempts
at the reformulation of the concept have appeared as
free-standing articles in sociological journals during
the 1960s (Martin, 1968; Smith, 1964; Kaplan, 1960),
with additional attempts being made by anthropologists,
economists, and political scientists.

, The. Place. oil So~at In6titu;t,lon6 in :the. So~olog
~ca.t Vocabu.t~y. The concept of institutions is an
ancient one, as are many sociological concepts. It
was one of P1ato ' s favorites, as it was a favorite
among the great Enlightenment thinkers: Voltaire,
Condorcet, Montesquieu, and others. The term took on
a special significance, however, with the advent of
sociology and its heavy reliance on organic models of
society. For Comte, and for Spencer to an even
greater degree, "i nstituti ons II became the bas i c sub
unit of which societies were composed. In their ver
sion, institutions were conceived of as actual enti
ties taking precedence over all the more minor com
ponents to keep the whole society functioning as a
healthy unit. Sometimes these institutions were
likened to the major organs of the corporate social
body -- the heart, stomach, brain, etc. -- but more
often they were seen as cross-cutting coordinative
systems analogous to the cardiovascular system, the
nervous system, the lymphatic system, the muscle
structure, etc. Understandably, in the hands of such
scholars the most major "rea l" (visible) dimensions
of collective life became associated with the term
in6tittLtion: government, the family (in a generalized
sense), the military, organized religion, education,
and so forth. The emphasis of such sociological ac
tivity was obviously upon cutting up the corporate
social body into various numbers of basic sub-units so
as to better observe the functioning of each in the
institutional dissection of society, to which we shall
return later. Briefly for now, we may summarize the
original realist conceptualization of the term as fol
lows:

1. Institutions tended to be associated with for
mally organized social groupings;

2. they took on the status of the main organiza
tional and functional structure of society;

3. they were invested with the key normative qual
ities of the society or culture;

. 4. they became the primary (a) social-control,
(b) adaptive, and (c) integrative sub-units of society.

The number and names of such social institutions
varied with the whims and cultural biases of their
creators, but all agreed that institutions were the
stu~f of which societies were made. As will be seen,
varlOUS forms of this interpretation of the term still
persists within the realist camp. Several contempor
ary authors argue the importance of this concept in
their sociologies:

Social institutions form the framework of
society. They ... constitute the organi-
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zation of society (Chamblis, 1954:7).

Institutions lie at the center of socio
logical attention. They constitute the main
building blocks of society (Inkeles, 1964:68).

... Institutions are defined by the fact
that they are structured requisites of the
systems in which they occur (Marion Levy in
Martindale,1960b:491).

However stated, the typical interpretation of in
stitutions within sociology until the 1960s empha
sized:

1. That they were the most abstract sub-units of
soci ety;

2. that they existed to serve the essential needs
of the society and thus of the persons making up the
society.

The institutions most often cited are the polity,
the economy, the family (generalized), the legal sys
tem, religion, education, and recreation. Experience
has shown that the only utility of such abstract cat
egorical reification, even for the realist-sociologist,
is that it provides headings for chapters in intro
ductory texts.

Concerning the tendency to treat institutions in
this fashion, Martindale argues:

The major institutions were said to be those
which were in fact discovered. Family, poli
tical, economic and religious institutions ap
peared on all the major lists. . . . Though
it was evident that there is a kind of general
truth in conceiving of institutions as the
implementation and regulation of needs, the
theory turned out to be almost useless for
answering the questions which gave rise to
it in the first place. For one thing the as
signment of institutions to the category of
needs which it was presumed to implement and
regu 1ate was not an easy task . . . . If one
took the trouble to examine any single insti
tution, it became clear that a given institu
tion could satisfy a wide variety of needs ..
The need theory's failure to account for in
stitutions is theoretically clarified by the
fact that human needs are not biologically
fi xe\' precondit ions of human soci all He in
the same manner as are sets of instincts in
pre-human species. . . . Far from being the
fundamental point from which institutions can
be categorized, human needs are themselves
best explained by the very institutions for
which they are assumed to account (Martindale,
1966: 123-124) .

However ideologically important the concept has
been for sociologists, it in fact has played a dis
tinctly minor practical role in the development of the
discipline and in the explanations it has offered.
The reason seems to be that the term lacks consensual
usage and that it is so far removed from empirical
referents that it has no value as a researchable
variable. The term remains in the social science vo
cabulary more because of its heuristic value than for
any integral meaning it has in the discipline's body
of knowledge. As Thomas Martin puts it, lilt seems
that the concept has steadily come ... to serve as
a catchword, an heuristic device, or a 'primitive
term l to be used as a means for generalizing specific



research findings to the level of system operation"
(1968:100). It has also become a frequent evasion
technique both within and without the discipline, en
abling authors to avoid more precise conceptual treat
ment.

Interesti ngly, for as central a term as ~nJ.>;tLtutiol1

is purported to be for the discipline, it is used in
frequently by recent generations of sociologists, who
tend to be preoccupied with conceptual preciseness and
operationalizability. Of approximately two dozen
recent freshman-sophomore-level sociology texts sur
veyed by the writer, nearly one-half did not bother to
index the term, and fewer than one-half attempted to
define it. Robert Hanson has found that the term was
used in only 40 percent of all textbooks in sociology,
social psychology, cultural anthropology, and general
social science which were reviewed by the American
Sociological Review from 1945 to 1956 (Smith, 1964:
205). In recent more advanced texts and professional
monographs, the term is seldom either defined or used
in any significant way. This is not to say that the
term has been judged a bogus one by the discipline,
but that it remains so problematic and ambiguous that
most serious sociological writers prefer avoiding it
in favor of more concrete and consensual alternatives.

AUeJtl1a,Uve. Me.avUI19-6 06 "Souai. InJ.>t-LtuUol1."
While there is considerable variation in common usage
of the term even within the theoretical schools of
sociology, the starkest contrasts are to be found
tween those of the realist and nominalist persuasions.
Three summary analyses of the concept -60ci.ai. inJ.>t-Ltu
tiOI1 have been published in the past decade, each
paying primary attention to the realist conceptualiza
tions. In the most recent, Thomas Martin (1968:100
102) offered the following categories of usages:

I. Institutions as Social Structures.

A. Institutions as 110nma,Uve. structures.

1. An institution is an accepted standard
of behavior which one learns from
others and accepts as norms which gov
ern behavior (Chinoy, 1961 :22).

2. Instituti on refers . . . to a set of
institutional (i .e., morally impera
tive) norms that cohere around a rela
tively distinct and socially important
complex of values (Williams, 1959:29).

3. An institution consists of a system ~f

social norms defining the rights and
duties of individuals (Wilson and Kolb,
1949:513) .

B. Instituti ons as !tote. structures.

1. An institution will be said to be a
complex of institutionalized role inte
grates (or status relationships) which
is of strategic structural significance
to the system in question ... it is
made up of a plurality of interdepend
ent roles or components of them
a complex of patterned elements in role
expectations which may apply to an in
definite number of collectives
(Parsons, 1951 :39).

2. An institution is an established pat
tern of conduct, or set of patterns,
relating to some feature of social
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life (Ward, 1903:15).

3. Institutions are special types of
inter-subjective systems, individuals
interacting. They are not merely the
collection of individuals, but the mode
of behavior in which they engage
(Klatsoff, 1953:22). .

C. Institutions as g!tOUp-6 of people.

1. An institution consists of a concept
(idea, notion, doctrine, interest) and
a structure. The structure is a frame
work, an apparatus, or perhaps only a
number of functionaries set up to co
operate in prescribed ways at a certain
juncture (Sumner, 1960:4).

2. An institution [is] a group of-people
united for the purpose of a simple or
complex activity; always in possession
of a material endowment and a technical
outfit; organized on a definite legal
or customary charter linguistically
formulated in myth, legend, rule or
maxim; and trained for the carrying out
of its tasks (r~alinowski, 1961 :50).

3. An institution consists of persons or '
social groups who are attempting, as a
joint effect, to realize a mutually
held goal or idea, and behave and in
teract in conformity with a system of
rules for conduct (Hauriou, 1956:43).

II. Institutions as Socially Functional.

A. Institutions as ul1Lt-6 06 adapt~ol1.

1. Institutions are mechanisms which men
have established in order to secure or
achieve their primary needs (Lundberg,
1938: 12) .

2. An institution ... is a complex sys
tem of comparatively permanent habits,
attitudes, utilitarian objects and sym
bolic traits which performs the func
tion of satisfying man's needs and
which regulates social life (O'arien,
Schrag, and Martin, 1957:359).

B. Institutions as me.~hal1i-6m-6 o~ -6oeiai.~OI1

tttot.

1. Institutions ... are patterns govern
ing behavior and social relations which
have become interwoven with the system
of common moral sentiments which in
turn define what one has the "right to
expect" of a person in a certain posi
tion (Parsons, 1949:143).

2. Institutions are value patterns which
govern action in a social system~ They
define modes of behavior "legitimately
expected II and are therefore ideal but
not utopian patterns (Mercer, 1956:267).

3. Institutions are established systems of
rules of behavior, that is, social
norms by which the group maintains,
regulates, and makes more general and
frequent types of action defined as



valued and desirable (Thomas and
Znaniecki,1918-20:267).

It should be noted here that Lester Ward's inter
pretation (I,B,2 above) is one of the two nominalist
formulations in this listing, reflecting the fact that
the term ~ote, like inotitutio~, is sometimes taken to
be a real structural-normative aspect of social organ
ization (as Martin here interpreted its usage), and
sometimes as nothing more than a linguistic handle for
what otherwise could be called "repetitive or typical
individual behaviors geared to the person's immediate
circumstances" (as Ward probably intended). It would
seem to have been useful if each of the three authors
cited here for their analyses of the concept had iso
lated distinct conceptions of the term ~ote, allowing
the nominalist interpretation of the term inotitutio~

to be more apparent in their treatments. The second
instance of a nominalistic formulation in Martin's
listing is George Lundberg's (II,A,l) interpretation,
which emphasizes men's rational design in the social
sphere somewhat as do institutional economists when
laying out their typically more narrow and specific
interpretation based in Exchange Theory. Illustrative
of these points are several typical nominalist formu
lations which focus on the idea that institutions are
relatively narrow and persistent, collectively stand
ardized, cooperative patte~no of rationally organized
problem-solving sets of behavior.

[Institutions are] ... established forms or
conditions of procedure characteristic of group
activity. . . . An institution is not a group
at all, organi zed or unorgani zed . . .. It is
an organized way of doing something (MacIver
and Page, 1949:15-16).

Some forms of behavior seem repetitive, or
ganized, standardized and, within homogeneous
societies, somewhat predictable. Commonly
these uniformities are called "institutions."
The generic term institution is an abstrac
tion, not a perceivable reality (John Burma
in Lasswell, Burma, and Aronson, 1965:384).

[An institution is] ... a stable, mutu
ally understood and accepted pattern of inter
human interaction (Martindale, 1960a:306).

While in some regards the nominalist usage is more
open-ended than the typical realist usage, the nomina
list tends to mean something much more narrow and con
crete than the average realist does, to mean, for in
stance, lithe procedures for getting a job" or "going
about buyi ng a car" rather than lithe economy"; "ordi
nation" or "liturgy " rather than "re ligion"; "monogamy"
or "divorce" rather than lithe family. II The narrower
nominalist interpretation of social institutions is
becoming the preferred one among younger sociologists,
as it long has been for the economist, probably be
cause it has greater operational utility, is more con
sistent with the a pnioni understanding of other soc
ial scientists, and reflects a general shift in theo
retical preference among sociologists.

There remains one additional interpretation of in
stitutions that is generally implicit in both the real
ist and nominalist treatments. It concerns the special
integ~ative role of institutions in either social sys
tems or social behavior. Several explicit statements
appear below:

The relatively permanent, stable, uniform
and formal manner in which social groups are
interrelated produces what are termed social

institutions (Clinard, 1963:6).

Institutions are the relational patterns
manifested by groups. Groups are organized
sets of interhuman behaviors; institutions
are the relationships displayed therein
(Martindale, 1966:123).

Just as [repititive] social acts may be
aggregated into customs, and sets of such
actions aggregated into roles, so a more
complex structure of roles organized around
some central activity or social need may be
aggregated into an institution (Inkeles,
1964:68).

Other authors' reviews of the term's meanings are
similar to Martin's. Harold Smith, for instance, sees
the following separate usages of the term institution:

I. cuttunat St~u~tune: Institution is seen as a
cluster of interrelated social norms which are asso
ciated with a nucleus of high-priority values and one
or more basic human needs. [This can mean either] A.
... social institutions as the whole range of folk
ways, mores and laws (or) B.... a set of institu
tional norms (versus "ordinary" norms in the sense
that the former are more strongly obligatory) that co
here around a relatively distinct and socially impor
tant complex of values (1964:198-199).

II. SY.6temJ.J On l~teMcUve Retationorup.6: Some
sociologists conceive of an institution as consisting
of interactive patterns and social relationships which
are characteristic of groups and social systems. This
usage is focused on the persistent patterns of posi
tions (or statuses) and the organized actions of per
sons coordinate with such positions. Thus when human
interaction becomes sufficiently regularized, it is
said to be institutional. For example, Lee states:
II ••• an institution may be defined as a network of
relatively continuous interhuman processes and rela
tionships initiating and maintaining connections be
tween persons and groups within a plurality pattern
for the purpose of preserving the latter or otherwise
serving its interest ll (1964:200; this is a typically
nominalistic statement with emphasis on the integra
ti ve aspect).

III. Both cuttunat (Noromative) a~d Inte~acUve Re
tationorup.6 (i~uucU.~g ~ote ~omptexe.6): (Smith
illustrates this position with a quotation from E. T.
Hiller:) IIInstitutions are complexes of ideas and
practices containing norms specifying conduct between
persons. So viewed, a social institution is a rela
tively elaborate organization of norm-regulated social
relations directed toward some interest or need
(Smith, 1964: 200) .

The same basic position is formulated alternatively
by Talcott Parsons (as quoted above by Martin - I,B,l)
and by Gerth and Mills in terms of clusters of role ex
pectations and definitions as follows: IIInstitutions
are clusters of roles anchored in an authoritative
role (e.g., parental authority; the term II ro l e" is used
here in a nominalist sense, as contrasted with Talcott
Parsons' realist usage)1I (Martindale, 1960b:370).

IV. cuttu~at (Noromative) SUuuune a~d l~te~acUve

Retationorup.6 PtU/.) Reteva~t Mateniat Objew: A 1arge
number of sociologists would give the concept institu
tion even wider coverage than what has been indicated
so far .... A third additional part is now added,
namely, the meaning of symbols and material objects
which are essential to "institutional functioning" as
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the Bible is for religion and the home is for the
family. F. S. Chapin argues, for instance, that an
institution is: "An organized pattern of the atti
tudes and behaviors of the members of a group that
stands out as a configuration against the field of
culture. .. In some cases material culture traits
are tied into the configuration. . (Smith,
1964:201).

Smith summarizes his analysis by lis~ing the char
acteristics he finds delimiting the varlOUS interpre
tations of the term in6titution (what he calls the
"common elements," representing his own interpreta
tion). He considers institutions to be characterized
by:

1. cultural norms
2. interrelated parts or structure
3. stability and persistence
4. their "functions" (what they do for men, the

community or society)
5. sanctions
6. cognitive elements (meanings, definitions,

beliefs)
7. regularized social interaction
8. material culture traits (1964:202-204).

An alternative cataloging of institutional attri
butes is interestingly and concisely handled by Howard
Kaplan in his research-oriented review of the concept.
He sees three groupings of conceptual treatments:

I. The first group of definitions is most often
recognized as the traditional concept of institution.
This group shares two ideas in common: the nature of
the unit and the focus around which the units are or
ganized. The units are variously named "forms of pre
scri bed behavi or, II " ru l es ," "attitudes and behavi ors
of the members of the group, II " cu ltura1 patterns," or
"folkways and mores." These cultural-normative pat
terns are focused around "a number of social func
tions" or "about certain fundamental needs that occur
in all societies and are necessary to ordered social
1i fe" (1960: 176) .

II. In.. . another cl ass of defi niti ons of i n
stitutions ... the concept is generally defined as
an organized group (particularly, relative to commun
ity functioning) (1960:177).

III. A third group of definitions of institutions
allows us to treat the institution as a complex of
status-role relationships ... (1960:178).

In his critical review of the difficulties embodied
in each of these categories of definitions Kaplan
offers his own interpretation, tailored, he believes,
to the empirical researcher1s needs:

An institution may be defined, then, as a
complex of status-role relationships which
is concerned with a particular area of ac
tivity within any specified social system
(total or partial). The statuses making up
the institution must have the following char
acteristics if they are to be considered as
part of the institution in question.
(1) Statuses must be socially recognized and
defined (in terms of normative expectations
... ; (2) The statuses must exist independ
ently of the people who occupy the statuses
(giving it continuity over time) (1960:179).

AMoci...a.ted Conc.eptuat ViotincUon6. Before I
attempt a summary restatement of the concept ~oci...at

in6titution, it will prove helpful to review several
associated concepts and distinctions. The most im
portant of these is the concept in6titutionatization,
which has, surprisingly, enjoyed relatively precise
and consensual interpretation among all sociologists:

Through institutionalization, human be
havior is made predictable and patterned,
social systems are given the elements of
structure and the process of function. As
each invention or practice is accepted ..
institutionalization of relationships con
cerning it takes place. . . . Much of what
[is] called institutionalization may (alter
natively) be called systemic linkage (that
is, being systematically keyed to or inte
grated with other aspects of the social unit)
(Loomis and Loomis, 1956:6 and 84).

Institutionalization is the process where
by certain patterns of behavior become legit
imized ... (Inkeles, 1964:33-34).

By institutionalization we mean the inte
gration of expectations of the actors in a
relevant interactive system of roles with a
shared normative pattern of values ....
Actions are said to be institutionalized if
the actors expect them to occur and there are
cultural sanctions opposing non-conformity.
(Parsons and Shills, 1951 :20 and 40).

In what is perhaps its most significant
meaning, Ito institutionalize' is to in6~e

with vatue beyond the technical requirements
of the task at hand. . . . The test of in-
fusion with value is expendability .
When value infusion takes place there
is a resistance to change (Selznick, 1957:
11-19).

By institutionalization, we mean the
process by which new ideas and functions
are integrated and fitted into ... so
cieties, are accepted and acquire the cap
acity to sustain themselves, and, in turn,
influence the larger environment in which
they function" (Esman and Bruhns, 1966:321).

Either explicitly or implicitly, each of these def
initions (purposely drawn from variant theoretical
camps) emphasizes the following notions:

1. Institutionalization is the process by which
fairly specific things (ideas, expectations, behavior
patterns, material objects) become (A) widely accep
ted, (B) invested with social value, and (C) norma
tively legitimated.

2. A key aspect of this process is the integration
of the thing into the general social order.

3. The consequence of the process is that institu
tionalized things acquire the quality of persistence
(primarily because of their interdependency relation
ships).

If only the sociological giants had long ago pro
claimed that "that which has been institutionalized is
an institution," the general problem would have been
solved. For some reason, however, only those in the
minority nominalist camp were inclined to move in this
direction, and then only in an indirect and incomplete
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fashion.

Another concept which has long been associated with
the nominalist interpretation of institutions~ but
which for some reason did not become common until the
last decade~ goes by the alternative names in6titu
tiona.£. c.ompie.x, in6ti.:ttLt<..ona.£. oJ1.deJt, or in6WtLt<..ona.£.
~e.c.t04. This provides the nominalists with a way of
eventually working up to such massive, comp1ex~ and
abstract concepts as education~ religion, government~

and the economy, allowing them to make occasional ref
erence to widespread coordinated activities (such as
government) without destroying the manageability of
their more narrowly conceived term in6ti~tLt<..on. Alex
Inke1es is one of the few realists who takes a some
what similar tack with his distinction between large
scale institutions (such as government) and sma11
scale ones (such as a local fraternity chapter).

Another distinction is made by both the realists
and nominalists in their dichotomous ranking of spe
cific institutions or institutional sectors in terms
of their relative importance to the people or the sys
tem. In antiquity Karl Marx made much of the IIbasic ll

or IIs ubstructural ll institution of the economy to which
the secondary or IIsuperstructuralll institutions were
keyed. Russel Dynes and others speak of IIdominant in
stitutions ll (1964:379) ~ r~arion Levy speaks of IIstra
tegic institutions ll (Martindale, 1960b:49l) and Don
[~artinda1e of II primary institutions ll (IIWe may describe
as 'primary' those institutional areas of inter-human
life that immediately serve the basic human require
ments: the control of human impulses and the supply
of those things necessary for human life ll

) (l960a:
307) .

Of frequent consideration in sociological discus
sions of institutions, particularly in the context of
problematic social situations, are such concepts as
inte.4-in6WtLt<..onat inc.on6~~e.nc.y -- IImu tua1 inconsis
tency or contradiction of traits ll yielding insuffi
cient consensus to keep all or most of them viable
(Stuart Queen in Lee and Lee~ 1955:33) -- and in6tLtu
tiona.£. c.onniic.t -- long-established major social col
lectives engaged in fierce competition for limited
resources required or desired by each for its own
maintenance (Dynes, 1964:380). Dynes writes of two
institutional characteristics which work to resolve
such problematic relations: (1) lIinstitutional dom
inance~1I where some institutions are generally con
strued to have priority over others, requiring con
straint or alteration of the more minor until a recon
ciliation is achieved (he lists six points for the
working dynamics of such reconciliation), and (2) II CO 
ordination of e1ites,1I where key representatives of
the respective institutions work out mutually agree
able arrangements to coordinate relations or resolve
conflicts (1964:380). Two additional processes may be
added which serve to resolve institutional clashes:
(1) the creation and utilization of adjudicative in
stitutions endowed with authority or power to resolve
the problem, and (2) the institutionalization of in
formal procedures for keeping separate intrinsically
inconsistent behavioral patterns or hostile groups
(double standards~ role separations, and the like).

Two final associated concepts, of forgotten origin,
are in6ti~tLt<..ona.£. a.-f.;teJtncttA..vu and ioc.a..R.. ve.MUl.> tAan6
foc.at in6WtLt<..on6. With regard to institutional al
ternatives~ all that needs to be noted here is that
several or many substitute institutions, which may
occur either simultaneously or sequentia1ly~ can pro
vide the same essential function for the needs of
either the social system or the people who occupy it.
With respect to local versus transloca1 institutions

(implicitly, at the community or sub-system level),
we must recognize that many institutions may take
unique forms in given settings (that is, serve as
functional alternatives across social units)~ or may
be the same or highly similar across specific sett
ings~ thus appearing to be universal or societal in
stitutions.

In an attempt to pull the foregoing together, we
may note:

1. The typical realist conception of the term
~oc.ia.£. in6~on makes it the broadest and most ab
stract structural ~ normative~ and functional sub-unit
of society~ tends to equate or associate it with the
structure of functionally important social groups~

and attributes to it special powers of persistence and
sod a1 control.

2. The typical nominalist conception of the term
reduces its level of abstractness to mean any persis
tent collectively standardized and coordinated pattern
of rationally organized problem-solving behavior, and
to associate it with the interrelated activities of
persons in or between groups~ but not to equate it
with the group, the group's structure, or more ab
stracted social structure.

3. The common ingredients of these two interpreta
tions appear to be the beliefs that: (1) institutions
are widely accepted~ are thought to have social value
or utility, and are afforded legitimacy; (2) institu
ti ons are characteri zed by thei r i ntegrati ve or i nter
related nature; and (3) institutions have strong ten
dencies to persist. These are the only general attri
butes the nominalists and realists are both inclined
to associate with the term in6ti.:tu..Uona..R..izcttA..on.

If~ as rigorous scholars and scientists~ we can
tolerate such a wide and loose range of referents as
is implied in the common-ground interpretation (point
3 above) -- varying from Smith1s material objects
through Martindale's standard problem-solving group
activities to Kaplan's organization of functionally
related sets of status-role relationships (a frequent
definition of group structure) -- then to do so seems
the logical course, for it would at least provide us
with ready conceptual consensus. If~ on the other
hand, we cannot afford such latitude in referents~

then the nominalist conceptualization seems the pref
erable one for both the researcher and the theorist~

since this interpretation has greater manageability~

specificity, and operationa1izibility and is comple
mented by a range of auxiliary concepts (in6ti.:tu..Uona.£.
~ e.c.t04, in6ti.:ttLt<..ona.£. a.-f.;te.McttA..ve., inteJt-in6Wldio nat
inc.on6~~e.nc.y, etc.) enabling it to perform a range of
wonders.

This author is in agreement with Thomas Martin~ who
concludes:

... the concept of institution is an ex
tremely valuable analytical tool ~ but it must
be constantly redefined and specified at both
the theoretical and empirical levels. Through
such redefinition the concept has the potential
of becoming a strategic linking device by means
of which vast amounts of work in organizational
analysis, role theory, group research, community
study, and the like can be combined into a
single body of social theory and knowledge
(1968 :108) .
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Part Two. Contextual Meaning: The Community Setting

The foregoing has approached the meanings of the
term in6titution by exploring alternative definitions.
Effective tests of meaning, of course, are supplied
not by definitions, but rather by way of contextual
usage. Therefore, we now turn attention to using the
term, along with other key concepts, in the context of
community (the most micro social unit generally ap
propriate for institutional analysis).

ATheo~etiQai P~e6aQe to In6titutionai Em~genQe.

The context of social forms' creation is the group -
"that system or pattern of social behavior which
arises when pluralities pursue their individual and
collective aims in common" (Martindale, 1962:38).
Through interaction based on personal similarities,
men order their behavior, thus forming groups; and
in groups men benefit from others' experiences and or
ientations. Men quickly learn that common, like, or
reciprocal problems can best be resolved by coopera
tive planning and action. Thus they are pragmatically
inclined toward mutual facilitation and group associa
tion for the satisfaction of their individual desires,
which need not be the same or even similar.

Just as the individual tends habitually to repeat
successful solutions in standard situations and to
generalize response patterns to similar situations,
so, too, will groups of men repeat successful group
responses to similar situations. These mutually sup
porting individual response patterns become the per
formance of compl ementary roles. When these "standard
solutions to the problems of collective life" (r~artin

dale, 1962:39-40) are keyed to the community context,
they are termed institutions. They are complexes of
reinforcing, individually patterned behaviors. To
facilitate successful action in the community, the
regularly occurring component patterns are reinforced
by individual expectations that they persist. Such
expected behavior patterns are termed no~ if they
are situationally based and aimed at all or a wide
range of community members, and ~te6 if they are
aimed at the incumbents of select status categories.
The fusion of expectational dimensions and behavioral
dimensions (such as established social solutions or
institutions) can be called the culture (or subcul
ture) of those persons to whom they apply.

Emergent behavior patterns are always keyed to sit
uational contexts that include the physical setting as
a significant dimension. Thus, when men meet in a
new setting and set about creating new social forms
which make possible a collective life, the products
can be expected to be as unique as the combined unique
ness of the setting and the individuals' respective
repertoires of pre-made solutions. Regardless of the
setting, however, there are certain general classes of
problems which men must solve before sustained col
lective life is possible, and which invariably demand
group action for resolution. There are two broad cat
egories of individual concerns and thus of community
institutions. One, their p~vate ~ea6On6, refers to
individual needs for (l) physical sustenance and
(2) socio-emotional comfort and supplies part of the
impetus for men to form and maintain communities. A
second general category of men's concerns, and thus of
institutions they create, is that of social control,
required when people live in close proximity. This is
their pubtiQ ~ea6on for forming and maintaining com
munities. Martindale concludes: "There are no grounds
for assuming that solutions to the problems in anyone
of these areas are any more fundamental than the solu
tions to those in any other." And importantly, once
they are established, the sets of solutions tailored
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to each area, he continues, "define both the circum
stances of socially significant innovation ... and
the areas of resistance to innovation" (Martindale,
1962:44).

Implicit in the foregoing is a key fact of collec
tive life that will be elaborated below: various pat
terned solutions to recurrent problems must, overall,
be either supportive or complementary; when they
clash, the delicate -- and requisite -- inter
institutional balance or integration is endangered.

The MaintenanQe 06 E6tabllihed Soual- Fo~. Soc
ialization is a main mechanism by which established
social forms, such as institutions, are maintained.
Basic socialization provides children with a working
knowledge of the ways of life in their community,
class, ethnic group, etc.; and continuing socializa
tion reorients immigrant adults to the patterns char
acteristic of the community.

Similarly, certain characteristics of the people's
c~lture both promote and facilitate maintenance of
established patterns. Given men's dependence upon
predictability in action situations -- possible only
because of behavioral consistency or patterning -
they construct proscriptions and prescriptions to en
sure the maintenance of these patterns. Thus sanc
tions -- positive and negative collective reactions to
extraordinary individual behavior -- are specifically
intended to encourage adherence to the established
patterns by rewarding outstanding efforts toward this
end and by punishing deviants whose behaviors threaten
to undermine the established ordering of relations.
Sanctions are, thus, the teeth in a people's shared
morality or ethos. In these ways social control is
obtained so that established patterns are maintained.

It has been posited above that every system of pat
terned social relations is keyed to an external envi
ronment, whi ch is here ca11 ed the "conti ngent mil i eu. "
The interrelation between the natural setting (includ
ing climate, resources, and biological ecology) and
social patterns has already been noted. A second di
mension of the contingent milieu that is of particular
importance in this context is the interdependent na
ture of the relations of men in one community with
those in others. Virtually every community has exten
sive "linkages" (or connections) with other collec
tions of men outside, and what these other men do fre
quently has major consequences for local ordering.
Thus, any given set of patterned sotial relations is
contingent on both the local natural milieu and the
external social milieu, with major changes in either
probably affecting the local social patterning. For
this reason, men attempt to maximize their control
over nature by scientific and technological research
and development. Also for this reason, men attempt to
exert certain controls on outsiders' behavior, so that
local patterns can persist without external interfer
ence (as with balance-of-power politics and legisla
tive and secondary control organizations like the
U.N., national, and state governments). And also for
this reason, one of the major factors in the mainten
ance of established social patterning involves the in
corporation of adaptive mechanisms within the local
ordering: ancient men consulted oracles for new dic
tums in times of crisis; established governing bodies
enact new laws or give old ones new interpretations as
situations become altered. While adaptive mechanisms
do not preserve social ordering exactly, they allow it
to remain as much as possible like the precedent form,
with the alterations occurring in acceptable ways.
Too, when external linkages give evidence of causing
internal trouble, there is a tendency for men to advo-



cate contracted linkages or increased local autonomy
and self-sufficiency -- the isolationist tendency.

Two final points regarding the maintenance of soc
ial patterns rest upon the assumption that men have an
emotional vested interest in established social pat
terns. If they had a hand in their creation or revi
sion, they want to see the products of their efforts
maintained. And because all men require the psychic
nourishment provided by emotionally satisfying social
relations, they have a deep vested interest in the
preservation of patterned affective and expressive
social forms. These, when they do not exist independ
ently, are typically superimposed on instrumental pat
terned relations, and thus men are inclined to permit
no tampering with them.

The CommurU.:ty a.6 al1 In..o.tLtutiona£. Complex.. The
patterning process discussed above yields a variety of
institutional forms varying from production-oriented
and peace-keeping ones to adaptation and linkage pat
terns. It is a convention among many sociologists to
consider this whole local institutional complex as
synonymous with the term commurU.:ty. Several defini
tions exemplify this practice.

A community is a complete sYstem of social
interaction, that is a set of social groups
sufficient to solve for a plurality of in
dividuals all the problems of collective
life falling into the compass of a normal
year and in the compass ofa normal life.
The problem with which the theory of (com
munity) attempts to cope concerns the inter
adjustment of the institutions of one area
of social life to influences arising out of
another (Martindale, 1962:44). The concept
community has become important not as a
term for an area where people live but for
a kind of integrated system of social life
in which geographic area is secondary or
even irrelevant (Martindale, 1960b:133).

Harold Kaufman concurs, and elaborates:

The community may be seen as a network
of interrelated associations, formal and
informal, whose major function is problem
solving for the local society ....
The community may be seen as a prob1em
solving process which provides needed ad
justment for the local life. . . . Dis
crete unrelated actions, no matter how
great their individual contributions, do
not make the interactional community. A
degree of coordination, integration, and
unity is essential. This is realized ..
through groups which coordinate and carry
out community activity. At the cultural
level, integration is affected through the
widely shared values and objects pertaining
to the community field, and at the ecologi
cal level, through a 'functiona1 re1ation '
of services (Kaufman, 1959:12).

As defined above, a community is a system of social
action sufficient to solve for a collection of people
all the problems of collective life typical in a nor
mal year and in a normal life. It is the largest
usual or primary interactional network in which a num
ber of persons participate for the satisfaction of
their common daily productive, consumptive, and socio
emotional needs; its limits are the practical limits
in which the individual lives out his mundane day-to
day life. It is within the community that primary

interactions intersect with the more artificial and
formal secondary institutions. While the family is
the prime agency of socialization, it is the community
that in large part defines the appropriate norms,
values, aspirations, etc., which make up the content
of that socialization. This is not to suggest that
communities are strictly homogeneous units; rather,
they are the basic units of heterogeneity with which
any given individual has first-hand familiarity.

Part Three. Toward an Analysis of the Urban Water
Management Case

Given that communities are comprised largely of a
massive matrix of reciprocal and overlapping institu
tional patterns, it is difficult to dissect analyti
cally any set of these without reference to numerous
others with which they are functionally linked. Prac
tical constraints, however, dictate that this brief
exemplary discussion be concerned with a summary of
selected institutional interfaces in a relatively lim
ited institutional complex, of which urban water man
agement problems will be made the focus. It will be
come immediately apparent, none the less, that this
seemingly narrow sector of community institutions is,
in fact, highly diffuse and pervasive in the total
community institutional network.

In an attempt to interject some order into the com
plex matter of institutional mapping and analysis,
overly simple general categories of community-life
sectors will be offered and divided into selected in
stitutional areas that have clear implications in the
context of water management. For each of these insti
tutional areas one ~r more examples of specific insti
tutional patterns will be noted. It should be under
stood that the community sectors, the general institu
tional areas, and the specific institutions identified
are not intended to be comprehensive, or even repres
entative, listings, but are rather chosen to provide
a range of examples for analysis.

To illustrate the reciprocity and overlap of insti
tutional complexes associated with general community
sectors, Figure 1 is offered as a brief heuristic par
adigm (obviously arbitrary and selective in sector
identification) .

A sampling of water-related institutions is made
by general categories and subcategories in Table l,
and each is accompanied by an example of a specific
relevant institution. It should be noted that a more
usual way to approach the listing of such a series of
institutional patterns would be to first identify and
delineate the specific water-related organizational
institutional sets (such as systems of water supply,
control, distribution, utilization and rec1amat~on),
and then to relate each specific component to broader
functional sectors of the general community social
system (governmental, financial, educational, etc.).
An alternative cataloguing procedure is followed here
to emphasize the complexity of relating water institu
ti ons to these broader sectors of community organi za
tion, although such a listing obfuscates the inter
relations between water-management patterns.
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Corrnnerce/
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Figure 1

Gross Paradigm of Selected Community Institutional
Sectors of Significance to Urban Water Management

Politics/
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related
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related

A sampling of water-related institutions is made by general categories and subcategories in Table 1,

and each is accompanied by an example of a specific relevant institution. It should be noted that a more

usual way to approach the listing of such a series of institutional patterns would be to first identify

and delineate the specific water-related organizational-institutionai sets such as systems of water supply,
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Table 1:

Examples of Water Use Institutions by Institutional Area and General Community Sector

Category

Safety/Health

Flood control systems

Waste treatment systems

Fire control systems

Clean water delivery systems

Po1iti ca1/Legal

Citizen group lobby practices

Water storage procedures

Regulation of volume usage

Water rights law

Pollution control

Financial

Water procurement financing

Public bonding

Cost regulation of water use

Commercial/Industrial

Water need assurances

Conservation systems

Fluid emission treatment

Consumer-interest orientation

New technology

Hygiene needs

Maintenance of properties

Convenience technology

Specific example of patterned problem-solving process/practice

Process of surveying drainage areas for construction of
diversion ditches

Procedure for sewage collection~ processing~ and disposal

Process for regularized inspection and maintenance of hydrant
delivery systems

Procedure for supplying clean drinking water in disasters
and after contamination of public water supplies

Precedent of petitioning procedure to bring pressure on civic
1eadershi p

Process of maintaining public reservoir systems

Practice of imposing use limitations in times of draught

Process for court adjudication of disputed claims

Practice of offering variances to serve greater public interest

Bank loan practices for private and industrial deep-well
dri 11 i ng

Procedures for public borrowing for treatment facilities
construction

Practice of flat-rate domestic assessments to encourage lawn
watering~ etc.

Practice of purchasing water rights prior to industrial
location or expansion

Procedures for implementation of water recycling technology

Practice of cooling heated water before discharge into
rivers and lakes

Practice of advertising products through appeal to their
water-conservation attributes

Federal granting practices for d~velopment of practical
conservation-oriented consumer products (such as chemical
toil ets)

Bathing practices and related social norms

Practice of washing automobi.les

Prevalent use of dishwashers~ etc.
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Category

Aesthetic

Ecology movement

Retreat areas

Tastes

Recreati ona1

Public facilities

Multiple-use storage systems

Wa te r pu rity

Educational

Hygiene emphasis

Formal sensitivity programs

Mass Media

Table 1 (cont'd)

Specific example of patterned problem-solving process/practice

Practice of organlzlng to increase sensitivity and to explore
options for aesthetic preservation

Practice of maintaining public parks, scenic lagoons, etc.

Practice of extensive lawn watering, reflecting preference
for green growth

Practice of constructing and maintaining public swimming
pools

Process of developing reservoirs and waterways for both
sporting and water-storage purposes

Practice of setting pollution standards at level where
existent water life is not jeopardized

Practice of school shower-daily programs in conjunction
with physical education courses

Practice of devoting sections of courses throughout grade
levels to water-use sensitivity experiences

Procedures for influencing public opinion about water use
through news and documentary programs

A minimum of imagination is required to appreciate
the complex interrelationships between a specific in
stitution in one institutional sector and other insti
tutions in that sector, and in other sectors as well.
A single example should suffice. Legal statutes reg
ulating permissible levels of effluent-discharge con
tamination are integrally related to all of the fol
lowing examples (and still others are possible, of
course): aesthetic and recreational preferences and
practices, sensitizing programs in schools and via the
mass media, industrial treatment processes, govern
mental inspection and complaint actions, public adjud
ication processes, and financing improved treatment
processes. In short order, a considerable number of
functionally related institutional subsystems become
implicated. Such is the nature of interdependent in
stitutional complexes, which, when taken collectively,
yield a relatively well-functioning and integrated
community. The greater the interdependence, of course,
the greater the long-range structural effectiveness
and stability of the community and the greater the
citizen's social-psychological sense of "community"
(solidarity, feeling of belonging, sense of mutual
trust and good will).

Two sets of related analytic comments, then, are
in order. One concerns what may be thought of as dis
tinct types of institutions dependent upon their tech
nological and value implications. (1) Some of the in
stitutions above are pretty much a matter of the man
agement of processes now relegated to material tech
nology (man's use of mechanical processes to extend
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the effectiveness of his human capabilities), as in
recycling industrial effluents; (2) some are more a
matter of social technology (man's ways of managing
his collective social relations), as with the proce
dures for obtaining loans and permits for drilling
wills, or using court procedures for settling disputed
use rights; and (3) some are of the order of common
practices reflecting aesthetic and normative prefer
ences of people (making them both social-psychological
and cultural), as with watering lawns and enjoying
scenic lagoons.

Another, but related, set of distinctions apparent
in the above examples has to do with behavioral pat
terning: (1) regularizing the ways water is actually
used in human problem-solving efforts, as contrasted
with (2) institutionalizing procedures which serve to
regulate problematic usages of water. Relying on a
basic distinction presented in Part II, we can clas
sify institutions as those (1) existing to satisfy
men's sustenance or consumptive needs, whether phy~i

Qal (having clean water to drink or to enable an in
dustrial process which provides essential employment)
or ~o~o-emotio~al (having lakes to put boats on or
lagoons to look at); or (2) those existing to satisfy
men's collective social-control needs, through either
the socialization of internalized self control (the
functioning of the family, education and the mass
media) or sanctioning procedures (the political and
legal processes, social pressures, etc.).



While these sets of distinctions are not intended
as formal typologies of social institutions, they do
serve to underscore points treated throughout the
paper which suggest several concluding comments. It
should be understood that institutional analysis,
whatever the specific area, is possible only when
based in a thorough theoretical understanding of the
full meaning of the term in both its conceptual and
its contextual usage (Parts I and II, respectively).
Such an understanding is obviously problematic, both
because variations in usage exist within such an in
dividual discipline as sociology, and because thorough
analysis of the functioning of institutions, given
their range of types, requires collaboration across a
range of disciplines (engineering, law, the social
sciences, the humanities) where theoretical styles and
competences vary markedly. Further, the analysis of
institutional orders is one of the most demanding
challenges to face the scientist because of the mas
sive matrix of interdependencies that quickly emerges
as we approach the level of specificity which enables
practical and useful treatment. The simple fact is
that the term "institutionl' represents a synthesis and
summary of a wide variety of theoretical ideas from
across the social sciences and encompasses a range of
substantive ideas from an even greater number of dis
ciplines. Aspirations to make the concept, and others
like it, more meaningful and useful are admirable and
presumably essential for substantial advances in in
terdisciplinary problem-oriented research. But only
the foolhardy would assume that to be an easy task.
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Chapter Three

Institutional Effectiveness and Accountability In Water Resources Management

by W. Keith Warner

Brigham Young University

Effective water resources management has its roots
in an understanding of the nature of institutional
structure and social organization as much as in the
nature of physical science and technology. Management
is an organizational problem.

Nevertheless, agencies supporting research and de
velopment have failed to invest anything close to the
necessary funds for studying this part of the problem.
The consequence is a familiar one in our society:
developments in the physical sciences and engineering
technology of the problem have far outpaced those in
social planning, policy, and organization.

Although detailed information has been accumulated
on such matters as the properties of water, flood
zones, dams, treatment plants, and siltation, the most
elementary information about institutional structure
is unavailable. For example, there is no adequate
census and catalogue of institutional structures re
lating to water resources. We do not know how many
there are, what they consist of, where they are, what
outcomes they produce, or who benefits from them.
Something is known about these matters, to be sure,
but far too little for us to comprehend the more com
plex and central issues of institutional effectiveness
in water resources management.

The purpose of this essay is to outline and discuss
some of the fundamental ideas about which we need con
siderable further study if we are to understand the
institutional structure of water resources management.
I will attempt neither to review the range of publica
tions dealing with the concepts of organizations and
institutions and their effectiveness, nor to distill
the "essence" of previous analyses. Nor will I at
tempt to summarize what is known about the institu
tions relating to water resources.

Instead, I will try to set forth a framework that
could usefully guide a program of empirical study in
thi s area, and to suggest a "theory" or set of hypoth
eses regarding some strategic variables to be exam
ined in analyzing and improving effectiveness in ins
titutions generally. This general conceptualization
is applicable to, but not unique to, the analysis of
the institutional structure of water resources manage
ment. In doing this I will briefly delineate some of
the elements of a theoretical perspective on the con
cepts of organization, effectiveness, accountability,
and institutional structure.

ORGANIZATION, EFFECTIVENESS, AND ACCOUNTABILITY

The basic function of organization is to attain
collectively some desired state of affairs. A distinc
tive ingredient of organization is purposiveness, the
object of which is to identify and agree upon desired
outcomes, and to make the actual outcome of collective
efforts correspond reasonably closely to the desired
outcome.

The characteristic problems of organization are
agreeing upon the desired outcome, understanding the
means that will yield it, and designing and implement
ing methods for coordinating and controlling individ
ual activities to yield an approximation of the de
sired results;

But the problem of water resources management can
not be dealt with adequately at this level of abstrac
tion. It is necessary to explain what organization
consists of so that the relevant phenomena can be
identified and studied in relation to the specific
features of water resources.

C. S. Mills gives us insight into the need for or
ganization in his discussion of the conditions under
which men make their own history. His concept is a
kind of "marketplace theory" of fate or inevitability,
where "innumerable decisions of innumerable men" re
sult in unintended outcomes (Mills, 1959:181-183).

Organization is the opposite of Mills's concept of
fate or inevitability (Warner, 1971 :96-97). Using
Mills's concept, we can identify the following key
attributes of organization:

1. ~dentin~ability: the identifiability of the
people involved, especially those having the power to
control the outcome;

2. pow~: sufficient power to affect the outcome
of the collective efforts of those persons partici
pating in the organized activity;

3. nO~e6~ght: the ability to foresee the conse
quences of decisions and actions;

4. aeeountab~y: the ability to hold those
identifiable people accountable for the decisions,
actions, and outcomes over which they have power and
which they are able to foresee.

These are not the only attributes of organization,
but they do comprise a nucleus of necessary elements.
Without anyone of them, man's capacity to produce
through the coordinated efforts of many people a prod
uct which requires joint effort, and in which desired
and actual results correspond closely, is likely to
be severely limited.

Effectiveness, or some degree of correspondence
between intended outcome and actual outcome, is an in
trinsic part of this concept of organization. Hence,
if there is no effectiveness there is little or no or
ganization. I recognize that this conceptualization
is narrow in some important ways.* For example, it

* The conceptualization of organizational effective
ness has been an area of some controversy. Views which
focus on factors other than those of most concern in
this paper are represented in Ghorpade (1971). I rec
ognize that there are more factors involved in effec
tiveness than those outlined in this paper, but I be
lieve these are the most fundamental.
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would be possible to coordinate and control the ac
tivities of numerous people in programs that are based
on faulty cause/effect presumptions! and for that
reason fail to obtain a close correspondence between
desired and actual results. Therefore! it is probably
more precise to say that I am dealing with the concept
of e66ective organization. In that sense effective
ness is an intrinsic part of the concept; it is there
by definition.

Accountability is in the same sense an intrinsic
part of organization. That is! for organization to
exist and to have some degree of effectiveness! it
must be possible to identify· and hold accountable the
people who have the power to control the consequences
of the organizational efforts. Accountability most
clearly pertains to responsibility for outcomes when
the persons have control and are able to foresee the
consequences of actions. However, a more dynamic
view of accountability would include responsibility
to develop the capacity to foresee such consequences.

Indeed, a major function of administrative leader
ship is the development of capacity to foresee con
sequences of a1ternati ve choi ces. In turn, such a
capacity must take its meaning from the ability to
identify the mission and purposes (desired outcomes)
of the organization. In logical order! then, adminis
trative leadership discharges its distinctive respon
sibilities when! among other things! it (1) identifies
the mission and purposes of the organization! (2) de
velops and exercises the capacity to foresee the con
sequences of alternative structures and processes or
actions! and (3) mobilizes the power (control) and re
sources to implement the structure and processes that
will yield the desired consequences. In more specific
terms, then! accountability pertains to each of these
three foregoing categories of action. These are some
of the general kinds of things administrative leader
ship is accountable for.

The foregoing three general categories of adminis
trative responsibility also identify crucial areas of
needed research. Previous organizational studies have
shown repeatedly that organizations, especially those
having any significant portion of nonmaterial outcomes
among their purposes, have chronic difficulties hand
ling each of those three general problems. Major con
tributions to understanding water resources management
could be made by describing and analyzing the institu
tional structure of such management in terms of those
three problems.

INSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURE

Social organization takes a variety of forms! rang
ing from small! sporadic! or intermittent informal
groupings of people to huge! highly formalized! and
explicitly regulated bureaucracies. By institutions
and institutional structure! I mean forms of social
organization that have the following general charac
teristics:*

* For some of the numerous and sometimes divergent
views of lIinstitutions ll and some of their elements see:
Broom and Selznick (1963:250-254); Bierstedt (1957:
298-306); Williams (1960:30-35); Selznick (1957:5-22);
Kaplan (1960); and Clark (1956).
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1. relative importance in society;

2. societal acceptance! establishment, and legit
imacy;

3. value infusion.

Although there is no definitive catalogue of what
kinds of things qualify as II re l atively important in
society!" traditionally we use the term .{J1.J.J.t.Ltu.tionai.
J.JtAuctune to refer to such central aspects of organi
zation as those relating to government, family, edu
cation, religion! and the economy. This list expands
into health, welfare! and cultural spheres. For the
most part, this importance to society depends on basic
functions thought to be the II core ll of society! the
common IIneeds" to which all societies give priority.

A second aspect of institutional structure is the
ideas of acceptance! establishment, and legitimacy.
A new way of doing things, a social movement, or an
organization may begin outside the institutional realm
and later come to be accepted and legitimized, either
by incorporation into the value structure or by a
change in the value system to accomodate the new form.

The third characteristic of institutional structure
is the "infusion of value." Selznick (1957:17-22) has
discussed this phenomenon! pointing out that an organ
izational structure may begin as an instrument for the
attainment of some objectives. But as the organiza
tion gains acceptance and legitimacy, it may come to
be valued for itself, independent of its instrumental
value. A test for this value infusion, he points out,
is expendability -- whether the organization can be
disbanded when its objectives are reached or a better
instrument becomes available.

Singly these three characteristics neither describe
very completely the nature of institutional structure
nor comprise a rigorous definition of what institu
tions are. But taken together they do help to sepa
rate institutional social structures from noninstitu
tional ones and to describe some general attributes of
the kind of organization of concern in this essay.

Institutional structure has three major components:

1. The cuttU4al component: established ways of
doing things, norms, and roles;

2. the o~ganizational component: established,
formal organizations;

3. the '{'nte~oJtganizationalcomponent: organiza
tions linked with each other with some degree of
structure.

The Cultural Component of Institutional Structure

The cultural component is comprised of a general
foundation on which specific organizations in society
are built, and a societal context that orients and
constrains what groups and organizations, as well as
individuals, do. It contains such things as norms,
roles, values, and goals, those things which give a
generalized, diffuse organization to human behavior.
The most familiar and dominant form of the cultural
component is law. Through the formation and enforce
ment of law, a certain degree of structure is imposed
on the behavior of large numbers of people in society.
Law, like other kinds of norms, introduces order by
prescribing certain kinds of actions and pros~r~bing

other kinds. Roles introduce order by prescrlblng



expected patterns of behavior, usually in conjunction
with related roles. That is, a role assigns a person
a certain "package" of rights and obligations indicat
ing how he is to act toward certain other people and
how they are to act toward him. Goals introduce order
by which to judge priorities.

The cultural component of institutional structure
functions in three important ways. First, it helps
pattern the behavior of large masses of people.
Second, when this form is internalized, it coordinates
to some degree the actions of masses of people with
out external surveillance and sanctions, though ins
titutional norms and values are sufficiently important
that surveillance and sanctions, usually both formal -
by the agencies of societal control -- and informal -
by the influence of those who have internalized the
cultural-elements and who support and defend them -
are used. Third, the cultural component of institu
tional structure provides an integrative framework
for helping to hold society together. I am referring
here to those cultural elements that generalize to
large groups of the societal population and extend
across numerous organizations. A parallel set of
norms, roles, values, and goals pertains to the or
ganizational component of institutional structure.

The Organizational Component of Institutional
Structure

The second component of institutional structure is
those organizations or agencies whose mission is the
promulgation of the goals and values in given spheres
of societal concern. These organizations share in the
attributes of bureaucracy and in the elements and pro
cesses common to various kinds of complex organiza
tions.* They have explicit responsibility for one or
more of the areas of concern represented by given seg
ments of the cultural component of institutional struc
ture. For example, general societal norms about the
obligation of citizens to preserve the cleanliness of
our environment may require the creation of specific
public agencies charged with enforcing that obligation.

Organizations constitute the most focused and pur
posive form of general societal organization of col
lective effort. They are characterized by purposes
which give meaning and direction to the organization1s
existence and activities; boundaries which delineate
the organization's personnel, responsibilities, and
resources; explicit formal structure which divides,
allocates, and patterns the organization's labor,
power, and authority, and arranges its communication;
technologies which transform raw materials into fin
ished product and which maintain the organizational
system; and an identifiable Iiteam" of people who work
on assignments presumed to further the organization's
purposes.

The Interorganizational Component of Institutional
Structure

The third component of institutional structure is
the relations and interactions among sets of organiza
tions (Warner, 1971 :107-109). For example, water re
sources problems invariably extend beyond the juris-

* I speak of organizations, although some groups are
also involved, e.g., families; these do not, of course,
have the attributes of bureaucracy and complex organi
zation.

diction of any of the numerous local, state, national
and international organizations concerned with water'
resources as well as across the private and public
sectors of society. COn6equentty, the outcome 60~

wat~ ~e.60~CeJ.> mal1a.gemen-t ..L6 a 6ul1c.,U011 06 the ~ela

UO/1.6 and A..n-te~ac.,UOn6 06 thO.6e I1wneMU.6 aYl.d d,{ve.Me
o~gaMzaUOn6, M well M a 6UYl.c.,U011 06 the .6wn 06
what each o~gaMzaUol1 doe.6. To the extent that the
activities of the organizations in a given problem
area are coordinated, the probability that the outcome
will be the desired one is increased.

The most common kind of formal structure linking
organizations is some kind of coordinating mechanism.
Coordinating agencies or committees are set up to
assume responsibility for getting various organiza
tions to cooperate in an issue area. That many of
these attempts accomplish little suggests that little
useful interorganizational structure has in fact been
created. It also indicates that these attempts to
develop cooperative interorganizational structure have
not dealt adequately with the realities such as or
ganizational preoccupation with survival and of inter
organizational rivalries.

Relations among organizations may have informal as
well as formal structure. Informal interorganization
al structure may be described by means of "organiza
tional sets." There are various kinds of sets, but
only two will be mentioned here. One set contains or
ganizations of a similar kind that are visible to each
other, communicate with each other, have a prestige
order, have some personnel interchangeability, and
have some important activities in common. Some degree
of ordering what organizations do and how they relate
to others results from participation in such "sets"
(Warner, 1971 :107; Caplow, 1964:Ch.6). Asecond kind
of set is similar to the "task environment" of an or
ganization. This kind of set contains organizations
of different kinds. Agiven organization relates to
other organizations that supply its resources, use its
products and services, compete for its resources or
for its market for products and services, or that
exert some regulatory influence on it (Warner, 1971:
108; Thompson, 1967:27-29). Some degree of ordering
or structuring among organizations also results from
the existence and operation of these kinds of "sets. 1I

Thus, as in the case of both the cultural and or
ganizational components of institutional structure,
there are both formal and informal kinds of structure
in interorganizational relations. Both kinds must be
understood if the nature and consequences of institu
tional structure is to be understood.

Institutional Structure ~~ Composite

The concept of institutional structure that I am
suggesting is a composite of these three components:
cultural, organizational, and interorganizational.
Together these components represent the nature of the
social structure in the various institutional areas of
society. For a given area of societal concern, such
as water resources, there are cultural norms, laws,
and roles which connect the preservation, development,
and use of water resources to the orientations and
actions of members of society, which govern the water
resource organizations and agencies, and which govern
interorganizational relations.

Moreover, each of these components of institutional
structure -- the cultural, organizational, and inter
organizational -- has the general characteristics men
tioned earlier: relative importance in society; social
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acceptance, establishment, and legitimacy;.and value
infusion. Therefore, the three components and the
three kinds of characteristics describe one approach
to the phenomena of institutional structure to be
studied and applied to problems of water resources
management. To put the idea another way, some broad
features of the institutional structure of water re
sources management are outlined by the three compo
nents and the three characteristics described below.

Whether one's purpose is to understand institution
al structure or to change it, he will need to recog
nize that a composite of these three components is
involved. Each is part of the whole, and interaction
between the sectors must be taken into account.
Attempts to make significant and comprehensive changes
in the institutional structure by law or by adminis
trative edict alone, risk the consequence of "social
fate II ; the actual outcome may not correspond very
closely with that which was desired.

Institutional Components and the Theory of
Organization --

In the study of the components of institutional
structure I have suggested that the areas to be
analyzed are norms and roles (the cultural component);
organizational power and control, goals, and technol
ogy, (the organizational component); and links and
cooperative relations between organizations (the in
terorganizationa1 component). But study of these com
ponents needs some focus. What should be its focus?
The attributes of organization outlined in an earlier
section are prime candidates; identifiability, power,
foresight, and accountability.

These attributes, along with the three components
of institutional structure, provide a 6hamewohk for
study of institutional effectiveness and accountabil
ity in water resources management. (See Figure 1,
p. .) The columns in Figure 1 stand for the at
tributes as they apply to each component, and the rows
represent the attributes as they apply to the compos
ite picture of institutional structure which is the
sum of the three components. Thorough analysis of
the phenomena outlined by this framework as they apply
to water resources management would represent a major
contribution toward bUilding reliable knowledge about
the organizational aspects of such management.

A.UtUblLte.6 06 .the c.u.U:UJLa1. c.omponen.t. Co1umn A - D
represents some of the key issues in understanding the
cultural component; Who are the people who can in
fluence the nature and outcome of the norms, roles,
values, and goals? Where is the power to influence
outcomes, and what is its nature? To what extent is
foresight possible regarding the consequences of deci
sions and actions in the cultural sphere? Who can be
held accountable for the outcomes?

The family and the schools are normally identified
as the major means for the formation and transmission
of cultural content. But there are so many schools,
and especially so many families, that it is difficult
to locate sources of significant influence on the
total outcome for an area or for the total society.
Another deterrent to the easy location of sources of
influence is the increasingly important role played by
the mass media in public affairs programming, adver
tising, entertainment, and news coverage. Social move
ments such as the current. environmental movement may
also make changes in the cultural component of insti
tutional structures including that of water resources
management, although the exact nature and extent of
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those changes may be hard to determine.

Social movement leaders and other opinion leaders
are among the influential persons in this cultural
sphere; however, it is difficult to identify the rela
tively small number of persons who (a) have the power
to influence water resources outcomes, and (b) can
accurately foresee the consequences of actions in this
sphere. Therefore, since we cannot hold any specific
people very strictly accountable, there is a rela
tive1y low degree of effective organization in this
sphere. But the degree of effective organization is
both variable and subject to some amount of purposive
control by society. Identification of significantly
powerful people would probably be easier during the
height of a movement such as the environmental move
ment than it would be early in the history of the
movement.

The four attributes of institutional structure are
important in the problem of purposive control of soc
ial structure; the cultural sphere is important in
this regard but considerably less amenable to contral
(especially in a free society) than the organizational
component. Cultural changes are slow; sometimes it
takes years to identify and interpret their conse
quences. Nevertheless, the cultural component sup
plies a pattern to social actions, even though pur
posive control of this pattern is small, changes are
slow, and consequences are difficult to see. The pat
tern can be observed, for example, when an institu
tional agency undertakes a program or project which
runs counter to established, legitimized norms, val
ues, goals, and roles of the citizenry of an area.
Public apathy or histi1ity can result in ill effects
for the organizational program or project, and this
apathy or hostility is likely to have roots in the
cultural patterns.

A.UtUblLteJ.J 06 the oJtga.l'U.-za.ti.ona.t c.omponen.t. Col
umn E - H of Figure 1 outlines the four attributes of
the organizational component of institutional struc
ture. Of the three components, the organizational
represents the greatest immediate potential for ef
fective structure, since organizations have identi
fiable persons, power to influence outcomes, and de
sire to foresee and plan alternatives. Consequently,
it is possible to assign some accountability for or
ganizational outcomes.

Institutional organizations may vary considerably
in the degree to which they possess these four at
tributes. Although organizations approximate effec
tive structure more closely than do the cultural and
interorganizationa1 components, they also have chronic
problems in making their actual structure, processes,
and outcomes correspond with what is claimed on paper.
Organizations tend to have serious deficiencies in
their identification of and agreement upon desired
outcomes, in their development of organizational tech
nology, in their ability to foresee the consequences
of their actions, and in the degree to which they may
be held accountable.

Organizations tend not to specify or measure non
material outcomes very systematically or accurately;
not to allocate a very great proportion of their or
ganizational resources to development of an effective
structure and technology; and not to render an ac
counting of the use of resources, the production of
outcomes, or the identity of the persons who benefit
from the organization's efforts. Instead, organiza
tions tend to take their purposes, structure, and
technology as givens (not as matters for serious and
sustained research and development), to undergo goal



FIGURE 1. ATTRIBUTES OF INSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURE

Components of Institutional Structure

Attributes of
Organization Cultura1 Organizational Interorganizational

(A) (E) (1)
Identifi abil ity
of persons For each component:

Who are people having power to influence significantly the
outcomes, having or needing foresight regarding the conse-
quences of their actions, and rendering accountability for
decisions, actions, and outcomes?

(1) (2) (3)

(B) (F) (J)
Power to
influence For each component:
outcomes How much power is available to influence outcomes, what

is its nature, how is it structured, and how is it used?

(4) (5) (6 )

(C) (G) ( K)
Foresight
regarding For each component:
consequences What foresight is developed, how much of it is used, how

is the use implemented, and what essential foresight is
lacking?

(7) (8) (9)

(D) (H) (L)
Accountability
for decisions, For each component:
actions, and How much accountability is effected, how is it accomplished,
outcomes and what essential accountability is left unattained?

(10) I (11 ) I (12 )
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displacement wherein their major claimed objectives
(especially the nonmaterial ones) are subordinated to
a preoccupation with organizational survival "and
growth, and to try to solve their problems exclusively
through material technology and greater resources for
organizational use (Warner and Havens, 1968).

A.t:ttU..bute..6 06 :the in:teJwJtgavu.zationai. c.omponen:t.
Column I - L represents the four attributes of the in
terorganizational component of institutional structure.
Like the cultural dimension, the interorganizational
dimension is not very amenable to purposive control.
Who is responsible for problems that transcend the
boundaries and jurisdictions of particular organiza
tions? Who has power to influence the outcomes? Who
can foresee the consequences of the individual and
joint actions of numerous and diverse organizations,
some of which are cooperating, some competing, and
some simply ignoring each other? And who may be held
accountable for the outcome? These are the key ques
tions which if answered would add substantial informa
tion about a given area of concern~ such as water re
sources management.

Some 06 :the ou:tc.ome..6 On Jte..60WLC.e..6 managemen:t in
:t1U.-6 c.oun:tJty IpeJthap.6 a c.ol1.6idetr.ab.f.e numbeJt 06 :them)
may be :the uvu.n:tended Jte..6uU 06 :the innumetr.ab.f.e in
:tentiol1.6 06 numetr.oM oJtgavu.zatiol1.6, eac.h pUMuing
main.f.y Lt.!.l own in:tetr.e..6U Iand :tho.6 e 06 i:t.6 C.OI1.6ti:t
uenc.y). There do not appear to be adequate mechanisms
for assessing the public·s interest, identifying the
desired outcomes, specifying the intended beneficiar
ies, dividing the necessary labor, and then coordina
ting the activities to make the actual outcome cor
respond reasonably closely to that which is desired.
In other words, despite numerous pleas for coordina
tion and cooperation, and numerous regulations and
mechanisms presumably requiring some interorganiza
tional realm appears to be low.

A.t:ttr.ibute..6 06 :the il1.6ti:tu.:tA:.onai. c.ompo.6ile. The
rows of Figure 1 outline key attributes of the com
posite institutional structure. Row 1 - 3 represents
the identifiability attribute. The issue here is what
leaders can be identified for each component so that a
combination of leaders might adequately represent the
cultural, organizational, and interorganizational as
pects of the IImanagementll of water resources.

Row 4 - 6 represents the issue of what power is
available for controlling efforts and outcomes for the
total of the three components. Is the power for in
fluencing the cultural component located in the same
people as the power for the organizational or inter
organizational components? What are the interaction
patterns among those persons and their modes of power?

Row 7 - 9 represents the foresight problem. Who
can foresee the consequences of decisions and actions
in each sphere? Are they the same people in each case?
Who has responsibility for developing foresight along
these lines when it does not exist? How adequate is
the total of the foresight in the three components
taken together? How do developments in one sphere
affect our ability to predict results in another?

Row 10 - 12 reflects the accountability issue. To
what extent is it possible to hold any relatively small
group of people accountable for the joint outcome of
the three components? How much overlap exists in the
group of persons most accountable for each component?
What could be done to increase the total accountabil
ity of identifiable persons for the composite of the
three spheres of institutional structure?
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The foregoing discussion suggests that Figure 1
represents a IIconceptual maplI of the needed research
on institutional structure. While we continue to ob
tain and refine detailed information about the physi
cal science and technology of water resources manage
ment, we still need elementary information about the
organizational issues of management which have been
outlined in the preceding discussion.

An Accountabil ity "Theory" of Instituti ona1
Effectiveness

The concept of organization or structure discussed
at the beginning of this essay included by definition
some idea of effectiveness. In general, effectiveness
was characterized as the degree of correspondence be
tween actual outcome and desired outcome of the or
ganized, collective efforts of people. The following
discussion will provide some elaboration of that con
cept.

Although this concept of effectiveness is appli
cable to the cultural and interorganizational compon
ents insofar as there is purposive effort and control
involved in them, it applies most obviously to the or
ganizational component; I shall accordingly limit my
discussion to that component. If the analysis were
to be widened, the interorganizational structure would
be the next clearest case since it has the second
greatest degree of structure and amenability to con
trol, although law, as one portion of the cultural
component, is also relatively amenable to application
of these ideas.

The purpose of this section is to fill in a part
of the outline discussed in the preceding section by
suggesting some hypotheses about the effectiveness of
institutional organizations and the role played by
measurement, information, and accountability in ef
fective action. I selected the variables on the pre
sumption that dealing with outcomes has a strategic
priority over dealing with presumed causes or means
at this stage of knowledge about effectiveness prob
lems. Accordingly, I focus on outcomes and some of
the elements that seem promising as determinants of
them.

E66ec.:tivene..6.6. Three important questions* in in
stitutional effectiveness are:

1. How adequate and appropriate are the goals or
intended outcomes?

2. How adequately are the goals attained?

* There are other, more complete ways of putting
the effectiveness issue. For example, Georgopoulos
and Tannenbaum include productivity, flexibility (ad
justment to internal and external change), and absence
of intraorganizational strain (535-536).

We could focus more specifically on the adequacy
of the organizational structure, policies, and pro
grams, but, in genera1, effecti veness is concerned
with something like productivity or benefits, or out
come and with the means for obtaining such outcome
ovetr.':time (i .e., obtaining it now, and on a continuing
basis). This paper focuses on issues of outcome on
the premise that the relevance of discussions.about
means is to an important degree premature untll the
outcome can be identified and to some extent measured.
See also Warner, 1967a.



3. Who pays the costs, and who reaps the benefits
of any such attainment?

(1) The. ade.quac.y 06 :the. goaa. The fi rst of these
questions is rarely considered in the study of effec
tiveness. Studies of goal attainment tend to take the
goals as given. Students of organization theory have
been aware for some time that organizational goals
cannot be taken at face value; the actual, operative
goals are very often different from the formally
claimed objectives. However, my point is not whether
the organization is pursuing the goals it claims, but
whether the goal selected is appropriate. That is,
given the overall mission of the organization, or
given the large societal problems in its sphere, will
the attainment of the selected goal result in satis
faction of the general purpose, or fulfillment of the
organizational mission, or solution of the societal
problems?

Since institutional agencies typically do not deal
systematically with this type of information, and
since it appears to be a necessary (though not suf
ficient) condition for effectiveness, I suggest the
following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1: E66e.ctive.n~~ 06 ~~:ti:tu:tionat

OftgaMZa-UO~ I)J.{.U vaJt!f Mfte.c:tey will :the. de.gfte.e.
:to WMc.h :the. oJzgaMza-Uo~ me.MuJte. and moMtoft
:the. c.oM~ponde.nc.e. betwe.e.n :thuft avowe.d goaa
and thUft ove.!l..a..U- puJtpo~ e. Oft ~~ion.

(2) The. de.gfte.e. 06 goat a:t:tainme.n:t. The second
general question is more familiar: How adequately are
the goals attained? There are a great many difficul
ties involved in answering this question.* For ex
ample, frequently major goals are not stated in a form
that can give much specific guidance to organizational
action or that lends itself to the measurement of at
tainment; organizations frequently espouse multiple
and conflicting or competing goals; the attainment of
certain major goals (the intangible ones) is typically
not well measured; and there may be significant re
sistance within organizations to the measurement and
assessment of goal attainment.

Nevertheless, information on these issues is es
sential to institutional effectiveness; therefore I
suggest the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 2: En6e.ctive.n~~06 ~~:ti:tu:tionat

OftgaMza-Uo~ witt vaJty Mfte.c.:tty with :the. de.gfte.e.
to WMc.h the. OftgaMza-Uo~ me.Mufte. and mOM:toft
the. attainme.nt 06 all thuft majoft avowe.d goaa
(Oft :the. C.OM~ po nde.nc.e. betwe.e.n d~iJte.d outc.om~
and ac.tuat outc.ome.~ J •

(3) Who pay~ and who be.ne.6~? The third question
is one of "distributive justice." It also is neg
lected in assessing the effectiveness of institutional
agencies. Goal attainment is always a question of at
tainment for whom, and any expenditure of resources
means that the costs will be borne by someone. Hence,
the more general question of institutional effective
ness is always the question of effective for whom and
at whose expense.

* Some of the problems of measuring goal attain
m~nt ar~ discussed in Warner, 1967b. Although that
dlSc~sslon ~ocuses on problems in measuring goal
at~alnment ln voluntary organizations, most of the
P01~tS ~re ~pplicable ~o the various intangible goals
of lnstltutlonal organlzations.
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Since the "desired outcome II of institutional pro
grams requires knowing the identity of both those who
desire it (the claimed intended beneficiaries) and
those who must pay the costs, such information will
also be related to the question of the program's ef
fectiveness. Therefore, I suggest the following hy
pothesis:

Hypothesis 3: Enne.ctive.n~~ 06 i~:titu:tionat

oJzgaMzatio~ will vaJty Mfte.c:tey w.U.h the. de.gfte.e.
:to WMc.h :the. oJzgaMzatio~ me.MuJte. and monitoft
who ac.tually be.ne.6~ nftom, and who ac.tuatty pay~

:the. c.o~U 06, :the. ~~:ti:tu:tionat ope.Jtatio~ and
p!tOgftam~ .

Each of the three hypotheses suggested above re
quires the development of systematic information about
key aspects of institutional effectiveness. The. mofte.
ge.ne.Jtaf p!tOpo~ition nJtom WMc.h e.ac.h hypo:th~~ nfow~

~ :that ~y~:te.ma-Uc., pe.JtiOMC. in60Jtmation about :the.
de.me.nU On e.6 6e.ctive.n~~ ~ ~~e.ntiat (:though no:t
~unMue.n:tJ 60ft a ftdativdy Mgh de.gfte.e. 06, and ~ub

~:tantiat ~pftove.me.n:t On, e.n6e.ctive.n~~. And it is
this proposition that provides the foundation for hy
potheses about what I suggest is a major factor in,
and leverage point for improvement of, effective-
ness -- namely, accountability.

Accountability

Two main elements are involved in accountability,
as the term is used here: (1) responsibility for the
use of resources and for outcome, and (2) responsi
bility for de.vdoping and pftOViMng in60Jtmation to
appropriate people (such as the public) about the use
of resources and the outcome. There are other dimen
sions, but these are most central to the purposes of
thi s paper.

People who call for accountability from institu
tional leaders need understanding and prudence. The
public needs to understand the technical possibilities
and requirements of leadership and organization in
order to judge whether a reasonable job is being done
by the leaders of the institutional structure. But
many people lack this understanding and are not able
to respond adequately to the problem.

For example, it is common to urge responsibility
for certain outcomes upon leaders or organizations
whether or not they have been given sufficient power
and resources to do what is required. It is also com
mon to subject a particular agency to public scrutiny
without regard for the competitive circumstances in
which that agency must struggle for survival. Situa
tions of comparative advantage or disadvantage can
result when one institutional organization is held
accountable but other similar or related agencies are
not, or when the interorganizational and cultural com
ponents are ignored. Personnel salaries are still
another common example of public scrutiny which re
sults in inequitable assessment. The salaries of pub
lic officials are often publicized because those per
sons are presumably accountable to the general public,
but these salaries are seldom compared with salaries
of officials in private industry who have similar
tasks and responsibilities. Consequently, the public
may draw misleading conclusions about the use of re
sources.

An unbalanced and misleading picture may emerge
from attempting to scrutinize and hold accountable one
agency without a basis for comparison with others. So
long as technical measurements for effectiveness are



unavailable, and so long as presumed cause/effect re
lations are uncertain, comparison with other organiza
tions with similar goals, structures, and circumstan
ces is the best available method of assessing effec
tiveness.

The conclusion to be drawn from these considera
tions is that accountability should be examined in the
context of the entire set of leaders and organizations
in the institutional framework of water resources man
agement, including the cultural and interorganization
al components as well as the organizational. In ad
dition, accountability should be interpreted in the
context of the technical requirements of organization
and leadership and the social constraints within which
they operate.

When it comes to applying the accountability con
cept to the exploration of institutional effective
ness, there are three main questions to consider:
(1) who is accountable? (2) to whom are they account
able? (3) for what are they accountable?

Who ih aeeountable? The structure of organizations
places the major power, authority, and control at the
top of the hierarchy. In fact hierarchies are usually
defined in terms of levels of increasing power and au
thority. Coincident with the level of power and au
thority is an increasing scope of information (access
to the organi zati ona1 "secrets ") . Hence, if account
ability accompanies the power and authority to control
outcomes and the information with which to foresee
consequences, then it will tend to rest primarily with
those persons occupying the top echelons of the organ
ization -- the top management.*

Nevertheless, in many institutional agencies, es
pecially public agencies, significant control lies in
bodies outside the organization, such as legislatures
or legislative committees, boards of directors, or
other such groups. Insofar as they exercise control
over the organizational outcomes, accountability also
rests with them.

In spite of these facts, a common tactic of organi
zational administration is to assign responsibility
for organizational outcomes to the lower echelons.
This is done on the premise that the best solution to
problems of effectiveness is simply for the organiza
tional personnel to work harder at their jobs. But
when adequate power and information necessary for
really effecting the desired outcomes are not shifted
down the organizational hierarchy along with that res
ponsibility, effectiveness does not result.

Consider the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 4: E66ectiven~~ will v~y with
the ex.:tent :to wfUeh aeeountab.-U.Uy ih lri-xed
p4ima.tU.iy upon :the fUghelt eehdo~ 06 :the Olt
ganiza:Uon linducU.ng ~eetoM 06 ~upeMltcU.na:te

eonbtol, ~ueh M bOMM and legihla:Uve eom
mUte~ I Ita:thelt :than upon :the lowelt eehelo~,

unl~~ theILe ih a veJty ~ub~:tan..tial ddega:Uon
:to :the lowelt eehelo~ On powelt and in60Jtma:Uon.

* This is not to say that lower echelons do not have
any accountability. But the accountability that most
efficiently determines the organizational outcomes
rests at the top.

Aeeountable to whom? The constituencies to whom
top institutional leaders are accountable vary depend
ing upon the nature of t~e or~anization they ~erv~ I

(public or private) and 1dent1ty of the.organ1zat10n s
sponsors (supporters, owners, ~nd the 11ke); ~nd ~he.
problems involved in the pursu1t of the organ1zat10n s
mission. To be effective in attaining their claimed
goals, public organizations should be accountable to
the general public. But in fact they tend to be more
accountable to their representatives and representa
tive groups (legislatures, legislative committees) '.
and to private interest groups. The sponsors of pr1
vate business concerns are, of course, the owners.
Whether they are public or private, organizations tend
to be accountable primarily to those sponsors who ho
control over the resources to be allocated.

When problems involved in the pursuit of the organ
izational goals involve the public interest, there
tends to be a demand for even private firms to be ac
countable on some issues to the public or its repre
sentatives, such as regulatory agencies. In water re
sources, for example, the activities of pulp and paper
mills, private electricity-generating plants, and
other industrial firms utilizing substantial quanti
ties of water tend to elicit demands for public ac
countability even though the firms are private.

Accountability only to representatives of the pub
lic or to private interest groups yields no high de
gree of effectiveness in the sense in which we employ
it here. Responsibility to the general public would
be a much more powerful lever, since the examination
of the facts of a case by large numbers of people with
varying interests and viewpoints is more likely to re
sult in effectiveness. Hence, the following hypoth
esis:

Hypothesis 5: E66ectiven~~ 06 i~:tLtu:tionat

oJtgaMza:ti.o~ wi.U. v~y ditteeily ~h :the ~x:tent

:to wfUeh :the public. hM ac.e~~ :to .<..n60Jtmalion
about :the oltgaMza:ti.o~' e6 6ectiven~~ .

Aec.oun:table 60lt wha:t? The question of what leaders
are to be held accountable for is answered in a gen
eral way by the three basic questions regarding insti
tutional effectiveness that were listed above: are
the goals adequate? is the goal attainment adequate?
who pays and who benefits? Because information rele
vant to these questions tends not to be developed and
publicized, administrative leadership in this area
remains underdeveloped.

Organizations do develop and promulgate some infor
mation about these questions, but it is gathered sel
ectively and presented in a way calculated to show the
organization in the most favorable light. Information
that relates to the public image of the organization is
jealously guarded and caref~lly contro~led in.most in
stitutional agencies, espec1ally the k1nd of 1nforma
tion that would constitute the basis for evaluation of
the organization.

It is commonly supposed that the continued input of
resources into an organization bears some relation to
the effectiveness of the organization's operations.
But a great many institutional agencies experience,
wholly or partially, a separation of inpu~s from out~

puts;* in the organization as a whole or 1n some of 1tS

* Downs (1967:24-31) includes in his definition of
"bureaus" the idea that little of the output of that
kind of organization is evaluated in external markets.
This attribute has a number of important consequences
for the organization.
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products or services, they must make their case on
other grounds. The activities and programs of the
organization tend to be shaped by considerations of
organizational survival and protection of position
first, and of attainment of major organizational goals
second. A chief means, therefore, of enforcing the
principle of accountability is to make it relate to
the continuation of input resources for the organiza
tion.* This suggests the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 8: E6bec.tivene4~ 06 i~.ti.tution

al. oJtgaMza.tio~ will va.Jty diJtec.:tty with .the
extent .to whic.h .the input 0b Jte4ouJtC.e4 .to .the
oJtgaMza;(;,[on ~ c.ontingent upon ac.c.ountabiliA:y
by .the oJtgaMzational. leadeM 60Jt .the develop
ment 06 an.d public. ac.c.e4~ibiU.ty .to adequate
in60Jtmation about:

departments the input of monetary resources bears no
strict relation to the worth of the output because
there is no monetary assessment of the output, and
often no fairly complete and systematic determination
of outcomes even in non-monetary terms.

Since outcomes are frequently not specified in
measurable terms (sometimes they are not even agreed
upon) and the cause/effect relationships that would
yield the desired outcomes tend to be little known;
consequently organizations develop other methods of
handling the assessment problem. Thompson (1967:Ch.7)
discusses such conditions, stressing the propensity of
organizations to seek assessment in terms of a demon
stration of IIfitness for future action ll and some his
torical improvement in such fitness and to emphasize
those criteria of assessment most closely connected
with the task environment.

The point is that institutional agencies do not
have to demonstrate effectiveness regarding claimed
outcomes in order to continue to obtain an input of
resources for maintaining the organization. So long
as this is true, relatively little improvement in or
ganizational effectiveness may be expected. Therefore,
the following hypothesis holds regarding the question
of lIaccountabil ity for what":

(1)

(2 )

(3)

(4)

.the c.oJtJte4pondenc.e between .the avowed
oJtgaMzational. goa..t6 and .the oveJtali
puJtpo~e oJt ~~ion 06 .the oJtgaMzation,
.the a..t.tainment 0b ali majoJt oJtgaMza
tional. go~,
who pay~ .the c.o~U 06 .the i~.ti.tutional.

opeJta.tio~ and pJtOgJtam~, and
who beneMu 6Jtom .the oJtgaMza;(;,[onal. out
c.ome4 .

Hypothesis 6: E66ectivene4~ 06 i~~on
al. oJtgaMza;(;,[o~ lJJ.i..U VCV'Uj diJtec.:tty with .the
extent 06 ac.c.ouY'...tabiliA:y 06 .the leadeM 60Jt
e66ec.uvene4~, inc.luding .the adequac.y 06 .the
go~, .the degJtee 06 goal. attainment, an.d .the
qUe4uon 06 fu.tJtibutive jMUc.e.

FuJt.theJt hypo.the4e4. Of the six preceding hypoth
eses, the last two, those dealing with public acces
sibility of information about effectiveness and with
the nature of the information to be made accessible,
are most crucial. Considerable potential for under
standing differential degrees of institutional effec
tiveness rests on them. We would expect to find a
substantially greater degree of effectiveness among
institutional agencies which recognize and enforce the
obligation of institutional leaders to develop the in
formation necessary to determine whether organization
al goals are adequate, whether the degree of attain
ment is adequate, and which segments of the public
bear the costs and receive the benefits and to recog
nize and enforce the obligation to make this informa
tion easily and widely accessible. This suggests the
following hypothesis, which is simply a combination of
hypotheses 5 and 6:

Hypothesis 7: E66ectivene4~ 06 i~ti.tution

al. oJtgaMzatio~ lJJ.i..U va.Jty diJtec.:tty with .the
extent .to whic.h .the public. hM ac.c.e4~ .to in60Jt
mation about .the adequac.y 06 .the go~, degJtee
06 goal. a..t.tainment, and .the na..tuJte 0b fu.tJtibu
tive jMtic.e.

The presumption is that public accessibility to
such information will result in some eventual influence
on the nature of the organization and its courses of
action. Legislation may regulate the organization's
domain or alter its structure; public opinion may in
fluence administrative action. The most effective
influence, and one subject to continuous or periodic
contro1, is i nfl uence on the input of resources to the
organization.

. In~titutional organizations are preoccupied with
lnsurlng the continuation and growth of resource in
puts. Since they do not have a continuous or periodic
reading from the marketplace about the worth of their

These eight hypotheses taken together outline an
accountabil ity IItheory ll for measuri ng the effecti ve
ness of institutional organizations. The first six
focus on the variables of effectiveness and account
ability. The seventh simply combines the two preced
ing hypotheses. And the eight adds the idea of sanc
tions -- the contingency of input resources on the
leaders' being accountable for effectiveness. Appli
cation is to institutional agencies. For a complete
IItheory ll relating to the institutional framework out
lined earlier in this paper, hypotheses would have to
be developed for the cultural and interorganizational
components in addition to the organizational compon
ent. Additionally, some account would have to be
taken of how these three components might interact to
produce joint effects not attributable to any single
component.**

The IItheory ll sketched above has not developed much
detail because the intent was not to offer a rigorous,
formalized theory, but rather to offer a working out
line for the guidance of some needed research. On the
basis of such research, the prospects and potential of
a more detailed and rigorous theory might be better
assessed.

* A major deterrent to enhancing institutional ef
fectiveness lies in the ability of organizations to
manipulate or manage impressions about their programs
and outcomes independent of the actual outcomes in
order to obtain inputs of resources. Resources ob
tai ned in thi s way can be devoted to further lise 11 i ng II
of the organization and hence can produce still more
resources. To some extent this phenomenon is opera
tive in the cultural and interorganizational spheres
as well as the organization sphere. Accountability
must take note of such information management and find
ways to obtain more reliable and valid bases of as
sessment and methods of reporting to the public.

** Again it should be noted that this focuses on
outcomes. A more complete theory would have to en
large upon the idea of outcomes (e.g., there are other
kinds of outcomes than goal attainment), and would
have to include careful attention to organizational
structure, processes, and environments as means and
constraints relating to the organizational ends.
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Responsible administrative leadership, both in
water resources management and in research and dev
elopment in that field, will recognize the need to
invest in the search for reliable knowledge about
institutional factors of management. There is no
other way to adequately respond to public water re
source needs.

One priority item of needed research, then, is a
sustained, cooperative effort by three groups of
people: institutional leaders, resea~ch supporting
agencies, and research scholars. The1r task would
be to develop and refine the kind of information out
lined on the preceding pages. Without the coopera
tion of those three groups, it would be extremely
difficult to develop the needed knowledge because no
one group has access to all the resources necessary
for the task. And without the kind of knowledge to
be sought by this process, it would be difficult to
demonstrate the extent to which institutional factors
are important in water resources management.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In this paper I have suggested a conceptual frame
work and a "theory" of institutional effectiveness
and accountability that are applicable to water re
sources management, but not unique to it. T~e reason
for this approach is the scarcity of theoret1cal and
empirical work on institutional aspects of water re
sources management. In view of that, it makes sense
to draw upon as much general institutional theory and
research as possible in the focus on water res~urce~

issues. The framework and hypotheses offered 1n th1S
paper have their roots in the wider context.

This paper also suggests a concept of effective
organization, based on a discussion by.Mill~,.or~a~

ized around four key attributes: (1) 1dent1f1ab1l1ty,
(2) power, (3) foresight, and (4) accountability.

It describes three general characteristics of ins
titutional structure: (1) relative importance in so
ciety, (2) societal acceptance, establishment, and
legitimacy, and (3) value infusion. These charact~r
istics are the distinguishing features of institu~lon

al, as compared to noninstitutional, forms of soc1al
organization.

Three components of institutional structure are
outlined here: (1) the cultural component; (2) the
organizational component, and (3) the interorganiza
tional component. I suggest that institutional struc
ture is a composite of these three components, and
that attempts to understand or to change the institu
tional structure need to take this into account. Laws
or administrative decrees may fail to solve resource
management problems unless such consideration goes
into their design and implementation. The three com
ponents, along with the four key attributes of effec
tive organization, form a framework or conceptual map
for the analysis of institutional structure.

Finally, the paper presents an accountabi~it~

"theory" of institutional effectiveness cons1st1ng of
eight strategic hypotheses regarding the organization
al component of institutional structure. A more com
plete theory of institutional structure would have to
develop hypotheses for the cultural and interorganiza
tional components as well. A key point in the "theory"
sketched above is the meaA~ement and monitoning 06
~n6tLtutional outcom~. Just as baseline measurements
and continuing surveillance or monitoring of values
are essential for dealing with such problems as pol
lutants, temperatures, and water supply, so they are
essential for dealing with institutional practices and
consequences. The assessment of alternative institu
tional arrangements (structure, policies, and pro
grams), for example, requires this kind of information.

Application of the foregoing outline to the insti
tutional phenomena of water resources management would
yield a great deal of significant information that ap
pears to be unavailable at the present time.

There is an understandable impatience for answers,
and not simply questions -- for research results and
not simply statements of needed research -- in the
social-organizational-institutional sector of water
resources management. But answers in this field are
no more cost-free than answers in the fields of phys
ical science and engineering technology, and so far
investments sufficient to produce answers have not
been made. It is impossible to draw water from a res
ervoir that has not been filled.
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Chapter Four

Institutions and Urban Water Management--A Public Administrative Perspective

by Robert J Mowitz

Pennsylvannia State University

The purpose of this essay is to examine from the
perspective of a student of public administration the
concept of "institutions" as it relates to urban sys
tems. The bias of the perspective is that it seeks
knowledge about urban systems in order to enhance our
ability to manage resources to achieve human values.

Words are necessary for communication, but they are
ambiguous symbols, especially common words such as
"institutions." It might be argued that social sci
ence, like medieval scholasticism, feeds on this am
biguity, since the incessant dialogue over meaning
provides for endless exercises in the honing of con
cepts to fit a particular metaphysical bias. Lacking
a neat physical unit which can be measured and tested
under experimental conditions, what goes under the
name of social science scholarship is in danger of
eroding into time-consuming arguments over the meaning
of concepts neither anchored in theory nor subject to
testing through research.

One of the first scholars to attack the problem of
defining institutions so as to expose them to empiri
cal analysis was Floyd H. Allport, who had written in
1924 a landmark text, Social P~ychology. Nine years
later he published an equally impressive work, In6ti
tutional Behavio~, in which, determined to rescue the
study of multi-individual behavior from the murk of
sociological jargon, he attacked the "institutional
fallacy" and applied a behavioralistic approach to
the definition of institutions, which was to treat
institutions as collections not of individuals, but
of a portion of the activities of individuals"
(1933:ix) and institutional behavior as "that portion
of human action which we can observe through studying
individuals as they function in their institutional
relationships" (1933:27). As Katz and Kahn have
stated, Allport was insisting "that in any science the
language of metaphor was not an adequate substitute
for the language of data" (l966:8).

It is interesting to note that, with the exception
of Katz and Kahn, contemporary works on organization
theory make no reference to Allport's work. A recent
article by a sociologist summarizing current concepts
of institutions concludes that the concept of social
institutions should be stripped of its metaphysical
content and reformulated so that institutions could be
dealt with in empirical terms (Martin, 1968:100-108).
This, of course, is precisely what Allport had done
thirty-five years earlier.

Allport's critique of earlier approaches to insti
tutions gave way in his own work to the development of
a theory of social structure based upon interrelated
event cycles -- that is, systems of events.* The

* See his Theories of Perception and the Concept of
Structure, New York, John Wiley &Sons, 1955. See
also liThe structuring of events: outline of a general
theory with application to psychology," Psychological
Review (1961), 281-303.
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event-structure approach was more sophisticated than
his earlier critiques and was compatible with the gen
eral systems theory which was emerging in the forties
and fifties and becoming dominant in social theory in
the sixties and seventies.

Although the memories of sociologists may be short
or their perception spans narrow, political systems
theorists appear not to consider the formulation of a
concept of institutions necessary to their theory.
In two standard works employing the systems approach
to political science, Easton's The PolitiQal Sy~~em

(1953) and Deutsch's The N~v~ 06 Gov~nme~ (1963),
the concept of institutions does not appear to be ap
plied as a necessary construct. Indeed, to political
scientists, institutions imply structure, and for sev
eral decades now preoccupation with the structure of
government has lost status as an approach to an under
standing of political systems. When behaviorism fin
ally permeated political science during the 1950's,
the most conspicuous political behavior to be identi
fied was voting by citizens, legislators, and judges.
The consequence was an outpouring of literature which
examined in the minutest detail the voting practices
and habits of these three groups. It was eventually
recognized that there was more to political behavior
than the act of casting a vote; nevertheless structur
al considerations remained submerged as a more general
systems approach emerged.

Public administration, which has always had an un
easy relationship with political science in particular
and the social sciences in general, could never ignore
the question of structure, since governmental opera
tions are carried out through formal organizations
consisting of legally prescribed roles and responsi
bilities. Herbert Simon and Chester I. Barnard led a
successful attack against such overly mechanistic
structural concepts associated with scientific manage
ment in the twenties and thirties as appear in Luther
Gul i ck' s PapeJL6 on ~e ScienQe 06 Ac/m.i.rvL6.:tJr.a.,t,lon
(1937). But even the students of administrative be
havior had to admit to the existence of something
ca11 ed an 1I0rgani zati on, II although whether or not an
organization was an institution or some special form
of institution seems not to have concerned many of the
modern students of organization theory. March and
Simon's O~ganization6, which purports to summarize the
state of knowledge concerning organizations as of the
late fifties, discusses lithe institutionalization of
innovation" but does not discuss what an institution
is or what relationship it bears to an organization,
although there is a heading in Chapter One, liThe Sig
nificance of Organizations as Social Institutions."
This implies, of course, that organizations are taken
for granted as types of social institutions but the
latter are not defined (1958:8 and 184).

Katz and Kahn adopt Allport's approach to the def
inition of an institution and discuss formal organiza
tions as though they were a form of social institu
tions. In a more formal sense they employ the Parson
ian concept of an "institutional system" consisting of



the environment of organizations and agencies within
which any given formal organization must function in
order to maintain its own legitimacy and purpose
(1966 :97) .

A third set of authors, Rubenstein and Haverstroh,
state that "shared patterns of belief are referred to
in social sciences as institutions" and go on to state
that II much valuable knowledge about organizations con
sists of the specific institutional structures they
have developed." They cite Weberls concept of bu
reaucracy as being concerned with institutional struc
ture and illustrate by saying lithe line of evolution
in Western society traced by Weber and other sociol
ogists was a transition from institutions based on
tradition and centrally concerned with persons and
their statuses over to rationalized institutions cen
trally concerned with an impersonal task ll (1964:64).
To define institutions in terms of shared beliefs
rather than in terms of observable behavior seems to
be a step back to pre-All port attitudes, but the ref
erence to Weber implies that the authors consider or
ganizational structure and institutional structure
synonymous.

The objective of this brief review of organization
theory literature is not to dissect the logic employed
or to attempt to identify inconsistencies in the use
of terms; rather it is to demonstrate that organiza
tion theory takes institutions for granted, without
defining them. The first two sentences in March and
Simonis work O~gan£zatiOn6 state:

This book is about the theory of formal
organizations. It is easier, and probably
more useful, to give examples of formal
organizations than to define the term
(1958:1) .

But when one tries to deal with formal organizations
at a theoretical level, the need to define the term is
clear.

Students of urban areas, whatever their background,
had to face the fact of growing complexity in the pat
terning of behavior through something called organiza
tions or institutions. Organizational complexity was
growing at an apparently increasing rate as science
and technology created new possibilities which in turn
generated new demands. After all, political jurisdic
tions, corporations, civic associations, chambers of
commerce and the like do have specific identities, and
there is nothing ephemeral about their efforts to in
fluence decisions and behaviors. In the early 1920 1s,
C. E.Merriman at the University of Chicago directed
and stimulated a number of studies documenting the
Chicago region's pluralism in political jurisdiction
which imposed dysfunctional conditions upon the pro
viding of essential services. A proposed solution was
that II reg ional Chicago might become the forty-ninth
state ll (Steadman, 1930:267). (Although the proposal
was not taken seriously at the time, a similar pro
posal was made by Mayor Lindsay for New York in the
1ate 1960 IS. )

If the Chicago studies were read, they'certainly
were not heeded. In fact, the study of urban problems,
which unhappily got mixed in with the study of some
thi ng called III oca1 government II -- an unfortunate con
glomeration of all political jurisdictions smaller
than a state -- went out of style for almost three
decades, yet urban problems were increasing. By the
early 1950 ls urban areas had recovered from the de
pression of the thirties and the post-World War II
boom was beginning to create new pressures as a result
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of population and economic growth.

An early work during the decade of the fifties
Floyd Hunterls study of Atlanta (1953) focused up~n
power relationships as perceived by influential mem
bers of the community. Institutional roles influenced
the positioning of relationships, and the resulting
model was of a hierarchy of power with top positions
occupied by the owners of the major home-based bus
iness enterprises. Although the model might be appro
priate for explaining behavior in the smaller II com
pany towns ,II of which there were and probably still
are many in America, students of larger and more com
plex metropolises were discovering that understanding
the urban system required a more sophisticated theory.
Indeed, in a paper that he delivered at a seminar in
Operations Research at Johns Hopkins University in
1953, Barnard declared that urban systems as large and
complex as that of New York had not developed through
any rational planned design but had simply evolved
incrementally. He felt that New York had reached such
a stage of complexity in both formal and informal or
ganizational structure that stability could be ex
plained only by means of a concept such as the Unseen
Hand. Barnard was not recommending reliance on the
Unseen Hand, but he was suggesting that more had to be
known about the nature of organizations and inter
organizational relationships before a large agglom
eration such as an urban system could be IImanaged.1I

By the end of the decade of the fifties, studies of
larger urban systems began to appear. Focusing upon
a single policy area, public housing and urban re
development, Meyerson and Banfield examined decision
making in Chicago and described how the economic and
political systems responded to the demand for housing
among the poor and lower-middle class. In their study
they also showed how housing policies of the fifties
resulted in intensification of racial segregation
(1955). Wright and I studied ten cases in Detroit
which dealt with issues ranging from urban redevelop
ment of black neighborhoods in the central city to an
nexation and consolidation controversies in suburban
areas (1962). The most ambitious study of a single
metropolitan region was that which the Graduate School
of Public Administration at Harvard University con
ducted for the Regional Plan Association covering the
New York Metropolitan region. The study produced nine
volumes and devoted a good deal of attention to eco
nomic variables. Robert C. Wood conducted the study
of the political economy, and the title of his book,
1400 Gov~nme~, (1961) is indicative of his findings
concerning the governmental structure within the re
gion. By the mid-1960's, urban studies were in style
again, partly because urban problems were made visible
by the poverty program and, during the latter part of
the sixties, by the urban riots.

The concept of institutions is either implicitly or
explicitly part of the conceptual framework employed
by those studying urban systems. In my Detroit study,
I specified five variables which determine the limits
and potentialities of an urban system: physical en
vironment, human biology, available science and tech
nology, institutions (social, economic, and political),
and values. The institutional variable was explained
as follows:

Integral to the metropolis is its elaborate
institutional structure, composed of everything
from the loosely organized and ephemeral neigh
borhood civic associations to the highly formal
and stable industrial corporations, labor unions,
and governmental units. Because of the plural
interests present in the metropolis, the organi-



zationa1 environment is pluralistic, and the
mapping of the institutional structures is a
major feat in itself. The governmental juris
dictions are varied -- counties, cities, town
ships, villages, and school districts -- each
with a definite boundary limiting the geographic
extent of its powers. The major organizations
in the metropolis have a formal organizational
structure with positions manned by full-time
employees employed to carry out the task of
the organization. In other words, the bureau
cratic type of organization prevails and re
lationships among organizations tend to be
relationships among bureaucracies. The insti
tutional structure is a framework which limits
and channels behavior within the metropolitan
system (Mowitz and Wright, 1962:4).

At the time I wrote this, it seemed to be an adequate
explanation of the concept of institutions as employed
in the study. If pressed, I would have argued that
what was meant was Allport's notion that institutions
consisted of segments of the behavior of individuals
acting in relationship to each other in particular
situations with a degree of regularity and predict
ability which distinguished them from random occur
rences. It may be that students of organization and
political theory and students of urban systems have
been too casual in the treatment of institutions;
therefore it would be useful now to restate the con
cept in more explicit terms. Such a statement might
help to describe and to explain existing systems and
at the same time to provide a basis for the design
and implementation of institutions which will satisfy
human values more effectively. For most certainly if
urban water management is to take place, there must be
an institutional structure within which the management
can occur.

Underpinning a theory of institutions is the simple
proposition that man abhors uncertainty, and, as the
cyberneticists have pointed out, open systems employ
information to counter the entropic drift toward ran
domness. Events that occur as anticipated reinforce a
sense of certainty, and belief systems fill in the in
terstices of ignorance (that is, they provide explana
tions for events whose causes cannot be otherwise ex
plained or whose effects cannot be controlled) with
explanatory myths, including religious beliefs. The
curse of the absolute unbeliever is absolute uncertain
ty.

If we accept Allport's definition of an institution
as a collection of portions of activities of individ
uals, we can then define the institutionalization pro
cess as the prescription or proscription of interactive
behavior according to whether it satisfies, in the
first instance, biological values of survival and, in
the second, in more advanced societies with more in
formation available, plural sets of individual and so
cietal values. The institutionalization process,
therefore, reduces uncertainty in group behavioral sit
uations. Formal organizations emerge in a behavioral
sense when desired behavior occurs with a high degree
of certainty and the behavioral expectations are fed
back into a training and initiation process. As Weber
points out, the patterning of behavioral requirements
became more extensive with the emergence of an indus
trial society. As behavioral requirements became more
sophisticated they began to be defined in terms of po
sitions with specific duties and responsibilities and
reinforced with rewards in the form of salary and sta
tus. The behavioral requirements thus established, in
turn, educational requirements to be met by those at
tempting to enter the various roles or positions.

Organizational design first occurred in some dis
tant past when some individual or group sat down and
self-consciously identified the behavioral require
ments necessary to accomplish some collective objec
tive. Their product was the design for a formal or
ganization. Their success in establishing the formal
organization depended upon whether or not they had the
resources necessary to accomplish their objectives,
including both information about the probable effects
of the required behavior and incentives, both positive
and negative, to evoke the required behavior. Design
was essential if the institutionalizing process were
to be exploited as a means to accomplish specific col
lective goals through organizations instead of merely
being accepted as the Unseen Hand at work. To the
extent that some degree of certainty in human inter
action is necessary for biological survival, the ins
titutionalization process can be observed in any human
group. The difference between the process of institu
tionalization and the use of the process as an organ
izational means is the element of design -- a self
conscious determination that certain programmed be
havioral activities and relationships, i.e., organiza
tions, are required in order to accomplish a given set
of goals or satisfy a given set of needs.

For the private and voluntary sectors the design
problem was simplified by the invention of the 1imited
liability corporation. That this newly created cor
porate entity was treated as if it were a person is
testimony to a psychological commitment to the indiv
idua1. Accepting the corporation -- an aggregation of
segments of the behavior of many individuals -- as an
entity for decision-making, production, and responsi
bility, encouraged the proliferation of organizations
in the private and voluntary sectors, and for those
with the time and resources it made possible member
ship and participation in more than one organization.*
The limited-liability corporation established a leg
ally recognized boundary for the private organization
as a unit of po1icy-mak~ng and management. T~e cor
poration, as a macro unlt, cou~d ~e~ve over tl~e as a
fairly certain aggregation of lndlvldual .behavlors .
which at the micro levels were fraught wlth uncertaln
ties such as mortality. While the legal boundary gave
the corporation identity, it did not ~ecessar~ly limit
corporate geographic scope, product mlX, or Slze. Al
though Congress and the courts have struggled with
antimonopoly legislation and standards as to the pro
per size and scope of corporate entities, no clear-cut
criteria have emerged.

Uninhibited by boundary constraints, corporations
have thus been able to adapt to changes in science and
technology and to survive by being responsive to newly
created needs and demands. Corporations are now among
the largest organizational units in the world. Ranked
according to number of employees the ten largest or
ganizational units in the world in 1968 were:

* In the United States, it took governmental offi
cers much longer to acquire the benefits of limited
liability. Throughout the nineteenth century the pro
tection of public officers from suits for damages re
sulting from their acts was tenuous and the scope of
governmental activity was decidedly limited. When, in
the 1930's, the demands stemming from industrializa
tion, urban growth, and economic uncertai~ty requi~ed
more extensive governmental services and lnterventlon,
organizational forms evolved or were improvised, with
the result that not only the liability but the respon
sibility of the public officer became submerged in a
sea of structural and procedural complexity.
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USSR
US Federal Government
Japan
General Motors
American Telephone and Telegraph
United Ki ngdom
Roman Catholic Church
Ford Motor Company
General Electric
National Coal Board of Britain

Ranked according to receipts or revenues for 1968
the following organizations were the first ten:

US Federal Government
USSR
West Germany
United Ki ngdom
France
General Motors
California
American Telephone and Telegraph
Standard Oil of New Jersey
Ford Motor Company

The rankings demonstrate that the constraints placed
upon corporate design have not prevented enormous
growth: corporations may operate at a magnitude
greater than that of most national governments.
(Among the twenty-five largest organizations ranked
by number of employees, eighteen are business firms
and seven are governments; and among the twenty-five
largest organizations ranked by receipts and revenues,
thirteen are business firms and twelve are govern
ments.)

At this point it is necessary to recapitulate what
has been said in order to focus on the problem of
urban water management as it relates to institutions
in the urban system. We have viewed the institution
alization process as the means by which behavioral re
quirements are established and maintained in order to
satisfy the need for certainty, the need for survival,
and other needs. Designed formal organizations are an
attempt to determine self-consciously the behavior re
quired to accomplish specific objectives which will
satisfy the needs or wishes of the constituency to
whom the designers are responsible. Design thus re
quires inferences concerning the links between behav
ior and its probable outcomes. When the causal links
are known (at acceptable levels of certainty) pre
scribed behavior may be used to assure objective
achievement; if the links are unknown, prescribed be
havior is an hypothesis to be tested through experi
ence. The design of formal organizations, therefore,
is the self-conscious manipulation of the institution
alization process as a means to accomplish some end.

The design of urban water management requires an
understanding of the institutional characteristics of
urban systems to identify the limits and potentiali
ties of the institutional means available. Two design
variables are critical. One is information -- that
is, how much is known about the relationship between
behavior and desired outcomes? Science and technology
provide extensive information about the sources, means
of delivery, and quality requirements for different
uses of water. In comparison with, for example, "wel_
fare service" as a delivered governmental product re
quiring organizational design, water service is sim
plicity itself in terms of available knowledge and
techniques for producing and delivering the product.
The other significant variable affecting design po
tential is boundary conditions. All systems have
boundaries that distinguish them from other systems.
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Topography and weather determine the natural boundar
ies of a watershed drainage system, whereas formal
rules, laws, and contracts identify and protect bound
aries of social and economic institutions. The very
essence of a political jursidiction is its turf.

The concept of geographical boundaries is critical
in political systems. Historically, establishing res
ponsibility over land, usually by warfare, reduced un
certainty over who was responsible for what. Sover
eignty within a set of boundaries was attained by ins
titutionalizing the conditions obtaining at the end of
the conflict. Government, of course, was an early
form of formal organization. The creation of territo
rial political subsystems within larger national sys
tems made sense when communication and travel were
both slow and laborious. The American federal system,
consisting of states with their own local government
subsystems, was a quite elegant design, given the pol
itical and social values and technology of the eight
eenth and most of the nineteenth centuries. But while
private corporations had to struggle to survive (many
perished as the Industrial Revolution progressed and
science and technology became dominant variables in
public demand for goods and services), in many states
governmental subsystems had built-in protection which
made it virtually impossible to change a given juris
diction1s boundaries. Corporations were required to
change their product mix, adapt to changing demands,
and made other appropriate adjustments in order to
avoid going bankrupt or being swallowed by a larger
firm. But the insulation of the boundary of the local
political subsystem from such stress had consequences
which now confront any management effort in an urban
system.

We can now restate the problem as follows: "How
can an urban water management system be designed that
will at once satisfy human biological needs for water
and waste disposal and human economic, social and cul
tural needs, given the nature of the institutional
constraints caused by the aggregate of organizations
functioning in an urban system?" The substantive
focus, water supply, is critical, since water is an
indispensable resource requirement for any society.
Moreover, the formal organizations designed to satisfy
water requirements range from private corporations to
departments of local government and include almost
every conceivable permutation of multijurisdictional
single-functional ad hoe organizational improvisation.
For example, in February, 1972, Bucks County, Penn
sylvania, which lies between the city of Philadelphia
and the State of New Jersey, with the Delaware River
as its southern and eastern boundaries, had thirty
six different water utilities and forty-eight licensed
sewer utilities. Among the water utilities were pri
vate water companies, municipal water systems, and
water authorities covering more than a single juris
diction. Twenty-two of the sewer utilities were mu
nicipal; the remaining twenty-six were either auth
orities covering more than one jurisdiction or systems
maintained by private developers (such as shopping
centers). In addition, there were about a dozen other
miscellaneous organizational units in the county deal
ing with some aspect of wat~r such as ports, flood
control, or mosqui to control. Wi th a 1970 popul ati on
of 415,000, Bucks County is an integral part of the
Philadelphia metropolitan system. The county traces
its origin to 1689, and its historical commitment to
values of local self-government are deep-rooted.

In contrast to the water systems of the Philadel
phia metropolis, the Detroit water system has become a
regional water supply system servicing seventy com
munities in the metropolitan area (Wengert, 1968).



* See M. Gittell, Demonstration for Social Change,
New York: Institute for Community Studies, Queens
College of CUNY, 1971. This evaluation of decentrali
zation in the New York school system, while document
ing the conflicts that develop when enclaves are es
tablished, concludes that "1 0ca l control may indeed be
the instrument for change. II

** For a critical review of this approach, see
J. W. Clarke, "Environment, process and policy: a
reconsi derati on, 11 Pol i tica1 Sci ence Revi ew 63, (1969),
1172-1182. .

The difference in the institutional structure for
water supply between metropol i tan Detroit and metro
politan Philadelphia permits us to raise a number of
questions concerning the current state of the art of
organizational design as it relates to urban water
management.

The first question: Is design possible in view of
the working of the Unseen Hand, which at anyone point
produces a configuration which has both evolved and is
in the process of evolving? This, of course, was the
position taken by Barnard in the early fifties and is
not inconsistent with the conclusions of Wood in his
1400 Gov~nme~. By the mid-sixties the poverty pro
gram and federal aid to education, which gave special
priority and resources to programs for the disadvan
taged, suggest confidence in the feasibility of des
igning and managing programs for urban systems. By
the end of the decade, however, there was loss of con
fidence in the capacity of these programs to perform
as expected; such large-scale efforts were either
abandoned entirely or redesigned. The new design as
signed management to smaller enclaves in the name of
"community control II or "decentral ization"; the result
ing interplay of political market forces, it was
hoped, would establish an equilibrium, confining con
flict to manageable levels and reducing the threats to
l~rger-system values. Much of the literature dealing
wlth school decentralization assumes that bargaining
enclaves provide the best opportunity to develop a
political marketplace for exchanges which will satisfy
political and social values at some tolerable equilib
rium level.*

A second question: Must not all design efforts be
confined to what is possible within the social and ec
onomic environmental context of any given system?
This position assumes a type of social-economic envi
ronmental determinism which constrains both the rate
and the direction of institutional change. During the
sixties studies employing aggregate data and comparing
what were called II policy outcomes" (which were usually
expenditure decisions of state and local government)
concluded that social and economic characteristics of
the jurisdictions analyzed were the most important
policy determinants (Hofferbert, 1966:73-82 and Dye,
1967:353-380).** As Clarke has pointed out (1969:
1172-1182), the conclusions of the environmental de
terminists were probably an artifact of their research
methods. In any event, since the social-economic
characteristics of Bucks County and its various sub
systems (boroughs and townships), which have not be
come part of a regional water system, are similar to
those of Detroit and its suburban counties and local
jurisdictions, which have, social-economic variables
do not explain why the two systems have developed dif
ferently.

If, on the one hand, reliance on the working of the
Unseen Hand is rejected, and, on the other, we cannot
rely upon the "public-regardingness" of the reform-

oriented, affluent, educated middle class to produce
change,* how can one explain change in urban institu
tions? Without an explanation of change, design would
not be possible. The answer may be less elusive than
it appears.

In 1957, Pennsylvania changed its laws, giving its
forty-three third-class cities the option of adopting
new charters to replace the commission form with a
mayor-councilor council-manager plan. Ten years lat
er, nine cities had voted to adopt new charters,
twelve had attempted but failed to adopt new charters,
and twenty-two cities had made no move toward charter
change. The s i tuat-i on provi ded an opportuni ty for
quasi-experiment, since time and legal constraints
were the same for all of the cities, while their
socio-economic and political characteristics varied
considerably (the cities ranged from northeastern
urban complexes such as Bethlehem and Allentown to
Great Lakes cities such as Erie). Clarke tested the
hypotheses which associated civic reform with social
and economic environmental conditions and found that
these variables did not explain adequately why some
cities chose to change their charters, rejected a pro
posed change, or made no effort to change (1968).
Although he could not explain the differences between
the cities with aggregate socio-economic data, Clarke
was able, by examining a given city, to identify pol
itical variables that would explain the decision in
that particular case. These findings tended to con
firm the conclusions of those who had used a case
method to examine a single city by focusing upon cru
cial decisions affecting the urban systems as a whole.
In short, the impetus for change sprang from individ
uals or groups who were convinced that the existing
system was not performing adequately and who were
therefore willing to engage in the necessary political
activity, such as bargaining, persuasion, and argu
ment, to challenge the values protecting existing
boundaries in order to invoke a new set of values
which would support a boundary change. The develop
ment of the Detroit regional water system fits these
conditions. It did not evolve "na turally" as a result
of the Unseen Hand, nor was it a result of the pecu
liar socio-economic environment of the Detroit metrop
olis, but was a direct result of political action
taken initially by the bureaucracy of the Detroit
Water Board and supported and reinforced by the larger
political system.**

It is now possible to suggest some conditions for
design which derive from the nature of institutional
change and which bear on the future design of institu
tions for the management of urban water systems. An
existing institutional configuration, although it may
be explained by the working of the Unseen Hand over a
period of time, does not have to be accepted as an
inevitable product of immutable laws which dictate
that all future change must take place at the same
rate and direction as past change. Nor do the socio
economic characteristics of a given system p~ ~e

either generate or prevent institutional change. Re
design of the institutional framework for managing a
given urban water system will require a shift in the

* See E. C. Banfield and J. Q. Wilson, City Poli
tics, Cambridge: Harvard University Press and Massa
chusetts Institute of Technology Press, 1963; the au
thors support the public-regardingness hypothesis.

** See "Water for southwestern Wayne County: an
exercise in city-county competition," in Profiles of a
MetropoliS, 169-235, and N. Wengert and G. M. Walker,
Jr., IInstitutional constraints on the development of
a regional water supply system: the case of Detroit."

35 Proceedings, Fourth American Water Resources Conference,
1968.



boundary values supporting the existing configuration.

A critical test of boundary values faces every or
ganization when it has to decide either to make some
thing within its own boundaries or to buy, that is,
obtain a given good or service from outside the or
ganization's boundaries. Two general sets of values
are involved in the "make or buy" decision, whether
the organization is public or private. One class of
values is concerned with efficiency and involves a
cost analysis to determine whether it would cost less
to make within the organization or buy from outside.
(The term "cost" is used in its broadest sense to in
clude such elements as opportunity costs, the techni
cal and managerial capability of the vendor, and so
on. The economics of source selection is seldom a
problem of simple arithmetic.)

The other class of values is boundary values, which
are determined by answering the question: Do effi
ciency values warrant giving up the decision-making
discretion associated with retaining the entire opera
tion within the boundaries of the organization? Even
for private corporations there are conditions when
"making" is preferable to "buying" even though the
"buy" decision would involve the least cost in terms
of efficiency values. In the case of the political
jurisdiction, a make or buy decision requires an as
sessment of the political decision-making discretion
that might be lost through relying on a vendor.

The Detroit Water Board became a regional water
supplier because the jurisdictions that joined the
system had decided that water supply decisions could
be made in terms of efficiency values and that the
Detroit water system could produce and deliver water
to them at a better price than they could do it for
themselves. What happened was that the Detroit Water
Board succeeded in divesting itself of those boundary
values which linked it to the political decision
making, and therefore the territorial limits, of the
City of Detroit. Sufficient legal authority existed
for the extraterritorial expansion without statutory
or charter changes which would have required closer
attention being given to the change in boundary values
p~ ~e. But the territorial expansion of the water
agency's boundaries could not have occurred without
the reciprocal perception on the part of other juris
dictions that they were now dealing on business terms,
i.e., haggling over price, quantity, and quality, with
a vendor whose policy commitment was to efficiency
values related to water rather than to the political
values of the City of Detroit. The Detroit water
agency thus became a limited-liability corporation.
It had limited its political liability to Detroit and
for all practical purposes was simply a public corpo
ration. By purchasing rather than producing, the con
tracting jurisdictions did not, however, give up all
internal decision-making concerning water. Since dis
tribution systems were the responsibility of each ju
risdiction, local political values could be considered
in setting water rates, whereas efficiency values
could be invoked in the decision to buy from Detroit.

In the final analysis, either human behavior ad
justs to changes in the environment or the human orga
nism dies. When institutions are viewed as clusters
of human behavior, which indeed they are, then it be
comes evident that behavior that takes place through
institutions must adjust to changes in environmental
conditions if the institutions are to satisfy survival
and other societal needs. Since institutional behav
ioral requirements develop in order to reduce uncer
tainty, there is a tendency to treat these require
ments as ends in themselves rather than as means. But
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if the perception of the uncertainties that the insti
tutions are designed to cope with ceases to be veridi
cal because of changes in environmental conditions,
treating the institutional behavioral requirements as
ends in themselves will not contribute to adaptation
but instead may be dysfunctional for the organism and
for society.

If, through the working of the Unseen Hand over
time, existing urban organizational configurations
were providing satisfactory adjustments to physical,
social, and economic environmental conditions, then
there would be no function for the student of public
administration beyond observing and describing the
unfolding of nature. But since this is not the case,
his function becomes one of design to achieve more
viable organizational arrangements. To accomplish
this, boundary values supporting the existing system
will have to be changed if the new configuration is to
serve as a means of satisfying environmental demands.
As suggested in this essay, the redesign process is
not an automatic self-generating one but is rather a
result of political activity initiated by individuals
or groups who perceive the need for change and are
willing to initiate the activities which will bring
value conflicts to the surface in order to determine
whether or not the subsystem boundary values have been
set so high by local jurisdictions that they threaten
the destruction of the larger system.

In urban water management, it would appear that the
redesign problem can be solved to the extent to which
water and water-related activities are dealt with in
terms of efficiency values. As long as the vendor can
divest itself of any political commitment to a partic
ular jurisdiction which might intrude on its effic
iency decisions v.<.J:, a v.<.J:, the particular service of
fered for sale, the Detroit experience suggests that
local jurisdictions are willing to buy rather than
make. To accomplish economies of scale and to provide
for the requirements of a large metropolitan area it
is probable that the vendor must be some form of gov
ernment corporation, although it is conceivable that
private water utilities could enter the competition.

A more critical assault upon the boundary problem
is now under way in relation to public education. On
the one hand, the local property tax is being chal
lenged as inequitable in its effect on the distribu
tion of resources for the provision of education ser
vices; and on the other hand two recent decisions in
Richmond and Detroit school districts which had the
effect of concentrating black students in city schools
have been declared unconstitutional by lower federal
courts. These opinions may very well not withstand
appeal. But it is significant that the courts are
also now focusing upon the design problem of develop
ing organizational frameworks for providing services
in urban areas which satisfy values of social equity.
While the Detroit metropolitan area has been presented
here as a model of boundary penetration for water ser
vices purposes, it is also the home of a national
movement to oppose busing of school children in order
to achieve integration -- another form of boundary
penetration.
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Chapter Five

Measurement of the Institutionalization Process In Urban-Metropolitan
Water Supply and Waste W ater-Treatment Programs

by Edward R Kaynor

University of Massachusetts

The concept of institutions has often been used as
a heuristic device to avoid more penetrating analysis
of behavioral interrelationships. Yet the concept
seems to be useful in scientific discourse, and the
idea of designing institutional arrangements to maxi
mize human achievement seems to be a universally ac
cepted goal of behavioral scientists:

While the most interesting questions have to do
with the significance of institutions in the decision
making process, attempts to answer such questions usu
ally become instances of analysis of decision-making
rather than analysis of institutions. This phenomenon
is traceable to the nebulous character of the institu
tional concept, which needs to be more precisely de
fined before its use in analysis can be meaningful.
Therefore, this essay is undertaken with that limited
goal. If future refinement of this definition results
in a commonly accepted notion of what the concept
means, then the more interesting questions of the re
lationship between institutional arrangements and
decision-making can be approached with greater clarity
and thus more scientifically valid answers to these
questions will become possible.

Definition: Institutionalization

One of the principal difficulties with use of the
concept of institution in the literature is its use
as a phenomenon rather than as a process. If we de
fine and measure the institutionalization process,
then the variation in notions about the point in the
process at which an institution exists will become
less critical, and it will become largely academic if
we continue to disagree about the existence of any
given institution. As in the relationship of science
to scientific method, agreement on the method or pro
cess is vital and agreement on labels applied to the
data resulting from use of that method are substan
tially immaterial.

Institutionalization is a process imparting stabil
ityto patterns of behavioral interaction within a
social system. Any social system (patterned behavior,
whether within a group, agency, or organization or be
tween them) entails interaction. The extent of behav
ioral patterning, the number and relationship of posi
tions within the system, the purposes for which the
system exists, the regulations which designate duties,
obligations, responsibilities, and expectations of
system participants, and the norms or customs not for
mally codified are variables between systems and with
in each system. The extent to which these elements
persist in the face of forces which could change them
is evidence of their stability and hence of the degree
to which they have been institutionalized. The prob
lem is to evaluate their resistance to change. Five
criteria for measuring reaction to change can be iso
lated, as follows:
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1. S!f.6:tem de.ve£.opme.n-t, oJt be.hav..LoJt pa:t:te.JtYl..6 al1d
:the...LJt pe.Jt.6..L.6:te.l1ee. ove.Jt :t..Lme.. Discounting acts which
are individual behavior not related to system partici
pation, the relative frequency of repetitive actions
by participants in the system should yield an indica
tion of the extent of behavior patterning within the
system.

A simple tally of repetitive actions, however,
would not make clear enough the extent of variation
or uniformity in interactional patterns. Members of
new agencies tend to interact on an experimental basis
both with each other and with representatives of agen
cies outside their own group but within the system.
As the most effective or satisfying patterns of inter
action emerge, these become standardized and increas
ingly meet the criterion of stability which is charac
teristic of the institutionalization process. The ex
tent to which rules define the relationships is a
helpful but quite unsatisfactory measure of the extent
of standardization or patterning.

Organizational diagrams purport to identify posi
tions and their interrelationships or linkages. How
ever, a social system need not be one organization
only and usually is not. Furthermore, IIpositionll in
the sense of status relationship is more variable than
organizational diagrams can depict; therefore, an op
erationally valid criterion for measuring the inter
relationship of positions within the system is elu
sive. Nevertheless, an attempt should be made to
specify these interrelationships, since strength of
the interrelationship of positions is an excellent
criterion of stability.

While persistence of behavior patterns and posi
tional linkages over time would be a good indicator of
extent to which institutionalization has occurred,
dealing with this characteristic requires detailed
historical data on behavior patterns within a system.
Usually, this can be only imprecisely evaluated.

2. S!f.6:tem ehal1ge. whe.11 ehal1ge. ..L.6 waJtJtan-te.d. Re 1a-
tive unwillingness of system participants, on their
own volition, to change behavior patterns as the need
for them changes or disappears is a rough measure of
pattern stability. However, the patterns may persist
because they are functional (proven) or because they
have become habitual or II requ i red II (whether or not
they are functional).

If, at any given moment, a system exhibits dispro
portionately large numbers of non-functional behavior
patterns, one may tentatively conclude that institu
tionalization has occurred, i.e., that behavior pat
terns have stabilized to a point of relative imperv
iousness to need for change. This conclusion would be
less tentative if historical data were to show that
these patterns had withstood pressure for change in
the past. But if behavior patterns show any sign at
all of resistance to change, to that extent they are
stabilized. The II needs ll test is one measure of degree
of stabilization.



This gross tally of number of non-functional pat
terns could be refined by measurement of forces work
ing to change the system, but such measurement would
be largely a matter of jUdgment. It would entail an
appraisal of changing needs as well as of the extent
to which the system demonstrates capability or inclin
ation to meet changing needs.

3. Ve.pe.l1de.rr.c.e. 06 .6tj.6tem 011 legat oJ!. ma.l1ageJU.at
dictate..6. Laws and rules governing the system may at
first constrain behavior, but with the passage of
time, behavior patterns set in motion by such regula
tions may become habitual. "Red tape" in a bureau
cracy is an example. If this generalization is valid,
then the age of laws or rules governing behavior with
in a system is a measure of behavioral stability. If
laws and rules are relatively recent, then apparent
stability of behavior may be illusory and the behavior
susceptible to change with amendment or repeal. The
longer the regulations have been in existence, the
more probable it is that withdrawal of the law or
rule would have little effect on the behavior subject
to it.

The significance of recent law as an lIartificial"
constraint on behavior is somewhat determined by the
degree to which it is compelling. If, rather than
dictating certain required behavior patterns, laws and
rules provide "policy guidelines" only, then behavior
within a system may have considerable leeway, and the
options chosen may reflect behavior which would have
developed anyway. To the extent that this can be
shown to be the case, permissive laws and rules should
be discounted as having little to do with the institu
tionalization process. However, even compelling laws
are sometimes ignored. Further, "informal organiza
tion,1I as a substitute for formal adherence to rules
within the system, may itself be stabilized or insti
tutionalized. In any event, the rules themselves, if
ignored, have no bearing on the institutionalization
process. The very need for conscious control through
law is evidence of potential instability in the sys
tem.

The extent to which managerial techniques control
interactional behavior also has bearing on the "arti
ficiality" of behavior patterns. In simplest terms,
when two participants in a system cooperate voluntar
ily to achieve a mutual goal, a prediction that this
interactional behavior pattern will continue over time
will be much safer than if the cooperation were en
forced by regulations or managerial dictate. While
management of interactional behavior patterns is not
necessarily an indication that patterns would break
down without the management, excessively managed sys
tems may be suspected of lacking self-perpetuating
stability. Control in this sense is antithetical to
institutionalization; systems J!.equiJLirr.g control are
not institutionalized by definition (although the sys
tem of control, e.g., government, can itself be insti
tutionalized). Therefore, the extent to which behavior
patterns within the system are controlled is a partial
measure of instability or lack of permanence of the
system1s behavior patterns.

4. Veperr.de.rr.c.e 06 .6tj.6tem 011 irr.dividu..at peJL.6orr.atity.
Strength of positions pe.JL .6e. is evidence of system
stability, while excessive individualism within a sys
tem is evidence of instability. If system accomplish
ments clearly depend on the idiosyncratic talents of
key people in the system, then replacement of these
individuals would jeopardize system accomplishment, or
at least induce change in behavior patterns. On the
other hand, the perpetuation, regardless of personnel,
of positions and most of the roles associated with
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them is evidence that the system has achieved "a life
of its own." This aspect of stability can be par
tially inferred from historical data demonstrating
relative unchangeability of the system through var
ious personnel changes.

5. Stj.6tem 60C.U6 orr. mea.rr..6. Systems often exhibit
a turning inward of objectives for preservation of
the system. On the one hand, self-preservation as a
goal may be interpreted as evidence that the system
is so institutionalized that the system itself has
been reified. On the other hand, goals may have
turned inward as a protective reaction to threats of
dissolution of the system, a case of system instabil
ity. How should the existence of self-preservational
goals be interpreted? The first interpretation, re
ification of the system as system, seems valid. Sys
tems are not necessarily unstable simply because they
are threatened. On the other hand, when procedures
(i.e., means) or maintenance of positions within the
system become goals of system participants, this by
itself is proof that the system itself has become a
firmly entrenched phenomenon. It is no longer depend
ent upon satisfactory realization of the goals for
which it was created but rather may persist simply be
cause participants have a "vested interest" in the
continuance of the system as a system. Extent of
punctilious devotion to means is a good indication of
system stability.

The extent to which stated objectives correspond
to objectives inferred from behavior is another test
of this phenomenon. The gap between stated objectives
and behavior within the system is indicative of a
focus on means to the exclusion of purposes for which
the system exists. When stated goals are the primary
concern, instrumental means are invariably experimen
tal. They are subject to their workability, and
there is relatively little to prevent the abandonment
of unsuccessful techniques and their replacement by
techniques calculated to improve chances of goal at
tainment. A focus on system goals peJ!. .6e is antagon
istic to the stabilization of means because realiza
tion of goals takes precedence and there is a contin
ual search for better means. When there is a gap be
tween stated goals and the purposes inferred from be
havior, "lip service" is suggested, and one may con
clude that ineffective means have not been adaptively
changed, i.e., that procedures or behavior patterns
within the system have, rather, been stabilized.

The Problem of System Identification

The case for use of these criteria should be veri
fied by an attempt to apply them to actual social sys
tems. The institutionalization of activity relating
to urban-metropolitan water problems can provide data
for testing the applicability of these criteria. Im
mediately, however, the researcher is faced with a
problem which has so far been avoided: how are sys
tems to be identified?

Social systems are related to needs, values, or
objectives. All persons having anything to do with
any given need are part of the system that attempts to
meet that need. Individual objectives which can be
fulfilled by one person are not related to social sys
tems, but as soon as two or more people interact to
achieve something, a social system exists. This means,
of course, that a housewife turning on a water tap, a
plumber fixing a leak in a pressure tank, an accoun
tant noting receipt of a water bill, a civil engineer
considering alternative sources of water supply, and a
federal official reviewing an application for a loan



to a local water department are all part of a water
supply service system; so, incidentally, is the pres
ident of a manufacturing company whose effluent pol
lutes the source of water supply, etc.

Each of these individuals may participate in many
ways in the same system: The housewife votes and so
helps to select the mayor who appoints the water de
partment superintendent; the plumber drinks water;
and so forth. Also, each participates in many other
systems. In fact, it is often difficult to identify
which "hat" is being worn. For example, the civil
engineer worrying about future water supply may be
thought of as participating in "the water supply plan
ning system" rather than in "the water supply service
system." Clearly, the terms "objectives," "needs,"
and "values" are relative, so that anyone person may
not objectively identify a system. The existence of
a need is to some extent dependent on point of view.

For clarity, therefore, it is necessary to specify
what this essay means by the words pnobt~mo or n~~d6

as they relate to urban-metropolitan water resources.
Only by specifying what is here considered as an
urban-metropolitan water resource problem can the soc
ial systems relating to those problems be identified.

Yet specification of urban-metropolitan water re
source needs is only part of the identification prob
lem. As indicated above, everything about behavioral
interaction to meet a need entails loops and cycles.
Each system of human activity reaches like an octopus
into other systems. Systems are mobile and inter
connected throughout society. Social systems entail
reaction as well as interaction. There is always an
arbitrariness in identifying a system for conceptual
purposes.

For example, the water supply planning and service
system in the City of Boston area is one of the sys
tems which will be discussed in this essay. At the
very least, this system includes customers, suppliers,
workers, managers, legislators, governors, local of
ficials, consultants, lawyers, judges, bankers, real
tors, land owners, news media personnel, and receivers
of news. Yet most of the decisions which have bearing
on this system are made within one organization: the
Metropolitan District Commission. In fact, the impor
tance of this organization as the agency determining
the shape of the system, and how it will be maintained,
is so great that one is tempted to call MDC "the sys
tem." In actual fact, it is only one subsystem within
a more complex system for planning and operating a
water service in a specific area. Still, it is con
ceptually simplest to treat MDC as the focal system
and to consider other parts of the system (e.g., leg
islature, town government) as factors affecting MDC
rather than as parts of one overall system.

If, using the five criteria 9iscussed above, it can
be demonstrated that MDC is relatively stable, then we
may say that it is, by definition, relatively institu
tionalized, and we may be tempted to call it an insti
tution. If so, we will have applied the label of "in
stitution" to a system which, in this instance, is
also an organization. This would be an unfortunate
association because of the confusion resulting from
the interchangeability of the concepts of onganization
and ~~titution. Yet every organization is at least
a subsystem, and man's intellectual capacity and his
language are so limited that some such simplifying
procedure must be undertaken in discourse. This is
especially true in a short essay where only highlights
of evidence can be touched upon. Therefore, in dis
cussing the metropolitan water-supply planning and

service system around Boston, this essay will focus
on MDC, and the conclusions reached about institution
alization will relate primarily to MDC rather than to
the system as a whole.

In some other examples to be discussed below, such
a focus on one organization is not justified. The
discussion of the water-pollution-control planning
systems must include four levels of government and
consultants to each, no one of which can be singled
out as the focal point in the systems. Therefore,
the association of institutionalization with anyone
organization is unjustified and the systematic aspects
of the process will be apparent.

The problem of need identification as the key to
definition of systems is complex. In the present
case, both "water resources" and "urban-metropolitan"
imply certain things about needs which will be foc
used on to identify systems. The former can be sat
isfactorily defined by being more specific. Thus,
"water supply planning and service" seems adequate to
specify one set of water resource needs. However,
the concept of "urban-metropolitan" as it relates to
needs cannot be so easily handled and warrants further
discussion.

Scope of Urban-Metropolitan Water Resource Problems

What is peculiar to urban-metropolitan water re
source problems? Most obvious are the advantages and
disadvantages of concentrated population. On the pos
itive side is the opportunity population density
offers to build interconnected facilities. Regional
systems are economically unfeasible in sparsely set
tled areas. It is often less expensive in rural areas
to permit each dwelling or business to put in its own
well and sewage disposal system than to attempt the
interconnection of dispersed structures to a common
source of water supply or waste water treatment. In
urban areas, on the other hand, interconnected systems
of supply and disposal can almost always be built with
economies of scale fully operative.

On the other hand, because of concentrated popula
tion, urban-metropolitan areas are often subject to
shortages of hi gh-qua1ity water supply, poll uti ng di s
charges are more damaging, recreational or scenic open
space around water bodies tends to be preempted by
other u·ses, flooding is more damaging because high
value structures are concentrated in flood plains, and
drainage may become particularly troublesome as maca
dam and cement replace permeable soil.

Metropolitan problems are compounded by the diffi
culty of institutionalizing procedures where a multi
plicity of local governments seek to safeguard their
own prerogatives. The problem of excessive localism is
exacerbated by built-in urban-suburban antagonisms.
Central city residents are often unhappy with use by
suburban residents of central city amenities without
suburban tax contributions to the construction and op
eration of those amenities. Suburbanites are often
thought of as wealthy former city dwellers who deser
ted the sinking urban ship precisely when their wealth
or talents were most needed to solve mounting central
city problems. Suburban residents, on the other hand,
become antagonized by central city attempts to obtain
suburban land for central city needs such as airports
and water supply reservoirs. Where the suburban popu
lation is made up of large contingents of former cen
tral city residents who left the city to avoid city
problems, attempts to join city with suburb in even
the most logical, efficient, and innocuous of programs
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is resisted nevertheless on grounds of vague concern
over getting involved with city problems again.

Urban problems, while staggering, are more techni
cal than metropolitan problems and hence are more
amenable to stabilization of procedures leading to a
solution. Given reasonable consensus on goals, simu~
1ation models can be constructed to design the best
possible programs at the least cost. While there are
practical problems of costs sunk in existing services,
improving these services and eventually optimizing
them, given agreement on goals, is largely a problem
of engineering.

In this sense, the label "urban-metropo1itan water
resource problems" may mislead the investigator. In
stitutionalization of ~an water resource programs
may require a major focus on the stabilization of
te~hn£~al procedures, while institutionalization of
m~potitan water resource programs may require a
major focus on the stabilization of equity procedures.
The difference should not be overemphasized, but there
is, in this one general distinction between "urban"
and "metropolitan," a problem of identifying the "sys 
tem" to be evaluated.

The systems which have been chosen to illustrate
application of the five criteria discussed above are
systems of water-supply planning and service, and sys
tems of waste-water treatment planning. Choice of
these examples was dictated by the writer's familiar
ity with them and by the contrast they suggest. The
two water-supply planning and service systems selected
are both metropolitan but differ in degree of apparent
stability as measured by the five criteria. The three
waste-water treatment planning systems selected are
more urban than metropolitan in character, but differ
less markedly in degree of apparent stability. An
important reason the waste-water treatment planning
examples were selected was that they are of compara
tively recent origin, thus providing a contrast in
time sequence with the water-supply planning and serv
ice systems.*

Two Water~ Planning and Service Systems

The Massachusetts Metropolitan District Commission
and the Detroit Water Board have developed extensive
metropolitan water supply systems around the cities of
Boston and Detroit, respectively. Both systems began
in the first half of the nineteenth century. Both
have developed water-supply service to an area roughly

* In the following discussion of these examples,
the material on Detroit is derived from some first
hand research, but mainly from a publication by George
M. Walker, Jr. and Norman Wengert entitled U~ban Wat~
PoUUe6 and VecA..6.ion-MafUng .in the V~U MmopoU
tan Reg.ion (University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, July,
1970). The data on Boston is the result exclusively
of first-hand research. Much of the material presen
ted here can be found in more detail in Irving Howards
and Edward R. Kaynor, In6tUutional Patt~ .in Evol
v.ing Reg.ional PltOgJta.m6 6o~ Wat~ Re60Wl~e Management
(Water Resources Research Center, University of Mass
achusetts, Amherst, 1971). Data relating to Spring
field, Holyoke, and Amherst is also first-hand. It
stems partly from course materials at the University
of Massachusetts and partly from an ongoing research
project funded by the Office of Water Resources Re
search ("Attitudes, Values, and Perceptions in Water
Resource Decision-Making Within a Metropolitan Area,"
WRB 018 MASS.).
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coterminous with the area of heaviest population con
centration around an urban core. (MDC serves approx
imately 2,000,000 customers in 43 communities, while
the Detroit Board serves approximately 4,000,000 cus
tomers in 84 communities.) Both systems operate on
a quasi-regional basis; that is, they sell water at
wholesale to local municipalities, which then retail
it through their own distribution systems to the ul
timate users. Both systems rely for supply on large
scale development of available water resources. In
both cases, the wholesale charge for water is compar
able. Finally, both systems grew and developed with
in a similar democratic governmental framework and
under the encumbrance of strong local home-rule tradi
tions.

Given only these facts, one might assume that the
institutionalization process had also been similar.
Yet this is not the case. As will be demonstrated by
the evaluation of the institutional aspects of the two
systems that follows, the MDC appears markedly more
institutionalized than the Detroit Water Board (Water
Board) .

1. SY.6tem devei.opme.nt O~ behav.io~ patt~n6 and
:th~ p~-i..6ten~e ov~ time. MDC's growth has been
slow and fraught with equity disputes. The patterns
involved in these disputes have been similar and have
resulted from the combination of strong local prerog
atives, compelling MDC powers, and complex financial
traditions. Municipalities have generally resisted
membership until they had no viable alternative, ex
cept that the 11 municipalities not within the Dist
rict, which buy their water on a contract basis, were
all made part of the system in order to justify ac
quisition of supply or to compensate municipalities
for land taken for supply. Otherwise, all members of
the District receive water at a standard price and all
are equally subject to the rules and regulations prom
ulgated by the Commission.

The Detroit system has developed "by fits and
starts. II Until 1956, membership was allowed only
through the reluctant acquiescence of the Detroit
Board in petitions for membership by communities with
serious water-supply problems. In the 1950s, policy
of the Detroit Water Board shifted 180 degrees, from
reluctant acquisition of needy members to aggressive
expansionism. In the last 15 years, the system has
more than doubled in size. Before 1956, each case of
potential membership was handled separately, and each
new community joined under different terms. At pres
ent, although managerial costing criteria have been
standardized, each prospective member is still "nego
tiated with" by the Board. Furthermore, there is evi
dence that the Board plays a substantial role in area
development by providing service in advance of need.
Until recently, then, the expansion of the water serv
ice area has been a patchwork phenomenon.

2. SY.6tem ~hange when ~hange -i..6 waManted. In
spite of the equity disputes mentioned above and the
near-insurmountable problems associated with letting
new members into the system, MDC has not changed its
membership procedures and requirements significantly.
in the last 80 years. Prospective members must join
if they lie within a given radius of the State House
in Boston and need water supply beyond what they have
already developed. Yet the terms of membership re
quire payment of an entrance fee to cover the amor
tized cost of the supply previously developed by MDC.
Once in the system, members have no option to get out
of it. The prices charged ultimate customers vary
excessively, with some communities deriving substan
tial "profits" for the general fund from water-rate



revenue. Members are burdened by heavy debts incurred
to pay prior deficits caused by failure of the whole
sale charge to cover costs of MDC operations. Supply
is perenially barely adequate to cover current usage,
and restrictions on usage have been enforced in dry
years.

After 100 years of "reluctant" growth, the Detroit
Water Board adopted a new policy in the 1950s. While
the Detroit system still faces equity disputes and
rates charged by local municipalities vary greatly,
most of the problems resulting from the acquisition of
new members have been ameliorated, and supply adequate
to the year 2000 and beyond is being developed. Gen
erally, the Detroit Water Board has shown great flex
ibility in its negotiational procedures, each case of
new membership being handled on an ad hoe basis.
Thus, its adaptation to changing needs can be fairly
smoothly accomplished in the absence of legal con
straints limiting policy options.

3. Vepe.nde.nee. 06 .61j.6.:tern on le.gat Oft manageJUat
dicta.:te..6. MOC is run by a Commissioner and four As
sociate Commissioners, all appointed by the Governor.
In most cases, this has meant political appointment
regardless of qualifications. However, since actual
management falls largely to professional staff, the
presence of nonprofessionals in top posts has not ser
iously affected MDC operations. There are no manage
merit options; the system is constrained on all sides
by detailed state law. Yet almost all of these legal
provisions have been operative since the agency was
set up, and careful investigation of MDC procedures
and attitudes leads one to conclude that even if these
laws were repealed, the agency would still do business
in the same way.

Perhaps the most noticeable aspect of the Detroit
metropolitan water system is that it operates with
minimum legal strictures. The Detroit Water Board is
a creature of the City. Its charter provides for
service to residents of the City, and its authority to
provide service outside the City is clearly secondary.
Nor does the law spell out how much and in what way
regional service is to be rendered; agency management
is substantially free to proceed as it deems best.
This has been apparent both in the ad hoe character of
its negotiations with prospective member municipali
ties and in its ability to shift policy extensively.
As does MDC, the appointed Water Board appears willing
to follow the recommendations of its professional
staff.

4. Ve.pe.nde.nee. 06 .61j.6.:tern on -i-ndiv-i-duat pe.JL6ona£-i..:tlj.
MDC is distinguished by the relative anonymity of its
leaders over the years; that is, since commission ap
pointments are for a period coterminous with that of
the Governor, commissioners do not last long enough to
make a significant mark upon agency administration,
and since legal constraints on administration are se
vere, it is questionable whether major new procedures
or policies could be undertaken in any case. MDC is
a fairly clear example of a bureaucracy initially set
in motion by state law but long since self-perpetuat
ing -- a thoroughly patterned and structured system
which could probably not be significantly changed by
even the most charismatic leader.

Much of that which is characteristic of the Detroit
metropolitan water supply system is a result of the
efforts of one man: Gerald Remus, Superintendent of
the system for the last 15 years. Mr. Remus has been
successful (1) in gaining commitment from a City Board
to expand water supply dramatically outside of the
City, (2) in preventing raids by the City on the
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agency's treasury, and (3) in promoting and implement
ing a major and expensive plan for rapid development.
Many impersonal factors have been operative through
the life of the Detroit Water Board, but the work of
this one leader is a demonstration that charisma is
still effective, even in a one hundred-and fifty-year
old agency with a heavy capital investment in an ex
isting system.

5. SIj.6.:tern 60eM on me.an.6. In the MDC operati on
one is struck with the emphasis on procedures to the
relative exclusion of imaginative policy. Recently,
the Commission and staff have demonstrated consider
able concern for long-range supply needs, and such a
concern has also been evident at various times in the
past when supply was short. But that concern has been
dictated by laws pinpointing the agency's responsibil
ity for service to an area; it has not been supplemen
ted with great concern or debate over expansion or any
of the other policy issues usually associated with
management of a large enterprise. True, it has been
the detailed and compelling features of long-standing
law which have forced agency leaders to focus on prob
lems of personnel, equity, and the like rather than
on agency programs in the large, policy-determination
sense. The regional program is a federation of quasi
independent local units where concern with equitable
treatment overpowers any inclination to focus on over
all program goals.

While the Detroit Water Board must cope with a sim
ilar federation of quasi-independent local units and
therefore with a need to negotiate each case, its pro
cedures for doing so are substantially open-ended.
In the relative absence of constraining legal provi
sions, the negotiations can be undertaken within pro
gram guidelines, and speed of expansion of quality of
service may take precedence over considerations of
equity in the negotiational process. That the Detroit
Water Board does indeed pay attention to program goals
is evident in the extent of long-range planning. Ev
idence of planning up to the year 2000 appears in doc~
uments dated 1956, 1959, and 1966, and these sweeping
plans for development continue to be updated. No such
sweeping plan has been published by the MDC in the
twentieth century. Its last published plan, in the
late nineteenth century, was largely the work of the
Massachusetts Department of Public Health, not MDC it
self, and it was "sweeping" only with regard to the
planning of supply and not with regard to territory
served.

Both MDC and Detroit Water Board spend considerable
time and effort worrying about rates, costing criteria,
land acquisition, compensation payments, system main
tenance, and personnel problems. However, in the
Detroit Water Board this effort is secondary to, and
reasonably balanced with, larger questions of agency
development policy, while in MDC relatively little at
tention is paid to such questions.

These summary reviews of institutionally salient
characteristics of two comparable urban-metropolitan
water-supply planning and service systems are neces
sarily brief and thus lack supportive detail. Also,
other participants in the systems (e.g., state legis
latures) have been ignored. Neverthelessi when viewed
even in this general fashion, differences in the extent
of institutionalization are notable with regard to
each criterion. Using what has been focused upon here
as the critical aspect of the institutionalization
process -- namely, stability of system -- MDC appears
as markedly institutionalized, while the Detroit Water
Board appears comparatively devoid of institutional
characteristics.



These summary findings also highlight the differ
ence between organization and institutionalization.
For those who think of institutions as accepted, le
gitimized, or organized ways of meeting a need, it
may appear bizarre not to call the Detroit Water Board
an institution. It is, after all, a complex manage
ment system for supplying water to a large area. It
is accepted, it has been in existence for a century
and a half, and it is firmly entrenched as the system
to meet a critical need in the Detroit region. There
will be no argument if the reader wishes to call this
an institution. But by defining an institution as a
process instead of a thing, the author of this essay
hopes to help avoid such arguments; in such a defini
tion, opinion with regard to the moment at which an
institution comes into being is not considered a ques
tion at issue. All that the preceding evidence in
tends to show is that the Detroit Water Board, while
well organized, lacks certain distinctive features
which, it is believed, most people would associate
with the process of institutionalization. In terms
of the definition established here, it is considerably
less institutionalized than the Massachusetts MDC.

The point in time when evaluation is made may also
cause some confusion; that is, had the Detroit system
been evaluated prior to the policy upheavals of the
1950s, many of the features which have here been
called relatively noninstitutional would not have been
apparent. This confusion dissipates if one keeps in
mind the idea of institutionalization as a process.
If a process is insisted upon rigorously as the prop
er focus of attention, it should be evident that in
stitutionalized systems once relatively institution
alized can move in the opposite direction. While the
criterion of stability is antithetical to the idea of
decreasing stability once it has been attained, it is
obvious on reflection that once-stabilized systems may
nevertheless become less stable under conditions of
changing conditions. Revolution is the extreme ex
ample. It is, therefore, not impossible for a system
such as the Detroit region's water supply to become
more dynamic or more unstable in the face of condi
tions which upset its previous equilibrium as an in
stitution. While one may believe that the Detroit
Water Board had never attained a degree of stability
comparable to that of the Massachusetts MOC, evidence
supports a conclusion that the Board's policies and
procedures are less institutionalized (more dynamic)
now than was true at the end of its first century of
operation.

Three Water-Poll uti on-Abatement Planning Systems

While systems roughly comparable to the present one
for construction of waste-water treatment facilities
have been in existence since the 1930s, the 1948 Water
Pollution Control Act and the 1956 amendments thereto,
the 1965 Water Quality Act, and the 19 6 Clean Waters
Restoration Act were unusually comprehensive instances
of administrative law. These Acts and the complemen
tary Massachusetts Water Quality Act of 1966 set up
in considerable detail the manner in which water
pollution-control facilities in Massachusetts were to
be planned and built. The relatively recent enactment
of these laws and the even more recent shift in res
ponsibility for carrying them out to a new federal ag
ency, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), pre
clude the possibility of investigating in any conclu
sive way the apparent persistence of system patterns.
Nevertheless, incipient institutionalization of water
pollution-control planning procedures can be evalua
ted. The City of Springfield, the City of Holyoke,
and the Town of Amherst in Western Massachusetts have
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all had experience with such an administrative system
and some of these experiences suggest differences in '
the extent to which institutionalization of waste
water treatment planning is occurring.

1. Slj.otern deve1..opment M. behaviofl. pattennJ.> and
theJ..!l. pe!l..6J...otenee oven time. While the system devel
opment patterns are too recent to be adequately eval
uated, there is some evidence that they have been bet
ter stabilized in Springfield than in the other two
communities. This finding is somewhat unexpected,
because the Springfield plan is broader, more regional
in its scope, than the other two. Because Springfield
is more urban than Holyoke or Amherst, its plan re
quires not only a more complex design but also atten
tion to metropolitan considerations of greater scope
than Holyoke's and of much greater scope than
Amherst's. Springfield's population exceeds 150,000,
Holyoke's is close to 50,000, and Amherst's is less
than 30,000. Further, although industrial waste water
problems are notably evident in both Holyoke and
Springfield, Amherst has practically no such problem.
One might therefore expect Springfield's waste-water
treatment planning problems to be greater and conse
quently its planning procedures to be more complex
and less stable.

Springfield's planning problems have indeed been
the most complex, with Holyoke's and Amherst's follow
ing, in that order. However, degree of complexity ap
pears to have had little to do with standardization
of planning procedures; the planning system has been
similar in all three. In rough outline, the Massachu
setts Water Pollution Control Division set planning
and construction implementation schedules. The local
communities hired consultants to draw preliminary de
sign plans. After these were tentatively approved by
local legislative bodies -- the local regional plan
ning agency, the Division, and the federal agency of
ficials -- consultants then proceeded with final de
sign planning in the expectation of final approval by
the same agencies and subsequent construction with
55 percent federal funding, 25 percent state, and 20
percent local.

However, the uniformity suggested by this rough
outline of planning procedures is deceptive; in actual
practice the patterns varied somewhat. All three com
munities were operating primary treatment plants when
the state issued its implementation schedules for sec
ondary treatment. The abandonment of Amherst's pri
mary treatment plant triggered a local controversy
which resulted in the formation of a Technical Advis
ory Committee to work with consultants and town of
ficials. Neither Holyoke nor Springfield set up any
such novel planning agency in spite of the fact that
they had greater problems of negotiation with industry
and neighboring communities than did Amherst. The
question of who has authority to do what in the town
of Amherst is less close to being resolved than it is
in either of the two cities.

2• Slj.o tern c.hang e when ehang e J...o Wa!l.!l.anted. A1
though Amherst did experiment with the use of a new
planning procedure, it cannot be said that willingness
to change when change appears desirable has been evi
dent in any of the three cases unoer review. Object
ors to Amherst's preliminary plan cited six major
points of contention: (1) the total abandonment of
existing capital investment in sewage treatment,
(2) the plan to incinerate rather than reclaim sludge,
(3) the "self-fulfilling prophecy" aspects of provid
ing sufficient sewerage and pumping-station capacity
to justify the size of the proposed plant, (4) the
failure of the plan to include sewage from the town of



Hadley within which the plant was to be built, (5) the
absence of tertiary treatment expansion capacity in
case federal or state standards were tightened, and
(6) the failure of the "traditional" plan to take ad
vantage of new technological breakthroughs in treat
ment techniques, recycling of sludge, and use of meth
ane as a power-producing byproduct. Given the tech
nical sophistication of these objectives, town leaders
had substantially no political alternative to coopta
tion of objectors into the planning process. However,
the Technical Advisory Committee has not been given
authority beyond making recommendations, and final de
sign planning is proceeding as though the preliminary
design plan were the unequivocal basis for final spec
ifications. In other words, sporadic conflict between
the Technical Advisory Committee and consultants or
town officials is the only deviation so far from a
"typical" set of local sewage-treatment planning pro
cedures in Amherst. The Amherst planning system has
demonstrated strong resistance to change so far.

No similar "public uprising" has occurred in either
Holyoke or Springfield. Therefore there is no self
evident political reason for innovation in sewage
treatment planning procedures in either city. How
ever, there has been some evidence of resistance to
change in both cities.

In Springfield, resistance to change can be in
ferred from the behavior of participants in the plan
ning process. First, it should be noted that Spring
field's regional plan includes treatment of sewage
from the adjacent towns of Ludlow, East Longmeadow,
West Springfield, and Agawam. Given existing popula
tion concentrations and the location of existing sewer
pipe, this collaboration makes sense in terms of econ
omies of scale; but using the same criteria, it is not
immediately apparent why other adjacent cities and
towns -- Longmeadow, Wilbraham, and Chicopee -- are
no~ included in the plan. Springfie1d 1s Superinten
dent of Streets and Engineering has expressed grave
doubts about the failure of the plan to include the
Town of Wilbraham in particular. He has reported that
his letters to state and federal agencies advocating
the inclusion of Wilbraham have been ineffective. In
point of fact, Wilbraham consultants and town offic
ials have simply refused categorically to consider in
cluding the town in the Springfield system.

A more clear-cut example of resistance to change
can be inferred from the behavior of the Springfield
City Council when it was presented with a $55,000,000
sewage-treatment plan -- a figure as high as that of
the city's entire budget for a year; and yet, when a
City Counci lor arose to ask, "Does anyone know what
the dickens we1re doing?" he received no reply. He
then sat down, and the $55,000,000 authorization
passed, on voice vote and without further comment.
Had there been any doubts about the system, an approp
riation of this magnitude would surely have been dis
cussed.

Holyoke has, in the past, demonstrated considerable
ingenuity, especially in its approach to political
problems. The planning of the City's primary treat
ment plant in the 1950s is a good example. Under Pub
lic Law 660 as amended in 1956, the City applied for
and obtained approval of the maximum federal grant of
$250,000. When Congr-ess later increased the maximum
grant authorization to $600,000, Holyoke immediately
reapplied, but federal officials insisted that the
$250,000 allocation amounted to a binding contract.
There ensued a lengthy period of conflict, finally
resolved by Holyoke's receipt of a $1,000,000 federal
grant under the Accelerated Public Works program of
1962. In the words of Holyoke's consulting engineer:
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Every community (and I'll say this honestly)
under our guidance and our advice are playing
the game, waiting to get the best federal and
state grants.

However, no such unwillingness to accept the system
as legislated by higher authority has been evident in
HolyokeJs more recent planning procedures for second
ary treatment. The City's consultants have objected
on technical grounds to state insistence on the in
clusion of South Hadley's sewage in the system, and
the inclusion of manufacturers' discharges has re
quired some moderately hard bargaining, but the plan
ning procedures have remained intact as initially de
signed in spite of these pressures for deviation.

Applying the criterion of change in procedures to
meet changing needs shows all three municipalities
exhibiting surprising stability, especially in light
of the newness of the laws setting up the procedures.

3. Ve.pe.nde.nc.e 06 /.)(J.6~em on legal OIl. manage.JU.al
~~~e.o. Although it is too early to say that exist
ing sewage-treatment planning procedures would stay
the same if the laws setting up the system were re
pealed or withdrawn, the above discussion of change
indicates that all three of the communities here re
viewed exhibit commitment to the program. One may
suppose that withdrawal of state and federal require
ments, and particularly state and federal grants-in
aid, would stop or at least greatly reduce local plan
ning efforts. Yet the program itself appears to have
had a band-wagon effect on local attitudes toward pol
lution. It would not be surprising if all three of
these communities continued water-pollution-control
planning on a reduced scale even without state or fed
eral participation.

4. Vependenc.e 06 .6Y.6~em on .<.n~v'<'dua£. peMonalUy.
State and federal law on the construction of waste
water treatment facilities is largely unequivocal,
and changes in regional, state, or federal personnel
appear to make no difference (although some local
Amherst officials look upon the recent retirement of
a certain state official with expressions of relief).
Furthermore, it appears to make little difference
which consulting firm is chosen by local communities.
Design criteria are quite specific and thus leave con
sultants little room to deviate from minimum standards.
Since most communities insist on the least expensive
design within minimum standards, there is a tendency
toward sameness of plans irrespective of who draws
them.

However, type of community and degree of interest
taken by the local public appear to be an important
variable. In Amherst1s case, both controversy over
technical aspects of the plan and creation of the
Technical Advisory Committee may be attributed to the
disproportionate number of citizens who are affiliated
with the University of Massachusetts and local col
leges. Specifically, two microbiologists at Hampshire
College became interested through field studies of
the Amherst primary treatment plant made as part of
their course instruction. Their questions, the impor
tance of which was confirmed by other members of the
local academic community, triggered the controversy
which resulted in the present unusual citizen-review
procedures in the planning process. No such contro
versy has arisen in either Holyoke or Springfield,
perhaps because of a general reluctance on the part of
citizens to become involved in highly technical ques
tions of design engineering. However, it should be
clear that had those cities contained similarly moti
vated citizens with technical competence, similar ef
fects on the planning process could have resulted.



In spite of this finding, the Amherst controversy
has not, as noted previously, greatly changed planning
procedures. In all three cases, the waste-water
treatment planning system has demonstrated remarkable
inperviousness to change, thus confirming previously
cited evidence of system stability.

5. Sy~tem 6oe~ on mea~. In the cases under con
sideration, applying the criterion of the system's
focus on means may be considered somewhat "unfair."
The waste-water-treatment program in general has a
set of specific goals that have to do with the clas
sification of receiving waters, but the planning of
sewage treatment facilities is at present an end in
its own right. The system intends to focus on means,
on the presumption that ends are given.

On the other hand, punctilious devotion to proce
dures and deadlines to the relative exclusion of qual
ity of design is valid evidence of institutionaliza
tion of procedures in any planning program. Local
Amherst officials have expressed dismay over the idea
of objectors in general, not because their objections
are invalid, but because any deviation from the im
plementation schedule jeopardizes the 80 percent state
and federal subsidy. One Springfield City Councilor,
when interviewed after passage of the $55,000,000 au
thorization for sewage treatment, suggested that
Springfield's share, amounting to less than
$12,000,000, was a "bargain." Holyoke's consultants
protested the inclusion of South Hadley in the Holyoke
program partly on grounds of cost, but also on the
grounds of delay in the planning process. Wilbraham's
only expressed reason for not entering the Springfield
system was that its preliminary plan had already been
drawn.

These are not overpowering evidences of devotion
to procedures, but they at least indicate that the
goals of each of the planning programs have been to
some extent subordinated to considerations of time,
money, and maintenance of the planning system peh ~e.

Thus, on the basis of all five criteria of stabil
ity each of these three instances of waste-water
treatment planning exhibits some degree of institu
tionalization. Given the relatively recent enactment
of administrative rules governing the procedures, it
is not possible to predict whether or not institution
alization will continue to increase; but if what seems
to be a firm start is any indication of things to come,
then institutionalization to an extensive degree
should occur at a very rapid pace.

Further confirmation that institutionalization has
already taken place may be found in EPA's experience
with "turn-key" procedures. In mi d-1971 the EPA Ad
ministrator solicited comments on EPA's intention to
permit turn-key procedures for planning and construc
ting waste-water-treatment facilities. These would
give one firm full responsibility for planning and
constructing facilities under federal guidelines and
would guarantee performance of the facility construc
ted.

According to EPA officials, response to this pro
posal has been overwhelmingly negative, especially
from consulting engineers. Nevertheless, EPA has pro
ceeded to adopt modified turn-key regulations on a
permissive basis. The only problem, according to one
EPA official, is that he is usually unable to detect
how purported turn-key cases differ from those employ
ing the traditional procedures described in the pre
ceding analysis of waste-water-treatment planning in
Amherst, Holyoke, and Springfield. In other words,
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planning procedures formally in existence only since
1966 have become so institutionalized that the federal
agency most closely associated with those procedures
finds it extremely difficult to change them in any
substantive respect.

It appears possible, then, to evaluate social sys
tems in terms of the degree to which they have become
institutionalized, using as criteria various measures
of system stability. The case for the desirability
of this five-criteria approach might have been more
convincingly made if the five criteria had actually
been used as research guides in a study of the systems
used as examples. Nevertheless, even though the data
available are fairly general and random, use of this
approach has perhaps produced a case for classifying
the Detroit metropolitan water supply system as com
paratively less institutionalized than the Boston met
ropolitan water supply system and for classifying
water pollution control planning efforts in three
Massachusetts communities as well institutionalized in
spite of the fact that they are relatively recent
phenomena involving complex interaction at four levels
of government: local, regional, state, and federal.

Conclusion

In this essay the author has attempted to develop
a series of criteria for evaluating a process which
has been called institutionalization. Its aim has
been to demonstrate that a nebulous concept can be
made more precise and hence more useful in both re
search and dialogue. However, since the criteria
themselves are conceptual, any degree of agreement
still rests on the assumption that the author's cri
teria are acceptable as those most salient for the
process. The author hopes the reader will accept the
criteria specified as valid measures of the institu
tionalization process. Further refinement of these
criteria in the future or the development of other
criteria may more closely approximate basically ac
ceptable notions of what is involved in the process.
This essay should thus be looked upon as a first step
toward viable specification.

After the criteria and the rationale for their
choice were presented, an attempt was made to apply
these criteria to examples of urban-metropolitan water
resource programs in the Northeast. Since the data at
hand in these examples had been obtained by the author
during prior research which did not focus on the cri
teria, his findings were quite general and rather im
precise for present purposes. Nevertheless, they have
demonstrated that these five criteria can be usefully
applied to real-life instances of urban-metropolitan
water-resource planning and development. The next
task will be to determine how the institutionalization
of these urban-metropolitan water-resource systems
affects the decision-making process in each case. The
question whether institutionalization is constraining
or helpful for decision-making is the crucial question
needing further research and analysis.



Chapter Six

Institutions and Urban Water Management

by Maynard M. Hufschmidt

University of North Carolina

As Norman Wengert has pointed out, the terms "ins
titution" and linstitutiona1" have been used very
loosely in most writings on water-resources policy,
planning, and management. This author pleads guilty
to this loose usage in his recent writings on urban
metropolitan water-resource planning. Wengert's crit
ique of this usage has led me in this paper to attempt
(1) to examine the utitLty of the term and (2) to de
rive an openatio~at definition of the term suitable
for writings on urban water problems and issues.

Util ity

We can approach the issue of utility by asking:
Would the information sought to be conveyed be signif
icantly reduced by dropping the term and substituting
other terms to convey the intended meaning? Specifi
cally, can we substitute for "wa ter-resource institu
tions," and "urban water institutions ," such terms as
"water-resource organi zati ons ," "water-resource ad
ministrative structure," or "urban water-resource
agencies"? Or does the term "institutions" convey
information that cannot be provided as effectively by
a set of terms with more specialized meanings?

I shall address this question directly by analyzing
the use of the term "i nstituti on II in my January, 1971,
research report to the Office of Water Resources
Research on urban-metropolitan water-resource planning
(Hufschmidt and Elfers, 1971). Because of the report's
subject matter, it should offer a fair test of the
value of the term "institutions" in conveying informa
tion essential for urban water management.

An analysis of the four relevant chapters of the
report (Chapters I, II, III, and VIII) reveals that
the term appeared but 18 times in 95 pages of doub1e
spaced, typewritten text. Some of these instances
were merely references to use of the term in other
reports; others were essentially duplicates, that is,
they appeared as restatements of a concept such as
"institutiona1 constraints." It is fair to conclude
that the term was used in a subsidiary, almost inci
dental, manner throughout the report. In its place
primary reliance was put on the terms "organization"
and "administration."

Although the terms "institution" or linstitutiona1"
were nowhere defined in the report, the core meaning
was close to the meaning of "organization," "organiza
ti ona1 pattern, II or "organi zati ona1 structure. II Thus,
on page 25 of the report an example of a planning
guide was given as:

... constraints arising from political and
in6tit~o~at factors such as interstate re
lations, federal-state relations, and inter
national relations. The institutional fac
tors here refer to the organizational patterns
and related arrangements central to inter
state, federal-state and international rela
tions. (Italics added.)

Distinctions were often made between the term
linstitutiona1" and the terms I po1itica1," "govern
menta1" and "administrative." In some cases "institu
tiona1" was used as a term almost synonymous with
"governmenta1," as on page 271, where reference is
made to "continuing Federal activity in sponsoring and
promoting research on the physical, economic, social,
and in6tit~o~at aspects of urban and metropolitan
water resources" (italics added).

We can conclude that the term linstitutiona1" was
not ~eq~ed in this report to convey the information
on urban and metropolitan problems that was intended.
Skillful use of such terms as "pub1ic and private or
ganizations," "associations," and "forma1 arrange
ments" would have filled the requirements. The term
is Qo~ve~ent, however, and its consistent use, ac
cording to an explicit definition, would have improved
the style and clarity of the report. It must be rec
ognized, however, that this report was not concerned
primarily with the governmental structure and the pub
lic and private organizational arrangements which are
almost always at the core of linstitutiona1" research
and analysis. The question as to the general utility
of the term therefore remains open.

In his recent report on institutional arrangements
for water resource development written for the National
Water Commission (Ostrom, 1971). Vincent Ostrom places
the term at the center of his analysis. Although
nowhere explicitly defined in the report, "institution"
is used quite consistently to cover both private and
public social organizations such as the market system,
viewed as a form of private economic organization, and
public water-resource organizations. Given this oper
ational definition and the emphasis of the report on
social arrangements for meeting water-resource goals,
it is hard to see how the term could be dispensed with
without a significant sacrifice of clarity.

Lyle Craine, in an analysis of institutions for
managing lakes and bays (1971 :519-546), has provided
us with a definition of the terms "institutions" and
"instituti ona1 arrangements II as follows:

... a definable system of public decision
making [which] includes specific organiza
tional entities and governmental jurisdictions,
but transcends conventional emphasis upon def
initions of agency structure, per se. The term
"institutions" suggests special attention to the
configuration of relationships (1) established
by law between individuals and government;
(2) involved in economic transactions among indi
viduals and groups; (3) developed to a~ticu1ate
legal, financial and administrative relations
among public agencies; and (4) motivated by
social-psychological stimuli among groups and
i ndi vi dua1s..

This complex definition is consistent with Ostrom's
operational definition referred to above. Craine ac
tually uses the term in analyzing the complex of
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of governmental organizations -- regional, special
purpose, and general-purpose -- concerned with manage
ment of lakes and bays. Thus, the core of his def
inition is applicable also to public organizational
arrangements, structure, and function.

Finally, the term "institutional arrangements ll ap
peared in a recent report of a committee of the Nat
ional Academy of Sciences on problems of international
environmental cooperation (NAS, 1972). In this report
the term refers almost solely to international organi
zational arrangements, and the distinction between
lIorganization" and "institution ll is very tenuous. In
this case at least, the information sought to be pre
sented on problems and issues of international envi
ronmental cooperation is not significantly diminished
by avoiding the term lIinstitutional" and using more
specific terms such as lIorganizational.1I

From this very brief survey of current examples of
the use of the term "institutional,1I one can conclude
that it has utility when the scope of the analysis is
significantly broader than public organizational
issues and includes such social phenomena as the mar
ket system, class and ethnic relationships, and cul
tural and professional entities. Urban water manage
ment is likely to involve such broader issues and soc
ial phenomena to a significant degree. Thus we con
clude that the term lIinstitution" should not be
dropped, but that efforts should be made to develop
an operational definition of it for research and anal
ysis on urban water management.

Operational Definition

In approaching an operational definition of the
term lIinstitution ll for urban water management, we ac
cept Wengert's statement that use of the term as a
convenient synonym for lIorganization" is unacceptable.
On the other hand, no attempt will be made here to
construct a rigorous definition of "urban water insti
tuti on ll a pJvi..oJvi... Rather, by means of speci fi c ex
amples of IIsocial systems" (as this term is defined by
Mayer*), candidates for inclusion in an operational
definition will be examined and either chosen or dis
carded. Only then will we attempt to construct a
reasonably consistent definition of the term as ap
plied to urban water management.

Two subcategories will be used in the analysis of
social systems as candidates for acceptance as insti
tutions of urban water management. The first is ~ban

waten in6titution6 as such, that is, social systems
whose reason for being is congruent (or substantially
so) with urban water management, where the term "urban
water institutions H is used to cover the broad domain
of urban water policy, planning, development, regula
tion, management, operation, and research.

The second is in6titution6 Jtetated :to ~ban waten
management, including social systems not qualifying
for the first sub-category, nevertheless are concerned
with urban water management to more than an incidental
or trivial degree.

* HBy soci a1 system is meant any patterned soci a1
interaction or interdependency which persists over
time ll (Mayer, 1972: 131).
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Examples of Urban Water Institutions

Clearly the waten ~upply agenQY of an urban area
qualifies as an urban water institution. This is true
whether the agency is public or private, an independ
ent organizational entity (such as a department of a
city government or a metropolitan authority), or a
subordinate unit of a larger organization (such as a
Public Works Department, Environmental Quality Depart
ment or Water and Sewer Department, or whether it has
complete jurisdiction over the urban area or shares it
with other water supply agencies.

Similarly, the -6e.wage <:UJ.,po~al and :tJteatment agency
qualifies as an urban water institution, again whether
it is public or private, an independent or a subordi
nate unit, a single unit or one of a number of similar
units in the urban area.

By extension, any other formal organization whose
functions and responsibilities are substantially con
gruent with the domain of some aspect of urban water
management can be classed as an urban water institu
tion. Thus a unit of the City Public Works Department
that has responsibility for urban storm drainage is an
urban water institution; in contrast, the Public Works
Department as an entity does not qualify under this
classification scheme because its functions are broad
er than those of urban water management. For the same
reason, a City meteorological office which provides
information on past, current, and predicted precipita
tion is not an urban water institution. Special
purpose organizations such as irrigation districts,
flood control districts, small watershed districts,
drainage districts, or water management districts,
whether public or private, that have their principal
activity in, or supply services to, urban areas qual
ify for inclusion.

Generalizing from these examples, we can state that
any formal organization whose sole or dominant activ
ity is executing some aspect of urban water management
is an urban water institution. A distinction must be
made between the specific organization as it may exist
at a point in time and the generic type of organiza
tion. Thus, every city with a central water-supply
system or systems is served by some type of water sup
ply organization, whose form, nature, and relationship
to other urban organizations may change over time.
The essential permanence of the organization concerned
with urban water supply qualifies it as an in6titution
of urban water management.

So far, the classification has been straightforward.
We now move to kinds of social systems whose interests
are substantially congruent with the domain of urban
water management, but which have no direct management
responsibilities.

The first of these is the professional association:
The American Waterworks Association is clearly an
urban water institution, as is the Water Pollution
Control Federation, composed of professionals in water
quality management. In contrast, the Hydraulics Divi
sion of the American Society of Civil Engineers, a
specialized professional unit of civil engineers, does
not qualify because the interests of the unit are
broader than the domain of urban water management. A
special group of ASCE such as the Urban Water Research
Council may be classed as an urban water institution
if it achieves essentially permanent status.



The second is the association of public officials
(e.g., National Conference of Mayors) or composite as
sociation of urban organizations, prof~ssionals, and
bureaucrats (e.g., National Municipal League). No
examples come to mind of any such organizations exclu
sively concerned with urban water problems and issues.

The third type is the special-interest group exclu
sively concerned with urban water issues. Although
there are many special-interest groups concerned with
water management issues in general (National Waterways
Conference, National Rivers and Harbors Congress, Nat
ional Reclamation Association) and many others con
cerned with urban problems and issues (National Asso
ciation of Real Estate Boards, Urban League), few, if
any, special-interest groups are concerned solely with
urban water management. Private groups lobbying
against fluoridation of urban water might be possible
candidates, if they turn out to be more than transi
tory in nature. An association of cast-iron pipe
manufacturers organized to fight the introduction of
plastic pipe in water and sewer systems might also
qualify. However, most special-interest groups,
including the so-called "pu blic interest" groups such
as the League of Women Voters, Common Cause, and "pub
lic interest" law firms concerned with environmental
issues, have broader concerns than just urban water
management.

The fourth type is the private business whose sole
or dominant concern is some aspect of urban water man
agement. A consulting engineering firm whose major
professional activity is in urban water supply or
sewage and waste-treatment planning, design, and con
struction is an example. Another is a firm specializ
ing in manufacturing water meters or in complex equip
ment for water or waste treatment plants. Still ano
ther example is a financial service organization spec
ializing in municipal water supply bonds.

Up to this point we have been concerned with formal
organizations, pUblic or private, directly or indir
ectly concerned with actual urban water management,
but with sole or dominant concern for some aspect of
urban water management. In addition there may be an
informal network of relationships among professionals,
bureaucrats, politicians, lawyers, financiers, private
businesses, and interest groups with a common concern
for some aspect of urban water management and a sub
stantial degree of permanence. The network of rela
tionships that existed in New York City from 1920 to
1970 with respect to providing new water supplies for
the city from the Delaware and Hudson river basins is
a case in point. This network was part of the ~n6ti

tutional ~~uctune of New York City water management.
There are many other examples, among them water supply
and flood control in Los Angeles, water supply and
sewage collection and treatment in the Washington,
D. C., metropolitan area, and water supply and waste
management in Chicago.

It is obvious that such examples of social institu
tions as the family, the church, the social associa
tion, the school, and (if these can qualify as insti
tutions) the legal systems and the market system all
have concerns broader than urban water management and
hence do not meet our narrow criteria for a water
management institution.

This exhausts the examples of candidates for social
systems that have exclusive or dominant concern for
some aspect of urban water management. Many others
qualify as institutions that are related to urban
water management; important examples of these will be
discussed in the next section.
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Related Institutions

In this subcategory, the crit~rion that the social
system must have sole or dominant concern with some
aspect of urban water management has been relaxed.
All a social system requires to qualify as an institu
tion related to urban water management is a non
incidental or non-trivial concern with some aspect of
the subject.

UJtban public. a.genuu. In a typical urban govern
ment, the Public Works Department would qualify as a
~ela.ted institution if one of its functions were the
design, construction, and maintenance of sewers and
water lines, even where these were provided as a serv
ice to a separate water and sewer agency. Also, the
planning and budgeting agencies of urban government
would qualify because of their concern for overall
planning, programming, and financial management. In
particular, urban planning and zoning agencies would
be included because of the close relationship between
decisions on land use and on water-supply and sewage
disposal and treatment systems. Other urban entities
such as pUblic park and recreation agencies may also
qualify; in fact, all relevant urban public agencies
as they are formally related to each other comprise
the local, public, institutional structure for urban
water management.

State public. a.genc.iu. Agencies at other levels of
government have specific responsibilities for one or
more aspects of water management that are of concern
to urban areas. At the state level, for example, the
State Health Department will, typically, be responsi
ble for establishing and enforcing health standards
for drinking water and for urban water bodies; often
a water-quality agency will have authority to set
water-quality standards for urban streams and lakes.
Other state agencies may be concerned with allocating
loan or grant funds for urban water investments, with
river-basin planning, with the administration of water
rights, and with regulation of stream uses and modifi
cations of regime. In a few cases, interstate com
missions such as the Delaware Basin Commission have
water-resource planning, regulatory, and development
authority of direct application to urban areas.

National public. a.genc.iu. At the national level,
practically all the water and water-related agencies
have programs and activities more than incidentally
concerned with urban water management. Among them are
the Army Corps of Engineers, Bureau of Reclamation,
TVA, Geological Survey, Soil Conservation Service,
Office of Water Resources Research, Farmers Home Ad
ministration, Environmental Protection Agency, and
Department of Housing and Urban Development water and
sewer grant and loan programs.

As do local public agencies, state, regional, and
national governmental agencies with activities sig
nificantly related to some aspect of urban water man
agement qualify as ~ela.ted l~~utio~. In fact,
the complex of such local, state, regional, and nat
ional agencies comprise the public institutional
structure for water management.

Non-gove~nmental aMouatio~ and oJtgan1z~o~.

Once the strict criterion of sole or dominant concern
for urban water management is relaxed, a wide variety
of non-governmental, non-profit associations and or
ganizations qualify a~ ~ela.ted l~t1tutio~. Public
interest groups such as the League of Women Voters,
special interest groups such as the National Waterways
Conference, Inc., professional groups such as the
American Society of Civil Engineers and American



Institute of Planners, environmental groups such as
the Sierra Club and Friends of the Earth, non-profit
research organizations such as Resources for the
Future, Inc., and others are included in this category.
Included also are the water-related teaching, research,

. "''(tension functions of "institutions" of higher
public or private, including inter-

~.. associations (such as the Universities
Councl I _.I Water Resources) concerned with water re
source research and education matters. The disting
uishing characteristics of the group are (1) their
non-governmental, non-profit nature and (2) a signifi
cant but less than total or dominant concern with
issues of urban water management. Obviously, the de
gree of concern will vary widely among the many candi
date associations, but in any specific urban situation
it should be possible to determine some reasonable
cut-off degree of concern that is judged to be non
tri vi a1.

The p~vate ~ectoh. Clearly, according to the ap
proach taken here, the market system as an institution
is too general a concept to qualify as an institution
related to urban water management. Market-type organ
izations and relationships do qualify, however. Many
private consulting engineering organizations special
ize in planning, design, construction supervision, and
management services for urban water management. The
construction industry includes firms that specialize
in large-scale engineering works related to storage,
transmission, and disposal of urban water. Financial
markets and the legal profession include firms spe
cializing in local revenue and general-obligation
bonds used extensively to finance urban water invest
ments. Many private firms specialize in products and
equipment essential to urban water supply, waste-water
management, and storm drainage. These planning, en
gineering, legal, financial, manufacturing and com
mercial firms, and their professional and trade as
sociations, with their network of relationships, con
stitute an institutional structure in the private sec
tor that is closely related to urban water management.

Geneha1. ~0c<.a1. iMtA.;twUOM. We rei terate here
that such general social institutions as the church,
the family, the specialized associations, including
ethnic, race, class, and special purpose (such as
sports, amusement and cultural) groups are only ten
uously related to urban water management and thus need
not concern us here. Also, social systems such as the
market system, the legal system, and the political
system are not relevant to our purpose. These insti
tutions and systems do have great influence on the
social, economic, and political environment within
which urban water management is carried out. Thus,
for example, the family, in contrast to the commune,
is the consumption unit for urban water supply; the
church may in some instances be the focal point for
resistance to fluoridation of urban water supplies;
sports groups such as fishing and sailing clubs may
exert pressures for specialized uses of urban water
resources. The market and legal systems provide the
framework for many allocation and management decisions
in the field of urban water. But these institutions
and systems also do this for almost all other social
system activities of man; hence, they need not be con
sidered as institutions that are central to or di
rectly related to urban water management.

Tentative Definitions

From the previous discussion of social systems that
are involved to some degree with urban water manage
ment it should be possible to formulate some defini
tions of institutions in the context of urban water

management. .
The first is a definition of an Uhban wateh manage

ment iMtLtwUon. Combining some generalizations made
in the first part of this paper, we arrive at the fol
lowing: An urban water management institution is
either (1) a formal organization, public or private,
of a substantial degree of permanence, whose sole or
dominant concern is, directly or indirectly, some as
pect of urban water management; or (2) an informal
network of relationships among individuals and/or for
mal organizations with a sole or dominant common con
cern with some aspect of urban water management, where
this network has attained a substantial degree of per
manence. The term n0hma1. onganizat.<.on has the meaning
of "planned system of cooperative effort,lI as sug
gested by Simon, Smithburg, and Thompson (1950:5).
The terms publA..c and p~vate are self-explanatory,
although there are private (e.g., non-governmental)
non-profit and private profit-seeking organizations.
By ~ub~tantia1. deghee On penmanence is meant time
measured in years and decades rather than days or
months, with ten years being a reasonable lower limit.
Vominant eoncehn means more than 50 percent; perhaps
75 or 80 percent is a reasonable lower limit. The
term dinectfy Oh indihectty relates to whether the
social system in question has authoritative responsi
bility or merely has influence on some aspect of urban
water management. An ~pect of urban water management
is defined as a significant sub-unit of activity, such
as planning, design, financing, development, construc
tion, operation, dissemination of information, admin
istration, and research. 1nnohma1. netwohk On heta
t.<.o~hA..p~ means the unorganized or loosely organized
linkages, between actors with common stakes in out
comes, that exert influence on decisions in the urban
water field.

This definition is not as rigorous as one would
like, even with its attempt to define sub-terms. It
does, however, go beyond the definition of formal or
ganization to include informal arrangements and rela
tionships. It requires that organizations and rela-

. tionships be long-lived, which in the urban-water con
text is considered to be at least a decade. It also
requires that the organizations and relationships have
dominant (75 to 80 percent) concern for some element
of urban water resource management.

The second definition is of the term iMtA.;twUon
hetated to Uhban wateh management. We can construct
this definition by making some modifications in the
previous definition to arrive at the following: An
institution related to urban water management is either
(1) a formal organization, public or private, of sub
stantial degree of permanence, with significant or
non-trivial but less than sole or dominant concern,
directly or indirectly, with some aspect of urban water
management; or (2) an informal network of relation
ships among individuals and/or formal organizations
with significant but not sole or dominant common con
cern with some aspect of urban water management, where
this network has attained a substantial degree of per
manence.

The only new term requiring definition here is
~ignA..MMnt Oh non-~via1. as app1i ed to degree of
concern. By this is meant (1) concern over important
issues or questions of urban water management and
(2) social interaction with the urban water management
domain with a frequency of at least once a year.

This definition is even looser than the first be
cause it is not possible to draw a sharp line between
social systems that are significantly related to urban
water management and those that have only an incidental
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relationship. In the context of any particular case,
however, it should be possible to draw a reasonable
distinction by using this definition.

A third definition follows from these two. It is
of the in6~utionat ~tnuctun~ of urban water manage
ment. The network of relationships between urban
water management comprises the institutional structure
of urban water management. We can view this institu
tional structure as consisting of all of the social
systems, formal and informal, of enduring nature, that
have a significant interest in urban water management
as they are related to each other in action.

This definition, too, is far from rigorous. But by
emphasizing structural relationships among social sys
tems, high degree of permanence, inclusion of formal
organizations and informal arrangements, and a sig
nificant relationship to urban water management, a
reasonably precise boundary has been established that
can be used in examining a specific case of urban
water management.

Concluding Note

This emphasis on an operational definition has led
us far away from the sociologist's broader definition
of in6~ution as discussed in the paper by Ed Knop.
In my view, however, the terms "institution" and
"institutional" have become so commonly used as an
extension of the notion of organization in writings
by political scientists and economists on water re
sources, natural resources, and environmental topics
that it is better to develop an operational definition
of the term to be used in these contexts than either
to abandon its use or ·to define it in the broader
terms used by some sociologists. If it is defined in
the context in which it is used, there need be no con
fusion with the broader and more varied meanings of
the term as used by sociologists.

In any event, this exercise in definition of the
term "institution" has taught me (1) to avoid use of
the term where a more specific term such as "organi
zation" will serve as well, and (2) to use it only
along with a definition or at least use it in such a
way that a clear and consistent meaning can be drawn
from the context.
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Chapter Seven

Some Problems of Institutional Analysis

by Vincent Ostrom

Indiana ,University

In exploring the relationship of "institutions" to
urban water management with special reference to met
ropolitan areas, I propose to examine, first, some of
the theoretical issues inherent in institutional anal
ysis and, second, some practical issues which are
raised in applying institutional analysis to problems
of water resource management in metropolitan areas.

Decision Rules and Social Organization

I shall define an institution as a set of decision
making arrangements. I shall use "organization" as
fully synonomous with "institution." That is, I would
view the automobile industry as a set of decision
making arrangements and thus an institution or an or
ganization, just as I would view General Motors or the
Ford Motor Company as an institution or an organiza
tion, although the particular structure of decision
making arrangements in the automobile industry as a
whole will differ from the decision-making arrange
ments in a specific firm such as General Motors or the
Ford Motor Company; that is, where structural condi
tions vary we would expect patterns of conduct to
vary. The cri~ical issue in institutional analysis,
then, is to specify relationships between conditions
and consequences.

Institutional or organizational arrangements are a
means of resolving a seeming paradox in human develop
ment. Human beings have capabilities for learning
which give them access to very large bodies of knowl
edge. The accumulated pool of human knowledge in turn
gives rise to an extraordinarily large repertoire of
po~ential vani~y in human behavior. If all of the
potential variety in human behavior were to be ex
pressed in a random way, human beings would face a
state of affairs approximating chaos.

In such a state of chaos, learning, which requires
an understanding of regularities in events, could not
occur. Learning is possible only to the extent that
constraint is introduced into the total range of pos
sibilities because constraint gives rise to regulari
ties which can be observed and acted upon. Thus the
paradox: humans need order or constraint in their
environment as a necessary condition for learning, but
learning itself increases the potential variety in hu
man behavior which in turn threatens the maintenance
of a predictable order in which continued learning can
occur.

* Some of the elements in this paper are more fully
developed in Vincent Ostrom, Institutional Arrangements
for Water Resource Development, Springfield, Virginia
22151: National Technical Information Service (Acces
sion Number PB 207 314; $9.00), 1971,596 pp. That
study was prepared for the National Water Commission,
whose support is gratefully acknowledged.

Decision Rules and Predictability

This paradox can be partly resolved by the intro
duction of a deliberate method of ordering relation
ships among people. Such ordering can be accomplished
by instituting a common set of rules for decision
making ("decision rules"). Decision rules let people
interact with each other under conditions which in
clude some possibilities and exclude others. The ex
cluded possibilities establish QOn6tnai~ or £imi~a

tiOn6 upon decision-making capabilities. The ~ncluded

possibilities establish the oppo4tuniti~ or Qapab~

~e6 authorized in human conduct. Thus, decision
rules establish the basis for social organization.
Reneltenc.e ~o a c.ommon I.>~ On decM~on .ItLLt~ M a nec.
e6.6CVty Qon~on 60Jt ~mbwlUng oJtdeJted .6oual Jtela
tion6h,.i.pl.> •

If people use a common set of decision rules, indi
viduals can pursue their interests in relation to one

. another in an orderly and predictable manner. Human
behavior can be baffingly unpredictable to the behav
ioral scientist who tries to formulate universal gen
eralizations without referring to decision rules. Hu
man behavior can, by contrast, be surprisingly predic
table to the scientist who refers to a common set of
decision rules. An automobile driver, for example,
who knows the common rules of the road, can arrive at
his destination with a very high degree of predicta
bility. In, lacking a common set of decision rules,
all ~omobite ~veJt6 welte ~o a~ Jtandomly, the po
tential variety of behavior would preclude anyone from
being able to reach his destination in an orderly and
predictable manner.

Decision rules serve as guides for ordering human
behavior. Thus we can speak of the rules of a game as
"structuring" the play of a game. Decision rules con
nect the interests and opportunities of one person
with the interests and opportunities of others. These
connections are made by assigning decision-making cap
abilities which let each individual pursue his own in
terest while concurrently requiring him to take account
of the interests of others. When viewed from this per
spective, decision rules are used to "structure" soc
ial relationships and to "bias," II r ig,1I or "determine"
certain outcomes of any social situation.

Decision Rules and Social Welfare

The outcomes which derive from the structure imposed
upon social relationships by a set of decision rules
can be analyzed not only as to their predictability
but also as to the degree to which they rig or bias
human conduct to enhance or diminish human welfare.
If each person pursued those opportunities which would
increase his own welfare subject to the condition that
he not diminish the welfare of others, and if this con
dition could be enforced with rigor, then we would ex
pect the game of life to be "biased" or "r igged" in the
direction of improving human welfare. If, on the other
hand, each person were to IItake what he could get and
defend what he had got," we would infer that human
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welfare would markedly decline. Decision rules can
thus sustain predictability in human relationships and
also order those relationships to induce either a fav
orable or unfavorable effect.

Enforcing Decision Rules

Since decision rules are neither self-generating
nor self-enforcing, any pattern of social organization
they establish must also refer to a set of decision
making arrangements which is concerned with determin
ing, enforcing, and altering decision rules. It is on
this basis that we distinguish governmental institu
tions from other institutions in any society. GOVe.M
me.ntal. .,[Vl.6:ti..tu:tA..OVl.6 aJl.e. :tho.oe. de.w.,[ol1-ma.k..,[l1g a!LM.l1ge.
men.:t.6 wh..tc.h aJl.e. .0 e.t. up :to de.t.e.Jl.mi.I1e. whe.t.heJt c.o116lic.t..o
e.w:t, :to e.1160tLc.e. de.w.,[oVl.6, a.l1d:to a£t.eJt de.w.,[ol1
tLui.e..o :tha.t a.66e.c.t. pa.t.t.eJtVl.6 06 .ooual. otLga.Mza.tiOI1.

Having recourse to decision-makers who have author
ity to determine, enforce, and alter legal relation
shi ps affecti ng the i nteres ts of others imp1i es that
any political association must be based upon an une.q
ual. assignment of decision-making capabilities as a
11e.c.e..o.oaJl.y condition for the maintenance of decision
making capabilities. Some. decision-makers mu.o:t be
able to make decisions which affect the interests of
o:the.tL.6; thus decision-making capabilities may be un
equal.

Extraordinary authority or power to determine and
enforce decisions in relation to others 11e.c.e..o.oa./LLty
tLe.quitLe..o :the. po:te.n;ti.al. u.oe. 06 c.oeJtuve. .oMc.UOVl.6 to
support lawful behavior and to right wrongs resulting
from unlawful behavior. Thus, patterns of political
organization necessarily depend upon the potential ex
ercise of coercive capabilities. Coercive capabili
ties involve the lawful exercise of unequal decision
making capabilities and have the consequence of leav
ing some persons worse off rather than better off, at
least in the short run.

These conditions inherent in the logic of political
choice leave us with a fundamental difficulty. On the
one hand, an inequality of decision-making capability
with its capacity to impose potential sanctions is nec
essary for sustaining ordered relationships among hu
man beings. On the other hand, these conditions,
though necessary, are clearly not sufficient to main
tain orderly a.l1d productive relationships. The use of
sanctions inherent in maintaining ordered social rela
tionships may be a means to compound wrongs as well as
to right them.

Where the structure of any given institutional ar
rangement depends upon the existence of other institu
tional arrangements capable of determining conflicts,
enforcing decisions, and altering decision rules,
structural interdependence among different decision
making arrangements is essential. Decision-making
within a business firm will depend upon the competitive
vitality of the market in any particular industry.
Competition within market structures will similarly
depend upon the existence of judicial, administrative,
and legislative arrangements for maintaining and en
forcing legal relationships among those who partici
pate in market relationships. Decision-making among
governmental agencies, in turn, will be affected by
the degree of competitive rivalry among similar agen
cies, and the relative exposure of officials to elec
toral decisions, to popular referenda, to administra
tive review, to court actions, and to legislative sur
veillance.
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The Problem of Institutional Failure and Reform

Ashby f~els that soc~al organization is based upon
a presumptlon that no slngle form or organization is
good for all circumstances (1962:255-278). A critical
problem in institutional analysis is to determine the
structural capabilities and limitations inherent in
different types of institutional arrangements and to
predict the consequences which follow when those lim
its are exceeded. An initial effort can be made by
pointing out some of the conditions of institutional
weakness or failure which are characteristic of the
different forms of organization relevant to the con
duct of human enterprises. To determine some of the
sources of institutional deficiencies I shall examine
first, the conclusions reached by economists regardin~
market weakness and market failure, then those of pol
itical scientists regarding the shortcomings in Amer
ican public administration. Many of the findings of
American political scientists with respect to organi
zational pathologies are now being challenged by con
temporary scholars in economics, political science,
and sociology, who have identified other serious prob
lems of institutional weakness and institutional fail
ure in large-scale public bureaucracies. We are left
with the question of what form of analysis to apply to
problems of water resource management in urban areas.

Sources of Market Weakness and Market Failure

In economic theory, market organization assumes
that individuals are free to enter into transactions
to buy and sell goods and servi ces. 'Each i ndi vi dua1
is presumed to be a rational, self-interested person
who attempts to maximize his net economic advantage.
Buyers and sellers will compete with each other.
Where numerous competitors exist among both buyers and
sellers in any commodity market, the competitive force
of the market will, in the long run, establish an eq
uilibrium where supply equals demand at a price which
will clear the market. If all commodity markets were
perfectly competitive, price would establish an equiv
alence so that a dollar1s value for one commodity
would be equal to a dollar's value for another commod
ity.

These conditions can prevail where the goods and
services subject to economic transactions are highly
separable and homogeneous. Such goods and services
can be packaged, contained, and measured in discrete
units and can be exchanged under circumstances where
the potential buyer can be excluded from enjoying the
benefit unless he is willing to pay the price. Such
commodities should also meet the condition that their
consumption is exclusive so that anyone person's con
sumption fully excludes anyone else from enjoying the
good. Goods which are fully separable and are subject
to exclusion in po.o.oe..o.o.,[OI1, in e.XC.ha.l1ge., and in C.OI1
.oumpt.iOI1 can be defined as purely private goods. But
lIevents,1I which are viewed as IIgoods li in the sense
that people demand them, begin to depart from condi
tions of separability and exclusivity in possession,
exchange ~nd use, the market begins to show signs of
institutional weakness. Economists have broadly char
acterized three types of events which depart signifi
cantly from the characteristics of a purely private
good: externalities, common-pool/flow resources, and
public goods. Problems of institutional failure in
market arrangement increase as one moves from external
ities to public goods_ Market arrangements must inev
itably fail to sustain the provision of a purely pub
lic good.



Exte4~~. Buchanan and Stubblebine have de
fi ned lIexterna1ityll as an effect associ ated with an
economic good which, because it cannot be readily con
tained by those involved in a transaction, spills over
upon others in the neighborhood (1962:371-384).* The
effects of positive externalities are beneficial to
the neighborhood; those of negative externalities are
detrimental. Some attributes of an economic good may
be highly separable and thus have the characteristics
of a private good. Most uses of water will, for exam
ple, generate negative externalities, as the quality
of water is likely to diminish after each use. Such
externalities become problems as they assume signifi
cance in the interpersonal economy of a community.
The problems posed in any effort to control external
ities are similar to those involved in events having
the attributes of common-pool/flow resources and pub
1i c goods.

Common-Pool/Flow R~oune~. A common-pool/flow re
source is some set of events where several individuals
may make a separate and individual consumptive use of
the resource, while the supply of the resource is in
divisible and is shared in common (Ostrom, 1968:123
150). The use or consumption by one may impair its
use or consumption by another even though the several
users cannot exercise exclusive possession over the
supply of the resource. In the event that a common
pool/flow resource is a replenishable or renewable
one, no serious problems of interdependency may be
generated until the demands upon the resource begin to
exceed the sustainable supply.

Where demands exceed the supply of a common-pool/
flow resource, serious problems are engendered because
though each person's use will exclude the use by oth
ers, no one user can effectively control other users.
Competitive rivalry in the use of a common-pool/flow
resource where demand exceeds supplies will cause the
situation to deteriorate, since every increase in de
mand will leave the aggregate community of users worse
off. Thus, the failure of the exclusion principle to
operate in the possession of a common-pool/flow re
source implies that such a resource must be treated as
a common property subject to individual use by many
different users, each having separable interests in
that common property. The separability of use implies
that a partial interest may be identified as the basis
for a private property. The partitioning of property
rights to a common-pool/flow resource always poses
difficulties in dealing with the interdependencies and
indivisibilities of supply as against divisibility in
demands and uses. The wide range of joint and alter
native uses characteristic of many water resource sys
tems generates substantial impediments to the use of
market arrangements for allocating these different
goods and services. The lack of an exclusion princi
ple applicable to the possession of water at its
source, together with the existence of elements of ex
clusion in the consumption of water supplies, implies
that non-market arrangements may be necessary for deal
ing with many of the common-pool aspects of a water
supply system, while market arrangements can be util
ized in the distribution and sale of some water servi
ces.

An intermediate situation exists where the water
supply may be a common-pool resource which is not dir
ectly consumed in its natural state but is subject to

* See also R. H. Coase, liThe Problem of Social
Cost,1I Journal of Law and Economics 3 (October, 1960),
1-44.
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an intermediate production process involving storage,
diversion, transmission, and distribution. The com
modity may then be confined and metered for sale but
is not subject to distribution by competing vendors.
In such circumstances, water services can be marketed,
but the regulatory effect of market competition does
not prevail. The potential power of a monopoly water
supplier over water consumers would be expected to
generate substantial elements of market weakness.

PubUe Good6. Public goods are similar to the com
mon-pool/flow resources, but with the important dis
tinction that the ultimate user or consumer cannot be
excluded from enjoying the benefit made available to
any other consumer (Samuelson, 1955:350-356).* The
indivisibilities are such that many persons can relate
themselves to a particular set of events, and consump
tion, use, or enjoyment by one does not exclude con
sumption use, or enjoyment by others. An effort to
provide a public good for some implies that such a
good will necessarily be made available for all who
may live within the domain of that set of events,
since no one can be excluded from enjoying the bene
fits which are made available to some.

The various uses of water range over the spectrum
of the above distinctions. The criteria associated
with a purely private good are met in the relatively
trivial case of bottled water. Most uses of water in
volve significant externalities. The common-pool/
flow resource characteristic of most water supply sys
tems implies that common-property relationships perm
eate the field of water-resource development. Flood
control measures come close to approximating the con
dition of a purely public good when viewed as a means
of reducing a natural threat or hazard to individual
welfare. Each person within a flood plain will bene
fit without excluding others from benefiting, also, up
to some limit of the regulative capacity of the flood
control system. The II goodll in this case is a reduc
tion in the cost of a potential IIbad. 1I

Since water-resource developments are largely con
fined to the circumstance involving either significant
externalities, common-pool/flow resources, or public
goods, reliance upon the individualistic type of
choice characteristic of market arrangements where
producing and allocating water are concerned will gen
erate serious problems of institutional weakness and
institutional failure. The characteristic patterns of
such institutional failure will be considered in the
following section.

Individualistic Choice and the Tragedy of the Commons

Where a community of individuals is concerned with
a common-pool/flow resource or a public good, if we
assume that each person is free to decide for himself
to pursue his individual interest, some serious prob
lems follow as a logical consequence (Hirshleifer,
DeHaven and Milliman, 1960). Each individual will ex
pect to maximize his own net welfare by taking advan
tage of the common property or public good at minimum
cost to himself. When the aggregate demand of all in
dividual users exceeds the available supply, an in
crease in demand by each user, an increase in the num
ber of users, or both, will involve an increasing cost
in impaired supply for other users in addition to the

* See also Paul A. Samuelson, liThe Pure Theory of
Public Expenditure,1I Review of Economics and Statis
tics 36 (November, 1954),387-389.



individual cost that each person bears in making his
own use. However, each person will calculate only his
individual cost and will ignore the social costs im
posed upon others. He will choose a "dog-in-the
manger" strategy, pursuing his own advantage and dis
regarding the consequences of hi3 actions for others.
Furthermore, some individuals will be motivated to
conceal information about their intentions so that,
should others propose any form of joint action, they
might then remain free to take advantage of any oppor
tunities created by those joint actions. If voluntary
actions are taken to curtail demand, some individuals
will pursue a IIhold-out" strategy, and the hold-outs
will be free to capture a lion's share of the benefits
derived from the voluntary joint actions of their
neighbors. As long as each person is free to decide
his own course of action, the probability of someone's
pursuing a hold-out strategy is high, and the presence
of hold-outs will threaten the stability of any joint
voluntary solution.

If this competitive dynamic is allowed to run its
course, social costs will escalate to a point where
the potential economic surplus to be derived from op
timal use of a common-pool/flow resource will have
been eliminated by excessive investment in individual
efforts, perhaps even to the point where operations
are sustained without economic advantage to the com
munity of users. Individuals in weaker economic pos
itions will be forced out, and the neighborhood effect
will be to generate poverty, deprivation, threats, and
even violence.

This eventuality has been characterized by Garret
Hardin as lithe tragedy of the commons ll (1968:1243
1248). Individualistic decision-making applied to
common-pool/flow resources will inevitably result in
tragedy unless the structure of decision-making ar
rangements can be modified to enable persons to act
jointly in relation to those resources as a common
property. The potential to take coercive measures
will also be necessary to preclude a hold-out strategy
and to regulate patterns of use among all users. Un
restricted individualistic decision-making in relation
to common-pool/flow resources or public goods will
lead to the competitive dynamic of a negative-sum
game: the greater the individual effort, the worse
off people become.

The problem arising from the indivisibility of a
public good and the structure of individual incen
tives created by the failure of an exclusion principle
is the basic problem examined in Mancur Olson's Log~Q

On ColteQtive AQtion (1965). Olson concludes that in
dividuals cannot be expected to form large voluntary
associations to pursue matters of common or public in
terest unless special conditions can be met. These
conditions will exist only when members can derive a
separable benefit of a sufficient magnitude to cover
the cost of membership from the action or when they
can be coerced into bearing their share of the costs.
Thus, we cannot expect people to organize themselves
voluntarily to manage a common-pool/flow resource or
secure the provision of a public good. Even the art
iculation of public demands to undertake governmental
action can suffer from what might better be called the
logic of collective ~naQtion under conditions of indi
vidualistic decision-making.

In summary, then, when individuals act with the le
gal independence characteristic of decision-making in
market structures where the structure of events has
the attributes of externalities, common-pool/flow re
sources, or public goods, we can conclude that insti
tutional weaknesses or institutional failures will
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occur, and that the magnitude of the shortcomings
will depend upon the importance of the externality or
upon the degree of indivisibility occurring in the
common-pool/flow resource or public-good situation.

The Diagnosis of Organizational Pathologies in Amer-
ican Public Administration ---

The problems of market weakness and market failure
associated with externalities, common-pool/flow re
source, or public-goods situations imply that some form
of public control and public decision-making is neces
sary to deal with these events. However, American
preoccupation with problems of political reform and
administrative reorganization in the public sector
clearly suggests the presence of institutional short
comings there. Recourse to non-market arrangements
to procure the provision of a variety of public goods
and services may be a necessary condition for advanc
ing human welfare, but reliance upon governmental or
ganization may, in turn, engender conditions of insti
tutional weakness and institutional failure. These
conditions need to be considered in conceptualizing
the appropriateness of public organizational arrange
ments for the provision of goods and services where
market conditions fail to provide satisfactory solu
tions.

Beginning in the late nineteenth century and early
twentieth century, American political scientists dev
eloped a form of institutional analysis which attempt
ed to diagnose the pathological conditions that gave
rise to serious shortcomings among public organiza
tions. A series of reforms was prescribed to correct
those deficiences.

The initial concern of these political scientists
was with the gross patterns of political corruption
which had occurred in the post-Civil War period when
American social and economic life was undergoing radi
cal transformations. Competitive rivalry among many
different units of government often gave the appear
ance of generating a tragedy of the commons when prob
lems of public policy arose. Efforts to initiate re
form measures in one state could be frustrated by the
propensity of large-scale business enterprises to
shift their favors to states less sympathetic to re
form. Thus the states which made no efforts at reform
functioned as hold-outs to negate the efforts of some
states to regulate social problems of concern to peo
ple in many states.

The dynamics inherent in the tragedy of the commons,
indeed, do apply to rivalry among units of government
when they confront interdependencies which are inter
governmental in scope. The United States Constitution
was formulated as a means of avoiding such a competi
tive rivalry among the various American states over
problems of collective security, interstate commerce,
and related matters. The availability of a national
government capable of regulating public affairs where
they impinged upon interstate relationships provided
alternative institutional arrangements for problems of
rivalry among the states.

The multiplicity of governmental units in the Amer
ican system of government and the constitutional sep
aration of powers which divided authority among dif
ferent branches of government were viewed by political
scientists as,contributing to other elements of insti
tutional weakness. The long ballot created by the
large number of public officials elected in the dif
ferent jurisdictions was said to overburden American
voters. The overburdened voter, according to' these



analysts, was unable to discriminate among candidates
for public office and relied instead upon party slates.
Political parties thus became an instrument to over
come the fragmentation of authority among the separate
decision structures and the different units of govern
ment. The active direction of government was assumed
by party bosses who controlled affairs behind the fa
cade of numerous offices, decision structures, and un
its of government. Reformers holding this point of
view argued that the political responsibility of elec
ted officials could be increased only by (1) drastic
ally reducing the number of officials who were popu
larly elected and (2) developing a responsible party
system where the party winning the support of the maj
ority of the electorate -- not individually elected
office holders -- could assume authority for the con
duct of government without being frustrated by a sys
tem of checks and balances.*

Public administration was viewed as being outside
the proper realm of politics. Politics, the political
scientists of the time felt, was concerned with the
formulation of pUblic policy, while administration was
concerned with its execution. Once policies were set,
the task of administration was a matter calling for
professional expertise in the technical details of
government.

Principles of good administration will, from this
point of view, be much the same in any system of gov
:rnment. Woodrow Wilson, as a scholar contributing to
this form of analysis, contended that there is "but
one rule of good administration for all governments
alike." He says further: "50 far as administrative
functions are concerned, all governments have a strong
structural likeness; more than that, if they are to be
unifirmly useful and efficient, they m~~ have a
strong structural likeness" (1887:218).

"Good" administration for Wilson would be hierarch
ically ordered in a system of graded ranks subject to
political direction by heads of departments at the
center of government. The ranks of administration
would be filled by a corps of technically trained civ
il servants "prepared by a special schooling and
drilled after appointment, into a perfected organiza
tion, with an appropriate hierarchy and characteristic
discipline ... " (1887:216). Perfection in adminis
trative organization, Wilson feels, is attained in a
hierarchically ordered and professionally trained pub
lic service. Similarly, efficiency is attained by
perfection in the hierarchical ordering of a profes
sionally trained public service. Wilson also concep
tualizes efficiency in economic terms: II ••• the
utmost possible efficiency and at the least possible
cost of either money or of energyll (1887:197).

Hierarchical organization was thought to provide a
set of universal principles which could be applied to
any administrative situation. Leonard White, for ex
ample, asserted that:

All large-scale organizations follow the same
pattern, which in essence consists in the univer
sal application of the superior-subordinate rela
tionship through a number of levels of responsi
bility reaching from the top to the bottom of the
structure (1926:33).

In this type of organization, coordination is en
hanced by the centering of ultimate administrative
responsibility in a single chief executive who exer-

* See, for example, Richard S. Childs, Civic Vic
tories, New York: Harper and Brothers, 1952.
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cises a unified command over all administrative agen
cies. Since anyone person can exercise effective
supervision over only a small number of subordinates,
the structure of authority within a system of adminis
tration is organized through progressively smaller un
its of organization, each headed by a single person
subject to direction by superior authorities, eventu
ally culminating in the unified command of a chief ex
ecutive. A variety of staff and management functions
are organized in the chief executive offices to assist
in the exercise of management control over all subor
dinate agencies.

Over the past several decades, thousands of admin
istrative surveys and reorganization proposals have
been made based upon the theoretical presuppositions
and principles of organization inherent in the trad
itional public administration approach. The standard
format of these surveys is a diagnostic assessment of
the organizational pathologies which are associated
with a proliferation of agencies, fragmentation of au
thority, overlapping of jurisdictions, and duplication
of services. The Brownlow Commission, the various
Hoover Commissions, and the current Ash Council are
among the more prominent examples of such reorganiza
tion surveys. Duplications of services and overlap
ping jurisdictions are presumed on p~a 6a~e grounds
to be wasteful and inefficient and therefore are to be
e1imi nated.

Remedial action based upon this diagnostic assess
ment of organizational pathologies is sought in re
forms which have the effect of eliminating the prolif
eration of agencies, the fragmentation of authority,
the overlapping jurisdictions, and the duplication of
functions. Large jurisdictions are preferred to
small. General-authority agencies are preferred to
limited-authority agencies. Centralized authority is
preferred to the decentralization of authority among
diverse decision structures.

Problems of Dysfunctional Behavior in Large-Scale
Public Bureaucracies

The institutional analysis practiced by American
students of public administration and by administra
tive consultants paid little or no attention to prob
lems of institutional weakness or institutional fail
ure of public bureaucracies. The principle of span of
control implied a rather substantial limit upon the
capability of anyone supervisor to exercise control
over a number of subordinates. The more routine and
uniform the tasks, the larger the number of workers
anyone supervisor might control. The numbers were,
in any event, assumed to be small (the figures usually
cited were in a magnitude of less than ten).

In the traditional theory of public administration,
the question of limit on size implied by the principle
of span of control was resolved by extending vertical
ly the number of tiers in an administrative hierarchy.
Limits upon the ability of anyone person to coordin
ate and supervise a small nu~ber of subordinates, it
was felt, could thus be overcome.

This problem was given critical attention by Herb
ert Simon when he pointed out that a loss of informa
tion and control would apply as well to the number of
tiers in a hierarchical structure as to the number of
subordinates reporting to anyone superior (1964).
Thus, increasing the number of tiers in a hierarchy
would lead to a loss of information and control be
tween the top level of command and those at the lower
working levels, while narrowing the command structure



at each level of organization would likewise lead to
a loss of information and control by increasing the
number of levels in an organization. Simon's discus
sion suggests serious limits to the aggregate size of
bureaucratic organization.

R. H. Coase, in an article on "The Nature of the
Firm," conceptualizes some of the factors which are
relevant to determining the optimum size of a bureau
cratic organization (1937:386-485). According to
Coase, rational individuals might be expected to or
ganize a firm on hierarchical principles where manage
ment responsibilities would be assumed by an entrepre
neur and where others would be willing to become em
ployees if the firm could conduct business under dir
ection of the entrepreneur at a lesser cost than if
each and every transaction were to be organized as a
market transaction. The firm would be organized on
the basis of long-term employment contracts rather
than short-term risks in employment while the entre
preneur could take advantage of reduced decision
making costs in allocating his work force so as to
optimize net return, at the cost of limiting entre
preneurial discretion. With that constraint upon the
entrepreneur, the employee agrees to obey his instruc
tions. Such an entrepreneur is exposed, in the con
duct of his enterprise, both to market competition and
to the necessity of long-term satisfaction of employ
ees.

Coase's theory of the firm explains why a business
firm would institute managerial control in the organi
zation of an enterprise in order to reduce decision
costs, that result from time and effort expended and
opportunities foregone, which would otherwise be in
curred by negotiating market transactions so as to ag
gregate the elements of production. Coase anticipates
limits to the size of firms if the costs of using a
factor of production purchased in the market would be
less than adding a new component to the firm to pro
duce that added factor of production, since as more
employees were added, management costs would be ex
pected to increase. A point would be reached where
the saving on the marginal employee in decision costs
would not exceed the added management costs required
to supervise that employee, and thus no net savings
would accrue to the entrepreneur. Also, if a firm be
came too large, an entrepreneur might fail to see some
of his opportunities in the allocation of his work
force. Another entrepreneur with a smaller, more ef
ficient firm would thus have a competitive advantage
over the larger firm which had exceeded the limits of
scale economy in firm size.

Coase's analysis gives us reason to believe that
bureaucratic organization can be a means of enhancing
efficiency in operations by minimizing decision costs
within the limits provided by the employment contract
and the competitive force of the product market. But
the competitive force of a product market is absent in
most public organizations. As a consequence, public
organizations are apt to be less sensitive to the dis
economies in scale which accrue from increasing man
agement costs. Under those circumstances, the in
creased costs of management might exceed the savings
in decision costs and generate a net loss. In that
case, increased centralization in pUblic decision
making and continued reliance upon the principles of
~ierarchica1 organization in the public sector will
lead to increasing inefficiencies as management costs
exceed the benefits derived from each added employee.

Gordon Tullock, in The PO~C6 06 Buneauc~cy,

pursues an analysis of the consequences which can be
expected to follow when rational, self-interested
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individuals pursue maxlmlzlng strategies in the con
text of very large pub1ic'bureaucracies (1965).
Tullock's "economic man" is an ambitious public em
ployee who seeks to advance his opportunities for pro
motions within the bureaucracy. Since career advance
ment depends upon favorable recommendations by his
superiors, a career-oriented public servant will act
so as to please his superiors. Favorable information
will be forwarded; unfavorable information will be
suppressed. Such distortion of information will dim
inish control and generate expectations which diverge
from events sustained by actions. Large-scale bureau
cracies will thus become error-prone and cumbersome
and have trouble adapting to rapidly changing condi
tions. Efforts to correct the malfunctioning of
bureaucracies by tightening control will simply mag
nify errors by leading to further repression of infor
mation. A decline in return to scale can be expected
to result. The larger the organization becomes, the
smaller will be the percent of its activities directly
related to output, the larger the proportion of its
efforts expended on management, the larger the degree
of misinformation, and the greater the disparity be
tween organizational goals and organizational perfor
ance.

Tullock suggests that the limits upon control in
the very large public bureaucracy will engender a
"bureaucrati c free enterpri se II where units or groups
within an organization proceed to formulate their own
missions without reference to policy objectives or
organizational goals. Goal displacement, risk avoid
ance, and inaction motivated by individual se1f
interest will be covered up by elaborate justification
through misleading information. Bureaucratic free
enterprise may also take a form where pUblic employees
extract a bribe as a price for public services. The
social consequences engendered by the discrepancies
between bureaucratic action and the public rhetoric of
political leaders become increasingly contradictory,
even "unreal," to an independent observer. Michel
Crozier extends this type of analysis to sustain the
conclusion, in his study of French bureaucracy, that
". . . a buneaueJr..a.t,{.c oJI.garu.za.tion A.-6 an. oll.garu.za.tion
that cannot COMect .<.:t6 behav.ioll. by lea!l.ru.ng 6Mm.<.:t6
eMOM" (1964:187).

The absence of a competitive product market in a
public-service economy will engender other sources of
institutional weaknesses in large-scale public bureau
cracies which arise from disparities between producer
interests and user interests. Once a public good is
provided, the absence of an exclusion principle means
that each individual will have no choice but to take
advantage of whatever is provided, unless he is either
able to move to another jurisdiction or is wealthy
enough to make separate provision for himself. Under
these conditions, the producer of a public good may be
relatively free to induce savings in production costs
by increasing the cost to the user or consumer of pub
lic goods and services. Shifts of producer costs to
consumers may result in an aggregate loss of efficien
cy if savings on the production side are exceeded by
added costs on the consumption side. Public agencies
rarely, if ever, calculate the value of a user's time
or his inconvenience when they engage in studies of
how to make better use of thei r employees' time. If a
citizen has no place else to go, and if he is one of a
million other citizens, the probability of his inter
est being taken into account is negligible. And it is
the most impoverisheamembers of a community who are
most exposed to deprivations under these circumstan
ces. From this theoretical perspective, an analyst
would not be surprised to find public water agencies
supplying water to large industrial users at substan
tially lower rates than to individual householders.



The inability of users of public goods and services
to sustain an armis-length relationship with producers
of public goods and services generates further prob
lems when user preferences are subject to change in
relation to the available supply of public goods and
services. No one can know the preferences or values
of other persons without giving those persons an op
portunity to express their preferences or values. If
constituencies and collectivities are organized in a
way that does not reflect the diversity of interests
among different communities of people, then producers
of public goods and services will take action without
information as to the changing preferences of the per
sons they serve, making expenditures with little ref
erence to consumer utility. Pnodueen e66iC£eney in
.the ab.6enee 06 eOn.6umen utility i.6 w.Lthout eeonomi-e
meaning.

Similar difficulties may occur when demands for a
public good or service having the characteristics of a
common-property resource increase in relation to the
available supply. When demands begin to exceed sup
ply, the dynamics inherent in lithe tragedy of the com
monsll may take place all over again. For instance, an
increasing pollution load may drive out those who
would make other uses of a watercourse. What was once
a public II goodli may now become a public IIbadli as pol
lution precludes a growing number of opportunities for
other uses. In short, public services may be subject
to serious enD.6ion or degnadation under conditions of
changing demands (Buchanan, 1970). In the absence of
the ability to respond with modified supply schedules
and regulations for use, a public II goodli may come to
be a public IIbad li and lithe tragedy of the commons ll may
reach critical proportions.

Finally, producer performance and consumer inter
ests are closely tied together when we recognize that
the capacity to levy taxes, to make appropriate expen
diture decisions, and to provide the necessary public
facilities is in.6u66iC£ent for the optimum use of such
facilities, since one pattern of use may impair the
value of a common facility or a public good for ano
ther pattern of use. Developing water-resource fac
ilities will not be sufficient to enhance the welfare
of members of a community of users unless attention is
also paid to basic rules and regulations controlling
the use of such facilities by different sets of users.
Use of project facilities for recreational purposes,
for example, may impair their use for domestic and mu
nicipal water services. One manls recreation may be
another man's terror.

Optimal use of public facilities, when each use is
not fully compatible with each other use, requires a
system of rules and regulations setting limitations
upon the discretion which users can exercise with res
pect to common facilities. The development of such
rules and regulations are relevant both to the sched
uling of production processes and to the ordering of
use patterns by potential users or consumers. These
rules and regulations, like any set of decision rules,
are nU.then .6e.l6-genenating, .6e.l6-mocU.6ying, non .6e.l6
en6onC£ng. Thus, we are confronted with the basic
problems of who shall enact and who shall enforce
rules of conduct to govern relations among individuals
who use common properties or public facilities. Admin
istrative rules and regulations are not a matter of
political indifference to the users of such goods and
services.

Bureaucratic organization, then, while it will con
tribute significant institutional capabilities in the
organization of any enterprise or agency concerned
with the control of externalities, the management of a
common-property resource, or the provision of a public
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good, will also be subject to serious institutional
shortcomings. An ogtimal scale of public enterprise
needs to take account of diversity in demands, of pro
duction economies, of the relationship of demand to
conditions of supply, and of relationships where one
pattern of use may impair other patterns of use. The
very large bureaucracy will (1) become increasingly
indiscriminate in its response to diverse demands,
(2) impose increasingly high social costs upon those
who are presumed to be the beneficiaries, (3) fail to
proportion supply to demand, (4) allow the use of pu
blic facilities to erode by failing to take action to
prevent one use from dominating other uses, (5) become
increasingly error-prone and uncontrollable to the
point where public actions deviate radically from pub
lic rhetoric about organizational goals, and (6) even
tually lead to a situation where remedial actions ex
acerbate rather than ameliorate problems. The circum
stances which generate organizational dysfunctions in
large-scale bureaucracies pose problems which require
serious reconsideration of the theory of organization
al arrangements applicable to public administration.

Institutional Arrangements for Water Resource Manage
ment .i!!- Metropol itan Regions

The administrative analysts associated with the
traditional public-administration approach and the
contemporary political economists have made different
diagnoses of the conditions which generate institu
tional weakness and institutional failure within and
among public organizational arrangements. The admin
istrative analysts identify overlapping jurisdictions
and fragmentation of authority as the major source of
institutional failure in the public sector and pre
scribe the integration of political structures into a
single unit with an integrated chain of command co
ordinated through a single chief executive.

The political economists find the most serious
sources of institutional weakness and institutional
failure in the large scale of public bureaucracies.
They suggest that a political economy concerned with
the provision of a large variety of different public
goods and services can best be organized through a
diversity of public enterprises, the jurisdiction of
each enterprise taking account of the territorial do
main associated with some particular field of effects
which may be identified as an externality, a common
property resource, or a public good. The individuals
who are affected by the particular field of effects
can be conceptualized as an inchoate public. If some
common measure can be taken on behalf of that inchoate
public which would improve its welfare, then consider
ation might be given to organizing it into a political
community whi ch coul d undertake a co 11 ecti ve enter
prise. Problems of conflict among public enterprises
can be resolved either by deliberately building in
elements of overlap which will take account of new le
vels of interdependency or by having recourse to the
services provided by some existing unit of government
where its boundaries supply an approximate fit for the
interdependencies involved.

These political economists would view overlapping
jurisdictions as providing an opportunity to procure
diverse public goods and services implicating many
different communities of interest. A federal system
of government necessarily implies overlapping juris
dictions. Such overlap creates opportunities for dem
ocratic controls, legislative controls, and judicial
controls to be operative in the governance of public
enterprises. Reliance upon democratic controls (as
expressed through elections), legislative controls,



and judicial controls permits the relaxation of hier
archical controls so that patterns of democratic ad
ministration can be substituted for bureaucratic ad
ministration. In addition, bargaining and constrained
competitive rivalry among diverse agencies with over
lapping jurisdictions permits quasi-market mechanisms
to develop among public enterprises. These quasi
market mechanisms generate a regulatory tendency analo
gous to the "hidden" or "indivisible" hand operating
in a competitive market economy.

A multiplicity of public enterprises within a
structure of overlapping jurisdictions will, thus,
tend to take on the characteristics of a public
service industry. Some enterprises will operate as
retailers, others as wholesalers, and still others as
large-scale producers.

These different perspectives provide two possible,
but basically different, models of organization for
water resource management in metropolitan areas. The
administrative analysts consistently recommend a ful
ly integrated regional management structure. The pol
itical economists would prefer a structure much like
that of an industry, and they would anticipate that a
fully integrated monopoly would be less likely to at
tain an efficient allocation of resources than a
multi-firm industry subject to constrained rivalry.

The~ Integrated Regional Management Approach

The fully integrated regional management structure
usually assumes the creation of a regional agency able
to internalize all lesser communities of interest
within a single metropolitan region.* That agency
would be governed by a representative legislative body
capable of defining the public interest of the larger
metropolitan community and of deciding what public
measures to take in realizing the broader public in
terest. The execution of those measures would be sub
ject to the direction of a single chief executive who
could rely upon an integrated command structure to
assure overall coordination.

Applying this type of organizational formula leaves
two problems unresolved. The first is the formulation
of an appropriate set of boundaries. The second is
the inclusion of an appropriate range of functions or
services.

The areas of urban communities aggregated into met
ropolitan areas and water supply systems rarely coin
cide. Drawing the boundaries of a metropolitan region
is in itself a difficult exercise. Where, from Boston
to Washington, D. C., can the boundaries of different
metropolitan areas be distinguished? Why stop with
Boston and Washington? Then, how ought these boundar
ies be interrelated with the Connecticut, Hudson,
Delaware, Susquehanna, Potomac, and other watersheds?
Is it necessary to subsume an eleven-state area to
bound a metropolitan water-management region for the
urbanized region of the Atlantic seaboard?

From the point of view of traditional public admin
istration theory, problems of water resource manage
ment would not be separated from other public service
functions in any particular metropolitan region. The
critical intersection of interests between water sup-

* See, for example, Urban Systems and Engineering,
Inc. , Metropolitan Water Management: Case Studies and
National Policy Implications, Springfield, Virginia:
National Technical Information Service, 1971.
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ply and land use, transportation 3 recreation sanita
tio~ and waste removal, public health 3 quality of the
envlronment, and energy supply would imply that all
of these functions should be subsumed within a common
organizational structure accountable to the direction
of a single chief executive. On this theory a multi
functional water management agency could not'be justi
fied apart from a multi-functional unit of government
having general jurisdiction over all internal prob
lems.

If a fully integrated water-management structure
were to be.established for the urbanized region of
the Atlantlc seaboard, could we make any predictions
about the consequences which are likely to follow
from such an organizational structure? On the basis
of the earlier discussion of dysfunctional behavior
in large-scale pUblic bureaucracies we would expect
the following consequences to occur:

1. Lo~~ 06 Voice. As decision-making is central
ized in larger units of government to the exclusion
of lesser jurisdictions, the ratio of individual con
stituents to elected representatives is altered so
that each voter has less voice in the decision being
taken and representatives have less information about
the changing preferences of their constituents. The
more fully integrated the governmental structure, the
larger the number of pUblic services it will produce
and the less information central decision-makers will
have about the appropriate mix of public goods and
services to be provided.

2. Inabili:ty to PltopoJl..t-i.on Su.pply to Vemand. Such
decline in information about user preferences implies
that central decision-makers will be increasingly un
able to modify supply conditions to meet changing de
mands for public goods and services. The less voice
given to constituents to express and enforce their
demands, the more public bureaucracies will be in
clined to produce an abundance of goods for which
there is little demand or fail to produce other serv
ices for which there is substantial demand.

3. OveJtloading 06 Cen.tJtal Ve~ion-Mak~. Where
decision-making is highly centralized in a single
center of authority subject to a unitary command
structure, those at the center of authority are sub
ject to the limitation that only one person can speak
and be heard by a single audience at anyone time.
Decision-making is always conducted under extreme
constraint. When central decision-makers become over
loaded, time must be rationed and problems must be
ordered into the single-file sequence of an agenda.
Such decision-makers may act with a high degree of
dispatch in dealing with some problems, but other
problems may never reach priority as the first order
of business. Under those circumstances some problems
are resolved, but others are disregarded.

4. LOM 06 Adaptive Capability in PltOpolttioning
Re...6po~e...6 to ViveMe. EnviltOnmen.tal Conditio~. Envi
ronmental conditions, especially those relevant to
water-resource development, are subject to large meas
ures of variability resulting from many different com
munities of interest. A presumption that there can be
a Itegional response to Itegional needs through a more
rational balance of planning and managing resources at
the Itegional level will diminish rather than enhance
the range of developmental opportunities. Adaptive
behavior requires a capacity to select responses which
are appropriate to variability in the environment.

5. Lo~~ 06 Con.tJtol. The loss of information in



large-scale, pUblic bureaucracies is accompanied by a
comparable loss of control. In turn, the loss of con
trolis often accompanJed by increased expenditures
upon "managementll in an effort to regain control. The
net effect is increased inefficiency and compounded
difficulties in "managing" the management controllers.
The loss-of-control factor may become manifest in cir
cumstances where units in a bureaucracy proceed with
operations that are counterproductive for other units
in the same organization. In extreme cases, the loss
of control may degenerate into gross administrative
and political corruption.

6. The. Ve.ve1.opme.1rt On a Pu.blic. RhetoJUc. Not Me.an
~ngnu.tty Re1.a:te.d :to Tang~bte. P~obte.m~. Loss of infor
mation, the overloading of central decision-makers,
and loss of control may contribute to a situation
whe:e central dec~si?n-makers, who depend upon mass
audlences for perlodlc election, have recourse to slo
~ans and ~l~tteri~g generalities in formulating reg
lonal pollcles WhlCh are not meaningfully related to
the solution of tangible problems. Such solutions
implied by slogans asserted with presumptions of o~
nis~ience and omnicompetence, may compound errors,
maklng matters worse rather than better.

The potential costs suggested above may far out
weigh the benefits which might be derived from the re
organization proposals advanced by administrative an
alysts. Such reorganization proposals have been made
repeatedly over the past several decades with only
limited success. Wherever the electorate has had an
opportunity to approve or reject comprehensive reor
ganization proposals advanced by administrative anal
ysts, most of them have been rejected. Such actions
are cons~stent.wi~h an assumption that citizens place
substantlal prlorlty upon opportunities to express
their voice in the conduct of public affairs.

. If this is tru:, a re~sonable measure of doubt may
eXlst about the hlerarchlcal organization as the ex
c~usive method for resolving conflict and interagency
rlvalry among water-resource agencies. Relying upon
one multifunctional regional agency to provide all wa
ter services and to control all patterns of water re
source development within a metropolitan region is a
solution which can be expected to generate greater
costs than benefits. Similarly, the aggregation of
all land, water, energy, transportation, recreation,
health, and other agencies into one regional jurisdic
tion on the assumption that most conflicts over re
source development can be settled within the confines
of an administrative bureaucracy will also generate
high costs in the types of institutional weaknesses
and institutional failures which are associated with
large-scale public bureaucracies.

The Public-Service-Industry Approach

Political economists, by contrast, assume that
conditions involving externalities, common-pool/flow
resources, and public goods in water-resource devel
opment may involve a very large number of potential
public goods and services. Provision of these goods
and services will, in many instances, require recourse
to pU~lic.or collective enterprises where the power of
~axa~lon lS necessary. In other cases, private organ
lzatlon may be a feasible alternative. The provision
of many forms of water service, for example, is feas
ible by either private or public organizations. The
choice of.particular arrangements will depend upon
the relatlve advantages to be derived from alternative
forms of organizational arrangements. Economic advan
tage can accrue only if an app~opJUa:te. form of organ-
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ization is used.

If a valid theory of constitutional choice is av
ailable, political economists would conclude, a com
munity of water users might devise different forms of
public or collective enterprises with appropriate sets
of decision rules to enhance their economic welfare
and sustain an equitable distribution of costs in re
lation to the benefits to be realized. If such condi
tions can be met, anyone public enterprise would be
able to internalize the relevant costs and benefits of
providing water as a public service and operate with
substantial autonomy. Where externalities exist in
relation to several such enterprises, recourse to var
ious political decision structures will provide oppor
tunities for searching out solutions to those con
flicts of interest.

If the number of potential public goods and servi
ces involves radically different scales of effects and
communities of interest, a number of different public
enterprises can be organized in relation to different
levels of government. In such a case, the existence
of overlapping jurisdictions and fragmented authority
is viewed as creating an opportunity to organize dif
ferent public enterprises so as to be able to take ad
vantage of diverse economies of scale. Mancur Olson,
for example, has observed:

Only if there are several levels of govern
ment, and a large number of governments, can
immense disparities between the boundaries of
collective goods be avoided. There is a case
for every type of institution from the interna
tional organization to the smallest local gov
ernment. It is the merit of the present ap
proach that it can explain the need for both
centralized and decentralized units of govern
ment in the same context (1965:483) .

This conclusion is the antithesis of that proposed
in the classical theory of public administration.
These political economists perceive that instead of
chaos and disorder arising from overlapping jurisdic
tions and fragmented authority, patterns of ordered
relationships can be sustained among diverse public
enterprises. In their view, the variety of enter
prises providing water services in different metropol
itan regions can have the characteristics of public
service industries where competitive rivalry can en
hance rather than diminish social welfare ~n such riv
alry is appropriately bounded by alternative institu
tional arrangements for the resolution of conflicts.

Political economists would not be surprised to find
that a IItangled system ll of pUblic organizations with
overlapping jurisdictions "seems to operate reasonably
well ll (Urban Systems, 1971 :V). Indeed, they would ex
pect public-service industries or public-enterprise
systems which allow for independence in the pursuit of
developmental opportunities to be a highly productive
system for advancing the economic welfare of people
sharing many diverse communities of interest. They
would expect a regional water industry with its inter
agency rivalry to be highly productive in its output
of water services. If the interagency rivalry were
eliminated, then political economists would predict a
marked decline in the level of productivity.

Thus, political economists would conclude that the
peculiar structure of regional water industries is a
source of strength rather than a source of weakness.
Significant shortcomings in the sense of institutional
weakness or institutional failure are evident in the
American water industry, but such shortcomings do not



require alterations in the basic structure of the in
dustry.

The most serious shortcoming in the performance of
the American water industry from the perspective of a
political economist is an overinvestment in water
resource facilities -- an overdevelopment of water for
some uses and a correlative underdevelopment of other
water services. Patterns of overinvestment are indi
cated where public funds have been used to construct
water works, and to provide water, at less than cost.
Large quantities of water are used to support marginal
economic activities where the rate of return is not
justified by the level of public expenditure.

This analysis leads to the conclusion that greater
rather than less independence among public agencies
operating within a water industry would improve its
efficiency in performance. A major shortcoming in the
structure of the water industry is the failure of
fish, wildlife, and recreational agencies and waste
treatment agencies to exercise sufficient entrepre
neurial initiative to realize the opportunities which
can be derived from those resource potentials. Free
ing those agencies from the grosser constraints in
herent in the doctrine of sovereign prerogative and
extending their public corporate authority to exercise
greater proprietary independence in the development of
fish, wildlife, and recreational opportunities and in
the reclamation of waste waters as publicly provided
goods and services might be encouraged. Greater pro
prietary independence should be accompanied by a con
cern for an appropriately structured decision-making
arrangement which will provide for representation of
the relevant constituent communities in the organiza
tion of these agencies as public enterprises. Such
enterprises, if appropriately constituted, could be
encouraged to derive greater revenues from license
fees and service charges to cover the costs of the
services being provided.

If the supply of water in any given area is insuf
ficient to meet all demands, then a substantial pre
sumption exists that any new development will be at
the cost of some alternative patterns of use. A fail
ure to charge a price for that water which nutty cov
ers the value of foregone opportunities means that wa
ter is being taken n~om some users to provide benefits
6o~ other water users. Under these circumstances, ec
onomic rationality would suggest that a price be char
ged for water at its source and that investments in
water-resource development be repaid in full from
charges levied against those who benefit.

A variety of different methods might be used to
price water at its source. One method would be to in
troduce use taxes, or severance taxes, which would im
pose charges upon any water user in proportion to the
amount of water used. This principle has been used in
the development of "pump taxes II to fi nance the opera
tion of ground-water replenishment and management pro
grams in California. Use taxes need not be limited to
water pumped from ground water supplies but can apply
to water diverted for irrigation; for domestic, munic
ipal or industrial purposes; for the generation of
hydro-electric power; to the licensing of sports fish
ermen; to the catch of commercial fishermen; to the
transport of commodities through inland waterways; to
the development of insuranc~ against flood risks; or
for the discharge of sewerage effluent.

Use taxes are at best only crude pricing mechan
isms, but they at least create incentives for water
developers and water users to take account of relevant
costs. Current practices of licensing projects with-
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out charging for the value of water at its source or
of expending funds from the public treasury to con
struct water works create incentives to ignore the
relevant costs or to engage in strategies to raid the
public treasury. Use charges as crude pricing mechan
isms can help increase, rather than decrease, economic
efficiency.

If policies were established (1) to require full
reimbursability for all costs of water-resource dev
elopments, (2) to apply use taxes or some alternative
method to charge for the full value of water at its
source, and (3) to permit greater entrepreneurial
freedom on the part of public water agencies but with
sUbstantially curtailed access to sovereign prerog
atives and sovereign immunities, a political economist
might anticipate distinct improvements in the relative
efficiency of regional water industries. The rela
tionship between water pricing and the level of con
sumer demand and the relationship of the cost of al
ternative sources of supply to incentives for the rec
lamation of waste water, for example, clearly indicate
that price has a significant effect upon the use of
water supplies. Pricing mechanisms are a much more
reliable way of taking account of the costs inherent
in developmental opportunities than is relying upon
restrictive rules backed by criminal sanctions.

With an appropriate system of use charges, many
different public enterprises could exercise greater
initiative in the pursuit of developmental opportuni
ties. Building works to reclaim waste water is soc
ially more useful than building larger outfall sewers
when reclaimed water can be used for recycling through
ground-water basins. If water acquires a significant
value as reflected in the price that entrepreneurs are
required to pay, then incentives will exist to develop
market arrangements in the buying and selling of both
short-term and long-term water rights. However, wa
ter, like land, must have a sufficient economic value
before it becomes worthwhile for entrepreneurs to in
vest time and effort in attending to its use. Public
subsidies which deflate the price of water below the
costs of production merely encourage overdevelopment,
misallocation, and inefficient use, and impede the
development of institutional arrangements which are
capable of attending to water as a valuable commodity.

If these recommendations of a political economist
were followed, several of the costs inherent in pres
ent institutional arrangements would continue to man
ifest themselves. Competitive rivalry, conflict, and
public controversy would persist. Conflict provides
an opportunity for public officials to use their good
offices to search out constructive resolutions to
problems. And the service of public officials seeking
constructive solutions to community problems is less
likely to be performed by underlings in large bureau
cratic establishments than by officials who are de
pendent upon the favor and support of constituents for
continuance in office.

The dependence of public officials upon the support
of citizens in a democracy, in turn, implies that cit
izens carry a substantial burden of keeping themselves
informed and of making appropriate choices in the con
duct of public affairs if they (the citizens) are tcr
use their voice in constructive ways. The existence
of overlapping jurisdictions and fragmentation of au
thority requires a well-informed and discerning cit
izenry if the basic elements of consensus and agree
ment are to be preserved in community life. These
burdens imply substantial costs for both citizens and
public officials in rendering the services necessary
to maintain a diverse system of public enterprises.



Conclusion

Different traditions of scholarship in public ad
ministration and in political economy use different
theories to diagnose social pathologies associat:d
with institutional weakness and institutional fallure.
These same theories are used to prescribe quite dif
ferent institutional reforms to remedy those sources
of weakness and failure. It is precisely this circum
stance that provides an opportunity for social scien
tists to use the two different theories as bases upon
which to organize empirical research to determine
which better explains the observed effects.

Finally, policy-makers, who can draw upon the two
different approaches and use whatever evidence social
scientists are able to develop regarding the predic
tive and explanatory power of each theory, will be
confronted with an opportunity to make a reasoned
choice between alternative organizational arrangements
for the governance of affairs in metropolitan regions.
Are overlapping jurisdictions and fragmentation of au
thority threatening the elemental conditions of li!e
and provoking an urban crisis? Or is an unresponslve
bureaucracy within the big city leading to the break
down of essential urban services and an erosion of the
rudimentary conditions of public life? A choice.o!
the wrong solution will simply exacerbate the crlsls!
What evidence do we have for the choice of one or the
other approach?
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Chapter Eight

Geographic Factors In the Design of Urban Water Management Institutions*

by Leonard Zobler

Barnard College, Columbia University

How does one think in terms of geography about the
institutional arrangements for managing urban water
resources? The appropriateness of the question de
rives from two rich and traditional themes of geog
raphy: the man-land relation and the spatial order or
natural and human systems. Though the study of water
management institutions is thus patently a geographic
subject, confusion with the work of other disciplines
is likely because of the interest of all the social
sciences in institutions.

If we regard natural-resource institutions as the
formal and informal social mechanisms that govern in
dividual, group, or government access to earth mater
ials via private or public decision-making processes,
it is apparent that there is nothing uniquely geogra
phic in the study of their behavior. But the geogra
pher would be more likely than the social scientist to
deal explicitly with the substantive properties of the
material on which the institution is operating, in
this case water resources, and to incorporate them
directly into the behavioral analysis.

The second theme of geography is the spatial ar
rangements of human and natural systems. Spatial pat
tern analysis attempts to describe the geographic dis
tribution of the nodes and links that are functionally
related to, and expressive of, the processes, trans
formations, and flows which comprise the resource sys
tem. The geographer's concern would be to associate
the spatial properties of the urban water network with
the urban water institution that manages it. Do they
relate conformally or antagonistically? With its em
phasis on hydrologic detail and spatial pattern anal
ysis, this theme of geography is more likely to reveal
unique insights than the first. It is the one to
which this essay is addressed.

At the outset it is important to avoid the pitfalls
of the narrowly based engineering-technologic reduc
tionist view of the urban water resource, since such
an approach tends to fragment the entire urban water
system into separate subsets of physical nodes and
links providing for the production, treatment, distri
bution, use, collection, and discharge of fresh and
spent waters. (Reductionism is the view that a com
plex system can be understood best by studying its
parts separately.) Metropolitan areas are well ad
vanced along a geographic and demographic path leading
toward vast megalopoli in which independent water sup
ply and/or disposal systems are functionally linked,
but may remain managerially independent. In these
circumstances, novel spatial-environmental constraints
on the operation of the urban water system emerge in

* Many of the thoughts expressed in this paper were
developed during the course of two research projects
on urban water resources sponsored by the Office of
Water Resources Research, USDI. I am indebted to my
former colleagues, Professors George W. Carey, Michael
R. Greenberg, and Robert H. Gordon, all of Rutgers
University, for many stimulating discussions on urban
water resources.

metropolitan regions.

Thus, not only have the technologic requirements
for designing water facilities in megalopolis been
altered, but likewise, a concurrent set of alterations
has been made in the design of the institutions cap
able of satisfying the constraints of the urban water
environment. They often go well beyond the relatively
simple enlargement of the geographic domain of the
water authority; they often touch on the socially sen
sitive subjects of differential water and waste
treatment pricing, land and water zoning, intake and
outfall locations, intra-regional economic develop
ment, and core city-suburban relations. How are such
conflicts, inherent in the emergent spatial patterns,
to be resolved? The complexities of water management
in metropolitan regions, in short, have come to re
semble a compote of technologic and behavioral ele
ments, each retaining its form, all stewed in the
syrup of urbanism.

The Urban Hydrologic Cycle

As intimated earlier, geography plays a bridging
role between the natural and social sciences. The
study of institutions for managing urban water would
commence with the identification of the pathways and
transformations of the hydrologic cycle in metropoli
tan areas, where nature is disturbed severely. The
object of this approach is to ascertain whether the
separate and collective operation, design, and goals
of water institutions are conformable with the altered
hydrologic regime, or are vestiges better adapted to
a pre-megalopolitan era.

The hydrologic cycle may be described initially by
the equation of continuity:

(1) Inflow = Outflow + Storage Change.

On land, equation (1) may be disaggregated into

(2) Precipitation = Evaporation + Transpiration +
Soil Water + Ground Water + Runoff + Storage Change.

Equations (1) and (2) are traditional statements of
the cycle. They specify two of its six dimensions:
mass and state. The unspecified dimensions are qual
ity, time, location, and landscape. The common habit
of hydrologists of thinking of the water cycle in di
mensions of mass and state, useful as it is, may have
much to do with the inadequacy of historic approaches
to the study of metropolitan area water resources.
The complexities of urban water studies involve criti
cal linkages among all dimensions -- mass, state, qual
ity, time, location, and landscape. They provide a
good jumping-off point for the study of urban water
problems.

The effect of urbanization on all six dimensions is
profound and interconnected (Savini and Kammerer, 1969;
Lull and Sapper, 1969; Leopold, 1968; Spieker, 1970):
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(1) M~~ -- Urbanization generates an increase in
population and economic activities, and hence in the
demand for water and the ensuing disposal of waste
water. In most instances water is imported from dis
tant catchment areas because the watershed occupied by
the urban place cannot satisfy demand. New York City
and Los Angeles are cities where large-scale water
importation has become necessary. On the other hand,
run-of-the-river systems like Philadelphia or New
Orleans can use the water of major streams flowing
through the region. Other urban areas, such as Nassau
County, Long Island, New York, and Houston, Texas,
rely on local aquifers; such reliance is equivalent to
a vertical transfer of water analogous to a geographi
cal import. In most cases urbanization leads to an
increase in the volume of water throughout above the
levels provided by the undisturbed hydrologic cycle.
Even for the exceptional cases noted above, massive
withdrawals from adjacent streams and local aquifers
put stress upon the hydrologic regime by altering flow
pathways.

(2) State -- As water moves through the hydrologic
cycle it experiences transformations of state -
liquid, solid, and gaseous phases. Since urbanization
alters the surface and thermal properties of the
watershed, transformations in state are effected. In
terventions in natural changes of state are seen in
the runoff-rainfall ratio, the percent of a given
storm's precipitation that moves down slope as liquid
and is discharged into a receiving body of water. The
impact of urbanization is to increase the runoff
rainfall ratio or the recovery of rainfall. The
change is caused by the removal of the vegetative
cover, surface paving, and the introduction of storm
sewers. In effect, a man-designed watershed has been
imposed on the natural surface. Replacing of plants
by an impervious surface reduces opportunities for
water to vaporize by transpiration from plants and
evaporation from the soil. Infiltration is decreased
markedly; the surface water is collected rapidly and
transported away from the places of receipt. Inter
ception, retention, and evaporation from structured
surfaces is increased, but this result is more than
offset by the decline in natural evapo-transpiration.

There are two additional relatively minor changes
of state induced by urbanization. Discharges of par
ticulates into the atmosphere increase the nuclei of
condensation that encourage the transformation of
vapor into liquid droplets. If the latter coalesce,
precipitation occurs. The second change of state re
sults from the hastening the process of snowmelt, a
transformation from the solid to the liquid phase.
In the metropolitan area snow and ice are serious
traffic hazards and thus the incentive to remove them
is high. Removal is accomplished by two methods:
(1) physical removal and dumping, and (2) induced
snowmelt by the application of salts to the snow sur
face. In the urban core, higher ambient and surface
temperatures directly hasten the melting process.

(3) Time -- Accompanying the changes in mass and
state induced by urbanization are shifts in the tem
poral properties of the hydrologic cycle. Not only
is the runoff-rainfall ratio altered, but the time of
arrival of the runoff in the receiving water is short
ened. Thus, a reinforced peaking effect occurs and,
for streams, the stage is much higher than under nat
ural conditions. As the discharge flood wave moves
downstream the flood-damage hazard is increased.

Additional temporal shifts are induced by impound
ments on the stream to regularize flow. Reservoirs
are managed to satisfy requirements for a dependable
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yield of potable water, to reduce downstream flood
hazards, to provide releases to downstream areas for
consumptive and non-consumptive uses, and for hydro
power.

(4) Quality -- The broad set of parameters that de
scribes the quality of water may be divided into sub~

sets of variables, dissolved solids, suspended solids,
dissolved gases, temperature, and resident organisms.
These are severely altered by urban activities when
they occur on lands tributary to receiving waters that
have replaced pre-urban activities. The alterations
show temporal and discharge variations that reflect
the rhythm of urban activities, stream discharge pat
terns, hydraulic behavior, and the seasons. Domestic
and industrial spent-water discharges place organic
loads, which often include synthetic organic compounds
and toxic heavy metals, on receiving waters. Sewage
plant treatments hasten the mineralization of organic
matter, and the effluent contains available nutrients
and chlorine doses. Residual accumulations of sludge
commonly are dumped into nearby waters. Surface run
off from surrounding urban watersheds carries road
salts, fertilizer nutrients, oils, and sediments. The
use of water for industrial cooling raises its temp
erature. The general thrust of these activities is to
reduce the dissolved oxygen content of urban waters,
often to the septic level. Since the dissolved oxy
gen capacity of water varies inversely with tempera
ture, the summer season is likely to be critical, par
ticularly if it coincides with low flow and/or in
creased effluent discharge. The impact of these ad
verse changes in quality often is cumulative, upstream
to downstream. Within the constraints of their hydro
logic behavior, the qualities of ground water, estu
aries, and marshes also are adversely affected by the
processes of urbanization. As expected, changes in
quality parameters, in kind-and-concentration ratios,
have a profound impact not only on inherent water
properties but also on the suitability of the body of
water as an aquatic habitat. This, of course, is re
flected in altered micro-and-macro biologic popula
tions.

(5) LOQation -- Accompanying and implicit in the
changes caused by urbanization in the above four di
mensions is the spatial rearrangement of water in
takes, outfalls, and pathways. I~assive inter-basin
water transfers may occur so that natural flows are
diminished or increased. The construction of a sewer
age and/or water-supply network actually imposes a
man-designed watershed (sewershed and distribution
net) on the natural one, which may be obliterated.
The whole set of water uses associated with urban land
activities (residential, manufacturing, commercial,
public, transport, recreational) dictates a spatial
pattern of water transformations. In what manner are
the locational patterns of the activities internally
related to each other in their processes, intakes,
outfalls, and pathways? Beyond that, how does a water
supply-water disposal system externally relate to ad
jacent systems when they are connected by natural hy
drologic pathways?

The internal and external expansion of cities and
their aggregation into metropolitan regions makes the
intra- and extra-regional locational structures of
water systems of critical importance for urban areas
dependent on run-of-the-river, imported surface, and
groundwater sources.

(6) Land6Qape -- Another element of the water re
gime, and one that deserves greater attention, is its
recreational and ambient attractiveness. The impact
of urbanization in its extreme form is to transform a



pristine stream, lake, marsh, or shoreline into a
foul, noxi ous, body of water 1i ttered wi th the flot
sam of an industrial civilization. The impact on the
amenity and recreational utility of a body of water
that urbanization causes is the result of a transfor
mation of the hydrologic regime that is analagous to
the effect of a fall in dissolved oxygen on the aqua
tic biologic population. For both, quality parameter
changes have disturbed the ability of the water envi
ronment to support populations of living organisms.
Fortunately, the responses of humans are less criti
cal, in the short run, than aquatic organisms.

Given the fact that urban regionalization has al
tered the basic dimensions of the hydrologic cycle,
the question arises: Have water management institu
tions responded to the altered resource in ways that
will permit more effective allocation? Admittedly,
the new situation creates problems of adjustment, but
it presents also opportunities for raising the level
of managerial efficiency. Increased concern must be
given to intra- and inter-system linkages and to the
common-property aspects of waste-receiving bodies of
waters. Higher runoff-rainfall ratios suggest that
the hydrologic changes induced by urbanization may
contribute to water supplies. Water-based recreation
al activities, always an important part of this coun
try's leisure-time fare, continue to expand. Water
based activities are readily accessible and offer rec
reational experiences that vary with the seasons. Are
water institutions alert to these new demands and op
portunities?

The scenario of the urban hydrologic transformation
is being played on a stage by a cast that varies from
region to region. While the local hydrography is
unique, it is composed of some combination of the fol
lowing natural bodies of water and constructed facili
ties: (1) streams -- free-flowing, impounded, tidal;
(2) lakes, ponds, and fresh marshes; (3) aquifers -
surficial, confined, local recharge, distant recharge,
hard fissured rocks, consolidated sediments, porous
sediments, hydraulically related to coastal marine
waters; (4) offshore waters -- open ocean, estuaries,
bays, inlets, tidal marshes; (5) storage reservoirs -
impoundments, power plants; (6) water canals -- treat
ment plants, intakes, conveyances, direct domestic and
industrial waste channels; (7) sewage treatment plants,
outfalls, sanitary sewers, storm sewers, conveyances,
by-pass flow regulators, septic tanks, recharge wells,
i nj ect ion we 11 s .

The cast of characters consists of individuals,
commercial and manufacturing concerns, franchised pri
vate agencies, public agencies, quasi-public agencies,
judicial and legislative bodies at all governmental
levels, the general public, and organized public
groups.

The plot, like the natural and designed hydrography
and the cast, varies from place to place, as the play
ers assume roles that reflect unique local histories
and power structures. But all are present in active
roles, or waiting in the wings for their cues.

The theme, however, is always the same -- the reso
lution of conflicting interests in gaining access to
the limited water resource. Thus, adversary relation
ships develop. As the resource becomes more limited,
opportunities for conflict grow and the need is great
er for institutional arrangements that minimize fric
tion.
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Institutional Spatial Interdependencies ~ Urban
Regions

A crucial factor to be considered in the redesign
of urban water institutions is the geometry of an
entire regional water network. The process of urban
regionalization leads to the aggregation of the"de
mand and supply of a wide variety of goods and serv
ices, of which water is only one. ("Aggregation" is
here used in a physical and geographic sense, not as
a statistical collapse of data.) The spatial-urban
ecologic aggregation of water needs induces fundamen
tal changes in the local natural hydrologic cycle.
Institutions that have evolved to manage water where
urbanization is slight and hydrologic disturbance is
modest and local are poorly adapted to its management
at a concentrated level with more severe intervention.
As the process of urbanization continues, the gulf
between initial institutional capacity and the mana
gerial requirements of the altered hydrography widens;
the resource is utilized less and less efficiently.
Since water is an irreplaceable essential good offer
ing very limited options for substitution, marginal
costs (either monetary or in the form of environmental
degradation), may rise steeply, or may even place an
absolute barrier on further growth.

If, however, part of the hydrologic constraint on
urbanization can be attributed to institutional in
adequacies, the obvious thrust of a relief strategy
would be primarily social. Operationally, the strat
egy set is drawn from a wide assortment of combina
tions of political, engineering, and environmental
variables, such as area serviced, conduits, treatment
plants, impoundments, and water-quality parameters.

Lack of conformity between the altered behavior of
the hydrologic cycle under metropolitanization and
the capacities of urban water institutions to manage
the supply wisely are due to cultural lag. A widen
ing disparity between the water flux and agency func
tion eventually may threaten the viability of metro
politan areas.

Despite the obvious link between water supply and
water disposal systems, the common practice has been
to manage and operate them separately. A similar pat
tern of operational independence has characterized the
management of water-supply and water-disposal systems'
that adjoin. At an early state of urbanization, nat
ural processes are able to tolerate the environmental
stress. Greater development, however, causes the re
sulting adverse hydrologic interdependencies to push
toward the ecologic limits of spatial agglomeration.

Independent agency behavior, tolerable at early
stages of urbanization, becomes intolerable above an
agglomeration threshold, and some degree of manager
ial association then becomes imperative. The level of
this critical point is determined by many regional var
iables: natural hydrography, altered hydrography,
density, distribution and kind of land use, water serv
ice demand. But for each region there is a develop
ment level beyond which the continued separate opera
tion of water agencies acts as a deterrent to further
growth.

There are three types of agency interactions in
metropolitan areas: supply supply, disposal
disposal, and supply disposal. For each pair two
extreme managerial linkage states may be defined: de
pendent and independent. Two agencies are said to be
in a managerially linked state when the operational
decisions of one agency are made with due regard to
the decisions of another agency, after joint consider-



ation of the combined impact of their decisi~ns on the
~ater service and/or the natural body of water. While
a range of managerial associations is possible, six
pure linkage states can be identified. In a large
urban area, such as the New York-New Jersey Metropol
itan Region, all pure end-member and intermediate
states are present.

The managerial implications of the altered dimen
sions of the hydrologic cycle under the agglomerating
impact of the urban-regionalizing process are indica
ted by a review of the three types of agency inter
actions:

1. WcdeJt Supply FacA.Li.tie1l, Supply Supply Re-
lation6. In the 19th century and early 20th century
city, after internal sources had become insufficient,
water was obtained by gaining access to sparsely set
tled catchment areas beyond the city's boundaries.
Water rights were obtained by land purchase or by en
abling acts of the state legislatures. These acts
protected the future water rights of the residents of
the service area. Unless the city purchased the
watershed, the land could be settled and developed.
As demand increased in the city, additional rights
were secured, usually for more distant locations. The
development of the New York City Water Supply System
is an example, having developed successively the Cro
ton, Catskill, and Delaware divisions at progres
sively greater distances.

Urban areas dependent on ground water met the in
crease in demand by greater pumpage from existing
wells, the development of new wells, and tapping deep
er aquifers. This was and is the pattern on Long
Island, New York. Run-of-the-river systems responded
to their growth by increasing withdrawals (subject to
flow limitations), by acquiring new downstream ripar
ian rights, and by increasing release requirements.

As long as sources were available the dependable
yield could be satisfied by enlarging the catchment
area, horizontally or vertically. Meanwhile, other
communities, faced with similar growths in demand,
expanded their source areas. Eventually, the catch
ments impinged on one another. Under the pressure of
metropolitanization, what had formerly been untapped
interstitial open space was transformed into competi
tive source areas.

The geographic expansion of water sources into in
terstitial areas may occur in three hydrologic re
gimes: (a) dispersed-surface upstream watersheds
from which water is collected and stored in impound
ments; (b) main stream run-of-the-river sources in
which increased intake points and volume may affect
dependable yield and water quality (as, for example,
the competition for Hudson River water between New
York City and Poughkeepsie, or the competition for
Delaware River water between Philadelphia and the
Delaware division of New York City; in both instances
greater upstream withdrawal threatened downstream in
takes with brackish water); and (c) groundwater aqui
fers in which more pumpage and/or wells can cause a
coalescence of depression cones and falling regional
water tables (in coastal locations water quality may
deteriorate due to intrusion of ocean water, as in
Long Island, New York).

Competition may result also from the spreading of
source areas enclosed within a larger catchment. When
watershed allocations were made to large core-city
systems, the source areas were sparsely settled and
local demand for water was low. The legal assignment
of water rights protected the interests of the en-
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closed local communitle-s by reqUlrlng the assignee to
provide potable water on request at an equitable
price. The communities also had the option of devel
oping independent systems, which many did. As urban
ization came to the watershed lands, the increased
local water demands were met by expansion of the in
dependent facilities, by the core-city system, or by
a combination. The pattern of internal expansion
within segments of the established catchment area is
evident in many metropolitan regions, for example, in
Westchester and Putnam counties, New York, where pop
ulation growth is reducing the water yield of New York
City·s Croton Division to the City; in fact, the City
sells water from its upstate divisions to communities
in the two counties (City of New York, 1970).

The decline in the availability of new water
source areas, coupled with the expansion of distribu
tion facilities, was the driving force behind the con
solidation of private and public water agencies. The
consolidation process was gradual and partial. Hence,
a wide assortment of water-agency sizes, structures,
and linkage arrangements can be observed in urban re
gions, from the large core-city system to the self
supplied individual homestead or company. Usually,
the core-city waterworks is the largest. During its
growth, it may have assumed supply and/or distribution
responsibilities in whole or part for satellite com
munities (Zobler, Carey, Greenberg, Hordon, 1969).

Water agencies have available to them for increas
ing supplies options other than expanding into new
source areas such as improved management of present
watersheds through vegetation, land use, and engineer
ing controls; higher levels of raw water treatment as
source quality deteriorates; use of renovated spent
water directly or by regulating effluent treatment
levels. The use of these alternatives depends in part
on the behavior of the waste-water disposal system.

2 . WcdeJt VA.-6 pO-6 a.l FacA.Li.tie-6, V~ pM a.l V~ pO-6 -
a.l RelatiOn6. Water deliveries to urban regions have
several origins: (a) intra-regionally produced sur
face and ground water, (b) extra-regionally imported
surface and ground water, and (c) precipitation re
ceipts that do not enter the water-supply system.
Potable water derived from (a) and (b) has personal,
sanitary, commercial, public, and industrial uses. As
a result of these uses the quality is degraded; such
water is described as spent water. Precipitation di
rectly deposited on intra-regional surfaces, particu
larly in a built-up area covered with impervious mat
erials, has a high runoff coefficient. If precipita
tion receipts are high the runoff may create a nui
sance or hazard; it is referred to as storm water or
wet-weather flow. Storm water also flushes and cleans
surfaces of accumulated debris, particulates, wastes,
and road salts. Both spent waters and storm waters
are discharged into natural water bodies adjacent to
or within the region -- streams, lakes, aquifers, es
tuaries, or oceans; these are called receiving waters.
Runoff comes also from unpaved vegetated surfaces,
carrying suspended sediment and dissolved chemicals.
Finally, aquifers discharge into water bodies. The
greater the degree of urbanization, the smaller the
contribution of the latter two sources.

Spent and storm waters that enter natural water
bodies may undergo renovating treatment ranging from
none to almost total. The quality of most renovated
waste water, compared with that of water naturally re
charged is much lower so that it generally has a de
grading impact on the receiving water.



Spent and storm waters are collected by a sewerage
network through a system of drains, sewers, laterals,
and interceptors that collect them, drain them, and
conduct the effluent away from the place at which it
is generated. Except for the storm water and the
overland and ground water flows from vegetated sur
faces, the effluent results from the use of water de
liveries made by (a) or (b) above. The point at which
the sewerage system discharges water into the receiv
ing body is called the outfall. Outfalls may take
several forms. If the receiving water body is an aq
uifer, effluent discharge may be from a recharge
basin, a surface spreading area, a water sprinkler, an
injection well, a cesspool, or a septic tank. In the
first three, the effluent is introduced directly into
the aquifer. The discharge, merging with the anteced
ent ground water, may percolate into a stream or lake.
If the receiving body is surface water, stream, lake,
bay, estuary, or ocean, the outfall is simply a pipe
carrying the effluent directly from a single user,
household, commercial or industrial source, to the
receiving water; or it may be the end of a sewer line
that has collected the waste of several sources; or
it may be the outlet of a sewage plant after the waste
has been subjected to various levels (primary, secon
dary, tertiary) of treatment.

Most older sewerage systems are combined; that is,
the storm water and the sanitary waste are combined
and conveyed by a single conduit to the treatment
plant. Since during wet weather the volume of storm
water is increased, the combined flow may exceed the
capacity of the treatment plant. To prevent flooding
of the plant, by-pass regulators divert some of the
combined flow directly into the receiving water in an
untreated raw state. Newer sewer lines separate the
two flows.

The water-disposal facilities of drains, sewers,
soil pipes, laterals, interceptors, regulators, sewage
plants, and outfalls comprise a planned network de
signed to remove waste and storm water from an urban
area which might appropriately be called a sewershed.
The sewershed, like the supply system, is imposed on
the natural drainage pattern and grows outward into
unsewered interstitial areas, as the rise in the geo
graphical concentration of waste-generating points re
sulting from urbanization increases the need for dis
posal services. Similarly, older and smaller systems
and units may be absorbed as expansion occurs. How
ever, the growth-inspired competition between sewerage
agencies differs from the competition between water
supply agencies. While water agencies conflict with
one another over upland source watersheds or over
stream intakes, sewerage agencies compete over dis
posal facilities at downstream outfalls.

Urban growth increases the volume of spent water,
which, for a given treatment level, may be disposed of
in three ways: (1) increase of the discharge at a
fixed number of outfalls, (b) maintenance of fixed
discharges at an increased number of outfalls, and
(c) some combination of (a) and (b). Varying the level
of spent water treatment prior to effluent discharge
increases the number of available options.

The competition between expanding water supply sys
tems is over the volume of raw water generated in the
source-area watershed. In expanding disposal systems,
however, the competition is over the assimilative cap
acity of the receiving body of water. This capacity
depends on four factors: (a) hydrologic properties of
the receiving water body, (b) effluent discharge,
(c) effluent quality, and (d) spatial distribution of
the outfalls. Each is subject to managerial control.

The arrangement of the locus of outfalls must satisfy
the desired hydrologic state of the receiving waters.
Here 1I1 ocus ll is used both in its general sense of
place and in its mathematical sense of a set of points
everyone of which satisfies a given condition and
which contains no point that does not satisfy this
condition. Hence, the spatial pattern of outfall lo
cations is related necessarily to the levels of each
element of the variable set defining flows at each
outfall and to the level of each element of the var
iable set defining the state of the receiving waters.

In urban metropolitan regions competition for the
assimilative capacity of the receiving waters may
reach surprising intensity. Where independent deci
sions are made, the state of the receiving water may
be driven down to a near septic or septic state by
crowding of outfalls under a IItragedy of the commons ll

syndrome (Hardin, 1968). In the New York-New Jersey
metropolitan Region, for example, sewage treatment
plants serving 15 million people and many industries
discharge two billion gallons per day of primary and
secondary effluent into the estuary of the New York
Bight (Interstate Sanitation Commission, 1970). In
addition, the receiving waters must accomodate direct
industrial, surface runoff, raw sewage effluent, and
degraded stream discharges. (Twenty percent of New
York City's sanitary waste is untreated.) The shore
line of the estuary is lined with 124 treatment plants
and pipe and sewer line outfalls. Figure 1 shows the
distributional patterns of treatment plants. Estu
aries are favorite receiving waters for the effluent
discharges of coastal regions because their sea level
elevations make it possible to design gravity-flow
sewerage systems.

3. Su.pply V~po.6a£. Re..la..tioYl.6. The water sup-
ply and the water disposal systems are linked hydro
logically by equation (1), the inflow-outflow equa
tion, which is a statement of the Law of Conservation
of Matter. During a given time interval the total in
flow to a given area must equal the total outflow plus
the change in storage. Water deliveries to multiple
points in the region are the inflows that must be ex
ported after use.

The natural watershed tends toward an equilibrium
between the wearing down of its surface and the stream
energy required to remove the rock waste. Precipita
tion receipts from the atmosphere fallon the surface,
cause erosion, and generate waste; the waste is re
moved by streams whose load capacities are defined by
their hydraulic properties (channel slope and cross
section, discharge). The stream develops an average
equilibrium profile that affects this relationship.

Similarly, the waste-water disposal system must be
in equilibrium with the water supply system. Here,
however, the analogy between the works of nature and
man ends because of built-in rigidities. In the man
designed system, supply and disposal attain a partial
and limited balance because of (1) inadequate design
of sewer capacities to handle both sanitary waste
water and storm water, and (2) faulty definition of
the boundaries of the disposal system which are as
sumed to meet at the outfall.

Possible inadequacy of design is indicated by
(1), which may lead to flooding or diversion of excess
flows by regulators into adjacent receiving waters.
In both cases the overflow may place stress upon the
water supply system. The boundaries of the disposal
system are not defined by the service area divides of
the sewershed that meet at the outfall, but continue
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below the outfall, where they spread to form an ef
fluent plume in the receiving body of water. How far
do the sewershed boundaries extend below the outfall?
The geographical limits can be defined by the set of
flow-and-quality parameter values desired for the re
ceiving waters, which may be above, below, or equal to
antecedent levels. The size of the area enclosed by
the boundaries thus reflects the natural recuperative
powers of the receiving water, the quality and flow
of the effluent, and the goals established for the re
ceiving water. Clearly, however, if the quality of
the receiving water is diminished by effluent dis
charge, the limits of the disposal system area extend
beyond the outfall, and the water supply system may
undergo stress if its intake falls within the zone of
degraded water. If the notion of supply is extended
beyond the production of potable water to include rec
reational uses and fisheries, the possibility of
stress potential is increased.

As a water transport network, the waste disposal
system is the inverse of the supply system. It col
lects spent water from many points or sources and
makes delivery to a greatly reduced number of outfall
points. Prior to discharge, the waste water may be
subjected to varying levels of treatment. The supply
system, in contrast, distributes water from a few
source intakes to many-point sinks. (The places of
initial precipitation receipts are widely dispersed,
but flows are concentrated by natural drainage at the
intake.) Prior to distribution, raw water may be sub
jected to varying levels of treatment.

The two systems may be connected at linkage nodes,
where quality transformations occur that convert pot
able water to spent water, and raw water and/or spent
water to potable water. These nodes are (a) distribu
tion nodes, where the delivered-to-customer water is
used and transformed to spent water, which then enters
the disposal system; (b) the outfall node, where spent
water, with or without treatment, leaves the disposal
system and is discharged into a receiving water; and
(c) intake nodes, where raw water is withdrawn from a
receiving water and, with or without treatment, enters
the supply system for transport to the distribution
nodes.

Urban regionalization increases the likelihood that
nodes (b) and (c) will be linked; that is, the receiv
ing water of a disposal system will be the water
source for the intake node of a contiguous supply sys
tem. Examples of such links are common in megalopoli.
In the New York-New Jersey Metropolitan Region the
decline in water quality of the upper aquifers on Long
Island due to cesspool and septic tank effluent has
been responsible for tapping lower aquifers (Cohen,
Franke, and Foxworthy, 1968). Increased settlement on
the Croton Watershed has forced New York City to chlor
inate some streams directly. In Northern New Jersey
the Passaic Valley Water Commission has referred to
itself as the tertiary treatment plant of the Passaic
Valley Sewerage Commission. The emergence of subsys
tem links creates managerial necessities and opportuni
ties since the events occurring at them may be counter
productive or supportive of regional water goals. The
former are common; the latter are in the early stage
of exploration.

Efficiency ~ Urban Regional Water ~

Having examined in the previous sections selected
spatial engineering-hydrologic features of urban re
gional water supply and disposal facilities, we con
sider next their impact on system efficiency. Are
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there opportunities for making more effective use of
the total water resource in urban regions that derive
from the agglomerating process? Can an apparent ad
v~rsity be,turned into an advantage? As in the pre
V10US sectlon, the three types of agency interactions
are treated separately.

1. Supply Supply Re1.a..-UOYL6. The water needs
of urban metropolitan regions are frequently satisfied
by separate agencies operating independently with lim
ited connections, competing for an increasingly
scarce resource. In the New York-New Jersey Metropol
itan Region, for example, more than 400 agencies pro
vide 2.2 billion gallons of water per day to 16 mil
lion people. In an environment of growing water scar
city the central spatial efficiency question is: Are
opportunities for ameliorating the shortage and con
tributing to the stability of the region to be found
in the spatial arrangement of the individual agencies?
If ways can be devised for transferring water from
agencies with surpluses to those with deficits, net
work connections can be employed to relieve stress.
During a period of stress, temporary or prolonged, the
distribution of water in the region as a whole may
exhibit deficiencies in one location and surpluses in
another. This situation occurred in the New York Met
ropolitan Region during the drought of the mid-1960s
because decisions of separately managed agencies were
made without regard to their effects on the distribu
tion of other agencies (Zobler, Carey, Greenberg,
Hordon, 1969). Indeed, few agency linkages existed.
While the object of an individual water agency is to
deliver water from its source to its consumers, the
object of the regional supply system is to produce and
convey water from all sources to all sinks; the reg
ional goal is not satisfied if a shortage exists at
any delivery node while a surplus is available any
where else in the region. (Surplus includes stored
and spilled water.) A shortage that is not distrib
uted uniformly may be remedied by cooperation between
agencies. A uniformly distributed shortage may re
quire an increase in some source yields.

As urbanization increases the demand for water in
the region, momentary stress is transformed into per
manent shortage. The establishment of linkages be
tween agencies may serve to reduce the number of in
cidents of deficiency, thus raising the efficiency
level of the network. Efficiency may be expressed as
a ratio between total water actually delivered and
total water input. With more efficient delivery it
may be possible to increase final deliveries from a
fixed water input.

Opportunities for ameliorating regional water short
ages are expanded also if water production is below
safe yield, or if dependable yield can be increased
with additional impoundments, in one part of the re
gion, when production in another part presses on max
imum yield. Intersystem linkages are required to de
velop these alternatives. A study of agency relations
in the New York-New Jersey Metropolitan Region indi
cated that the region could meet its projected water
needs beyond 1985 from presently available and devel
oped sources and unharvested flows if major agency
linkages were incorporated into the network. Possibil
ities exist also for massive conjunctive management
of Long Island ground water and upstate surface water
(Zobler, Carey, Greenberg, Hordon, 1969).

2. V~po~af V~po~af Re1.a..-UOYL6. For water sup-
ply agencies, efficiency may be measured as a ratio
between water available and water delivered. For water
disposal agencies, regional efficiency may be expressed
as a ratio between the available assimilative capacity



of the recelvlng waters and its actual utilization at
a fixed level of treatment and with a fixed set of
water quality standards. As shown by Figure 2, the
assimilative capacity of a receiving body of water
reflects its hydrologic properties, its natural impur
ities, and the standards set for it.

The receiving water's ability to assimilate organic
effluents varies with the season because of the in
verse relationship between dissolved oxygen and temp
erature, and, for most streams, because of variations
in discharge. The total volume of effluent that a
receiving body of water is able to accomodate without
deterioration can be increased at higher effluent
treatment levels.

The range of assimilative capacities represented by
Figure 2 is for a given receiving body of water, or a
finite segment thereof, such as a stream or estuary.
However, receiving waters, particularly estuaries or
streams, have strong lateral flows, so that the ini
tial effluent load is transported and dispersed while
the effluent continues to use the assimilative capac
ity. Transformations in the segment thus relate to
adjoining segments from which it receives inflow and
into which it discharges. The relation between the
oxygen demand of the effluent (biochemical oxygen de
mand) and the dissolved oxygen in the receiving water
can be described by first-order differential kinetic
equations.

Hence, outfall spacing and treatment level interact
with hydrologic parameters to determine the reduction
in water quality. Figure 3 shows the oxygen sag re
sponse curve of a body of water to an effluent charge
as a function of time-distance. As in the previous
case, assimilative capacity is determined also by
water standards. Standards are violated when the ef
fluent load drives the actual dissolved oxygen below
the level allowed by the water standard. An effi
ciently operating waste disposal system would have its
outfalls spatially distributed so that, for a given
level of treatment assigned to each outfall, no receiv
ing water has unutilized assimilative capacity and
none has overutilized capacity, according to its stan
dard. When the average regional assimilative capacity
has been exhausted, the average regional treatment
level must be raised, the standard lowered, or the
load reduced. For successful managerial interventions
average regional values would have to be spatially
disaggregated to a segment-by-segment level. The al
ternatives are to lower water standards (degrade the
environment), or reduce effluent discharge (curb
growth), or raise treatment (increase cost).

It follows from the above that an optimal regional
waste-water management scheme can be developed. The
objective function of an optimal solution would be to
maximize the natural assimilative capacities of the
region's receiving waters (or minimize the level of
effluent treatment) at fixed standards for a given set
of segments with known dimensions and hydrologic pa
rameters so as to balance the capacity of the receiv
ing waters with the amount of effluent to be put into
them. Alternative solutions might be found by manipu
lating the locational patterns of the outfalls and seg
ments. A zoned optimization model based on cost has
been developed for the Delaware estuary by the Federal
Water Quality Administration (Smith and Morris, 1969).

The prevailing tendency, encouraged by federal and
state policy, is to support the construction of large
regional plants at the lowest point in the drainage
basin, to replace small widely distributed plants.
Such a policy appears to conflict with an optimization
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procedure which seeks to maintain a more uniform
level of regional environmental quality. It would
concentrate effluent impact in the lower parts of the
basin while by-passing the natural assimilative po
tential of upstream areas.

The impact of sewage-treatment-plant locational
strategies was simulated on the Passaic River, New
Jersey. A decentralized pattern was compared to a
centralized one. The impact of the regional (central
ized) plant on stream quality was to exacerbate pol
lution in the downstream reaches while slightly im
proving upstream water. A dispersed (decentralized)
locational pattern, however, improved downstream
water without adversely affecting upstream quality
(Carey, Zobler, Greenberg, Hordon, 1972).

3. Supply V~PO.6al Re1.a..t-ton6. When two sys-
tems establish links they become, in effect, subsys
tems of a larger system, since the outputs of one are
the inputs of the other. Explicit recognition of a
relationship that is implicit to the hydrologic cycle
opens the door to managerial opportunities at the
linkage node. Nodal management should be directed
toward achieving transformations and/or flows that
support the goals of the influent subsystem. Other
wise, relations are counter-productive. Linkage-
node management contributes to overall system effi
ciency in the sense that a greater yield (of water
supply and effluent disposal) is obtained from a fixed
input.

One hydrologic manifestation of the process of ur
banization is an increase in the runoff-rainfall ratio.
In a sense urbanization solves its own water supply
needs. Using a water-balance model approach, an es
timate was made of the increase in runoff as a result
of the metropolitanization of the non-core areas of
the New York-New Jersey Metropolitan Region (Muller,
1969). The estimated coefficient, defined as the av
erage annual increase in runoff due to urbanization,
was 0.032 million gallons per square mile for upland
counties and 0.056 for lowland counties. The average
annual yield increase for the region was estimated to
be 420 million gallons per day.

Whether or not this internally generated increment
to the water supply can be used as a water source or
for disposal of spent water depends on the relation
between the two subsystems. Most of the water is
treated as storm runoff. It seems reasonable to ex
pect that a portion of the yield could be harvested,
stored, and used as raw water or to augment low flows,
thereby maintaining the assimilative capacity of
streams during the summer season when bodies of water
are under simultaneous stress from supply and disposal
pressures. Treatment costs of influent water intended
for potable uses rise rapidly in urban regions as dis
charge falls (Fuchs, 1968).

The disposal of storm water in a combined sewer
system is a good example of counter-productive linkage
node management. Instead of using a portion of this
flow to satisfy some part of the region's supply needs,
to provide possible recreation, or to augment flow, it
is combined with sanitary waste and discharged un
treated. The cost of reconstructing the older combined
sewers is prohibitive, but following the use of by
pass holding lagoons by subsequent treatment would
lessen the high pollution loads imposed on receiving
waters.



Figure 2. Levels of Assimilative Capacity (Slightly modified from Smith, 1970).
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Urban Regional Water Management Institutions

Th~ pr~ceding sections described the geographic
contrlbutlon to the design of urban water management
institutions. Two components were stressed:

(1) Process transformation -- the production of
water from precipitation, including its storage, pre
treatment, u~e, alteration to spent water, post
treatment, dlscharge into a natural body of water, and
subsequent use or non-use.

(2) Spatial ~atterns -- the geographic locations of
~he no~es at WhlCh the process transformations occur,
1nc1udlng the effect of these locations on transforma
tions and distributions.

In t~e geographic view, the urban regional water
system 1S ~ network of nodes and links having a rea1
world spatla1 geometry. Our understanding of the nat
ural hydrologic cycle suggests that spatial patterns
have a pro ound influence on the functioning of the
cycle. This is no less true for man-designed water
works.

The urban regional water system consists of two
linked subsystems: supply and disposal. It follows
that three classes of spatial-process relations devel-
op und~r urbanization -- supply supply, disposal

dlsposa1, and supply disposal. The govern-
a~ce of event~ that occur at the nodes and along the
llnks connectlng the subsystems is crucial to the op
eration of the whole system.

The ability of an institution to operate successfully
depends in great measure on the presence of four key
i ngredi ents :

(1) target -- what does it work on?

(2) goal -- what are its objectives?

(3) authority -- what constitute acceptable bases
for its actions?

(4) structure -- what internal arrangements direct
its effort?

. The first two, target and goal, have been treated.
Llttle further remains to be said about them except
~hat all the essays in this volume seek the same goal,
lm~roved use of water: Target identification is pec
u11a: to the substantlve character of the discipline.
The lmportance of geography's target selections has
been examined.

Author~ty and.str~cture must be arranged in ways
that permlt the lnstltution to operate on the target
to move the system toward it. The legal bases of the
authority, the specification of the mandate and the
area of jurisdiction are essential. While it is true
th~y tend to be the specialized concern of political
SClence, nevertheless, geographic realities cannot be
ignored.

Assuming that the appropriate legal bases exist for
the mandate covering the watershed of interest the
question of institutional structure remains. internal
structure is important because of the need to resolve
in an equitable manner the conflict of interest over
the scarce water resource. Allocational decisions
must consider the public interest as well as the con
tending private interests, some of which may also serve
the public.
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If the institution is to function effectively it
must have access to valid information on which to
base al10cationa1 decisions. The institutional struc
ture must have regional data on the state of the water
system so that it may govern agency relations at sub
system linkage nodes. Information and structure are
key elements of a viable urban water management insti
tution. Information will be considered next.

1. Regional Wate~ In6o~ation. The object of a
metropolitan-area water surveillance system is to
gather data on events or states in which each bit of
information on raw and spent water, effluent, trans
fers, plant capacity, or demand and supply can be re
located to every other bit in ways that bear on local
and regional management and policy decisions. To at
tain these objectives a region-wide monitoring net
work has to be designed into the institutional and
management structure. The advantages are apparent:
a single uniform pool of information will permit the
simulation responses of bodies of water to natural
and man-induced hydrologic events; it will facilitate
the evaluation of alternative programs; it will re
duce the period of time between the recognition of
pollution problems and their solutions; and it will
facilitate environmental-impact reviews of short-
and long-term land and water policy decisions.

A detailed empirical study of the water information
system of the New York-New Jersey Metropolitan Region
presently operated by a plethora of public and pri
vate agencies, revealed a lack of uniform procedures
and a high degree of confusion (Carey, Zobler, Green
berg, Hordon, 1972). The result was that the water
information system accumulated vast reservoirs of
data of limited regional managerial utility.

The elements of a hydrologic data base to provide
inputs into an institution whose responsibilities are
long-term water policy formation and short-term al
locational decisions are:

. 1. i denti fi cati on of useful parameters
2. selection of bodies of water
3. selection of effluent sources
4. location of points at which samples are taken
5. frequency of observation
6. reliability of sensing instrumentation used
7. standardization of methods used to analyze

samples and scale results
8. recording of data
9. storage and retrieval of data

10. preservation of the systemic character of
i nformati on.

The last element is particularly important. It
insures the preservation of the hydrologic unity of
the natural and man-designed water cycles; it also
insures the managerial integration of the data as
sembled to describe subsystem relations. The data on
the hydrologic elements would next be interfaced with
the political and economic geography to give a pic
ture of the regional activities that influence,
through population, employment, and industry, water
use and quality goals, and land uses and waste load
ings.

2. IYL6Wutional S:tJtuc;twr.e. In order to create
and carry out regional water policy the internal struc
ture of the managing institution should be sensitive
and responsive both to specific groups of water users
and disposers and to the diffuse public interest.
Regulations governing access to the water resource
must be established, subject to the behavioral con
straints of the metropolitan hydrologic cycle, partic-



ularly subsystem links. The composition of a reg
ional water agency should regard water users as con
tenders for a scarce resource, giving representation
to the contending parties with nppropriate weights to
groups whose interests protect vulnerable links.

The uses of metropolitan area bodies of water fall
into two conflicting categories: (a) supply -- pot
able, industrial, fishery, recreational; (b) dispos
al -- sanitary, industrial, runoff. This dichotomy
affects fresh water streams, tidal fresh streams, es
tuaries, lakes, marshes, reservoirs, and aquifers.
As urbanization expands, the conflict intensifies.
User groups adopt self-interest strategies. The
clean-water-supply group employs three strategies:
(a) acquiring new sources, more distant locations or
drilling deeper at old sources; (b) raising treatment
levels of raw water; or (c) supporting regulatory or
preventive measures against disposers.

The spent water disposers employ delaying tactics:
(a) encouraging the clean water users to acquire new
sources or to pre-treat raw water; (b) seeking to
postpone the imposition of penalties or requirements
for effluent pre-treatment; or (c) relocating out
falls, sometimes moving plants.

The dilemma is that both user groups have concur
rent needs for clean water supply and spent water dis
posal. Conflict develops because all users draw on
the same natural waterways to satisfy their demands
and because user decisions are based on short-run,
geographically limited criteria. Lined up against
both user groups is the more diffuse public interest,
whose goal is to maintain the long-term hydrologic in
tegrity of the irreplaceable resource.

In the metropolitan-area water environment, pecul
iar circumstances cause the externalization of user
responsibilities: (a) the water source may be geo
graphically and/or hydrologically separate from the
water sink for some users. For these users there is
no conflict. Examples are a water system that imports
water from outside the region or an industry that
draws on ground water; (b) jurisdictional boundaries
may be incongruent with the water flows, natural or
man-made. This may encourage one political unit to
export its effluent treatment costs to another unit,
which is bound to assume them as higher pre-treatment
costs or foregone uses. (c) The waterway may be
viewed as a common property resource. Within commun
ities this attitude encourages users to transfer their
costs to the public in the form of untreated effluent,
which raises pre-treatment costs of raw water.

Three groups of organizations are identifiable as
agencies operating on the water resources of metro
politan areas in the environment of conflict described
above. They are:

A. Clean-Water Users

1. individuals
2. private water companies
3. small municipalities or communities
4. large public or quasi-public producers
5. industries
6. commercial and sport fisheries
7. private and public contact recreation

sports grou ps
8. marinas
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B. Waste-Water Disposers

1. individuals
2. large sewerage authorities
3. large communities
4. small municipalities and communities
5. industries
6. transport companies

C. Neutral (no di rectly competitive interest)

1. federal agencies
2. state agencies
3. local agencies
4. interstate compact agencies
5. scientific research groups
6. citizen groups

A recent study of the behavior of these groups in
the New York-New Jersey Metropolitan Region showed
that the neutral and government agencies "performed"
inadequately as guardians of the region's water re
sources, and, indeed, of their own long-term self
interests (Carey, Zobler, Greenberg, Hordon, 1972).
Record-keeping was poor; enforcement was haphazard;
sampling was irregular and generally ineffective; co
ordination of effort by separate agencies was weak;
and a regional managerial view was absent. The reli
ance by health departments on chlorination as a pan
acea to transform raw water into potable water, for
example, tended to encourage the neglect of the qual
ity of the natural waterways. Indeed, it can be said
that the crucial transformation for the survival of
the regional water system is chlorination at two sub
system nodes, the sewa e plant outfall and the water
plant intake.

Recommended Guidelines for the Design of an Urban
Water Management Institution

The institutional problem is clear. It is to alter
the present formal and informal patterns for allocat
ing water resources that survive as vestiges of an
earlier era, or as patchwork adjustments, and to rec
ommend an institutional structure (organization and
behavior) bet~er adapted to the hydrologic require
ments of urban-metropolitan regions. It is possible
that the growing shortage of water may be due as much
to our inability to manage the urban hydrologic cycle
as it is to the availability of the resource itself
(Martin, 1960).

What principles should guide the formation of such
an institution? I suggest the following: (a) equit
able resolution of the conflict of interests among all
water users; (b) regional internalization of all water
costs to prevent the escape of responsibility;
(c) maintenance of quality and utility of the water
resource within the constraints of publicly determined
goals; (d) appropriate funding, authority, and staf
fing to establish structural and non-structural con
trols under a central direction; (e) representation of
all water users on a policy-making board.

Considering the present degraded state of most
metropolitan area waterways and the need to improve
them, membership on the policy-making board should
be weighted in favor of the clean-water users, espec
ially those dependent on intra-regionally produced
water, and the neutral groups. The granting of rep
resentation on the policy board to all contenders
should make the institution a more effective and demo
cratic instrument. The details of the administrative
structure and the selection of the tactics to insure



the ef~icient attainment of regional water quality in
an :qultable manner for all users are open issues. A
va:lety of methods have been employed abroad and in
thlS country, but none appears completely satisfac
t?ry (Kneese and Bower, 1968). The use of organiza
tlona1 ~heory t? understand why regulatory agencies,
commercla1 and lnd~stria1 users and polluters, and
wate: produce:s, dlstributors, and sewage authorities,
pub11C and prlvate, display peculiar behavioral pat
terns should provide valuable information for the de
sign of urban regional water policy boards (Zimmerman,
1972). The problem merits further study.
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Chapter Nine

Institutions and Water Management: A Systems View

by Jonathan W. Bulkley

University of Michigan

This paper approaches ~n6titutiOn6 and U4ba~ wat~

ma~agement from a systems perspective. Accordingly,
it is important to examine each of these tenns for the
purpose of clarifying its meaning in this context.
In a given urban area, the specific responsibilities
of urban water management may include recreation, nav
igation, production of electrical energy, and disposal
of excess heat. The list could be continued. But the
crucial responsibilities of urban water management,
and thus the scope of this paper, are limited to
three: the provision of potable water; the treatment
of wast€ water, including the collection of storm run
off; and the minimizing of loss of life and damage to
property caused by floods. The tenn U4ba~ wat~ ma~

agement here refers to those decisions and actions
necessary to provide dependable potable water service
to a variety of consumers -- residential, commercial,
and industrial -- within an urban area, to subsequent
ly collect and treat waste water generated by these
elements, and to deal with flood damage from stonn
water runoff and river overflows. The importance of
the latter service is illustrated by Tropical Storm
Agnes, which in June, 1972, cost more than one hundred
lives and a billion dollars in property damage. The
human stress which accompanied the destruction and
subsequent clean-up task was increased by the sudden
failure of water-supply and waste-water-treatment
facilities in the storm area, which posed a signifi
cant threat of waterborne diseases.

The following definitions suggest the scope and
range of meanings for the term institution:

(1) The action of instituting or establishing;
foundation;

(2) The giving of 60nm or ond~ to a thing;

(3) An e..6tabwhed 1aw, c.U!.Jtom, U!.Jage, pJta.ctic.e,
organization or other element in the political or
social life of a people;

(4) An establishment, onga~z~o~, or association
instituted for the promotion of some object -- espec
ially one of public utility; (italics added) (Oxford
Universal Dictionary, 1955).

If we combine parts of meanings 2, 3, and 4 above
with our definition of urban water management, we may
conclude that the term ~Vl.6,t{;tu.tioVL6 06 U4bM wat~

ma~agemeltt means the established patterns which have
evolved to provide the basic services of water supply,
wastewater treatment, and flood control in urban areas
together with whatever additional activities are ap
plicable in a specific urban location.

The systems approach to the study of a problem is
primarily to investigate the net~0VL6hip6 between
elements of the problem rather than to analyze the
structure of individual elements. Thus we must con
cern ourselves with interrelated components and their
function in order to describe the nature of urban
water management. Our objective is to apply a general
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systems theory to classify the components of an activ
ity by their interrelationships and to derive the
IIl aws " or typical patterns of behavior for the differ
ent classes of activities considered (Rapoport, 1968:
30). This paper will present a theoretical model of
a system of urban water management which specifies the
role of institutions. The final portion of the paper
applies the theoretical system to a specific problem
in urban water management.

System Model

The thesis of this paper is that the system model
applicable to urban water management is a model which
treats urban water management as a complex adaptive
subsystem of society (Buckley, 490). Since water man
agement decisions must be made by identifying and
evaluating alternatives before finally discarding or
implementing them, they form a complex activity which
is continually changing in response to the needs of
an urban situation. Urban water management is a sub
system insofar as it is but one part of the total
urban society. Accordingly, an adaptive system model
for urban water management has the following compon
ents:

(1) PnOc.eM

(2) Ten6~o~

(3) I nt~actio~ MatJUx..

The term pnoc.~~ stands for the interactions and in
terrelationships between organizations, groups, agen
cies, individuals, and special interests desiring to
affect the course of urban water management. Linkages
between these diverse units may be characterized by
competition, conflict, or cooperation. The study of
process must include the goals as well as the plans of
the several units coming together for the purpose of
providing urban water needs (Van Dyke, 1968:23).
Process includes federal agencies, which seek to im
plement national objectives. State agencies may be
involved as well, both to provide matching state funds
in the case of waste-water-treatment facilities and to
assure that urban water systems (water-supply and
waste-water treatment) meet necessary health and envi
ronmental requirements. Regional agencies (planning
and operational) are involved more and more in compre
hensive water management because urban areas typically
extend beyond and across previously established local
political boundaries. Both public and private local
interests are actively engaged in process when they
seek to provide water services which benefit local in
teres ts .

TeVL6~O~ is a driving force in all complex adaptive
systems. It represents the difference between the
present state of the system and its goal for the fu
ture. For example, the desire for II reg ional" waste
water treatment systems represents a driving force to
alter both the physical arrangements of treatment sys-



tems serving local political units as well as the ad
ministrative structure associated with such systems.
In general, tension results when one or more of the
units involved in the process interaction arrives at
new goals or alters its goals, a~d the new or altered
goals are acceptable to all parties. It is clear that
tension may also result when units desire to preserve
or maintain existing structure or arrangements in the
face of changing conditions. The rapid growth and ex
tension of urban areas since the end of World War II
has resulted in the fragmentation of the political au
thority responsible for providing basic water serv
ices. Established authorities tend to defend their
territorial prerogatives in the provision of basic
water services and to resist the transfer of such
power to larger regional groups. The deterioration of
water quality adjacent to or downstream from urban re
gions may serve as an agent for change, thus contribu
ting to tension. People who must use the water whose
quality has been adversely altered by upstream activi
ties become vocal advocates for improved handling of
upstream wastes in order to improve downstream qual
ity.

The intenaetion matnix is the status of the sys-
tem -- the net effect of the interaction of the units
at any given point in time. According to the situa
tion and the geographical location, the interaction
matrix may be stable or volatile (tension in the sys
tem may drive change rapidly; the system may experi
ence a period of intense evolutionary alteration which
may be followed by a plateau of relative system sta
bility). The interaction matrix for waste-water
treatment in this country has been volatile since the
enactment of the Water Quality Act of 1965. This leg
islation formally introduced the concept of government
established criteria for water quality and authorized
an increase in their number. Federal legislation now
pending may serve to continue the rapid system changes
by specifying effluent limits and waste-water treat
ment technology.

The systems model requires both an identification
of all organizations concerned with urban water man
agement and a representation of the dynamics of inter
actions between organizations and between the organi
zations and the environment. System definition re
quires that boundaries within which organizational ac
tivity will take place be defined. Activities and ac
tions external to the system boundaries may be classi
fied as outside factors which may, however, cross sys
tem boundaries. An i~titution is the established
activity which has evolved to provide the desired
goal. An institution is a necessary condition for the
systems model; however, an institution is not a suffi
cient condition for the systems model. In essence,
the existence of an institution implies static condi
tions in either structure or process. In structure,
an institution of urban water management is an estab
lished organization designed to provide one or more
basic urban water services. In process, an institu
tion is an established practice, custom, or usage for
the provision of the desired service. The model which
views the provision of basic water services as a com
plex adaptive system recognizes the existence of es
tablished institution structure and usage. Further
more, this model incorporates the elements of tension,
interaction, output, and feedback cycles as realistic
and necessary components for the provision of water
services within specific urban areas. Figure 1 pro
vides a graphic representation of the complex adaptive
political model for urban areas.

The systems model shown in this figure is derived
from the theoretical work of David Easton. Easton
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offered the following particular insights into the
nature of a systems approach to political analysis:

Political interactions in a society constitute
a system of behavior. The political system
is a product of its environment. The politi
cal system is an open system in that it con
tinuously receives information from its envi
ronment. The political system both responds
and adapts as a result of the inputs received
(1966: 143) .

Urban water management constitutes a particular poli
tical system operative in the overall framework of the
total urban political model shown in Figure 1. Inter
action matrices as defined for this paper occur in at
least three points of the political model -- first in
the input process, which serves to articulate demands
from and support by the public; second, in the struc
ture portion where the authoritative interactions
which result in binding decisions take place; and
third, in the evaluation of the outputs by the struc
ture portion of the system. Tension is most dominant
in the input stage of the political model where the
differences between desired goals and present status
are articulated. Traditionally the specification of
urban water management goals has been the domain of
specialized officials and bureaucracies, with only
slight contributions from specialized interest groups.
An exception is the unique situation; for example, an
arid or semi-arid setting where the spectre of water
shortage mobilizes public action. Process occurs
throughout the model as the diverse units bargain,
negotiate, communicate, and attempt to influence out
comes congruent with their own goals and objectives.

Given this model of an urban political system and
given the functions of process, tension, and inter
action matrices, the function of institutional struc
tures and institutional processes in urban water man
agement may be specified. The spatial extension of
urban areas beyond established political boundaries
has increased the number of inputs which need to be
evaluated in order to achieve authoritative inter
actions and produce decision outcomes for urban water
management. Furthermore, the environmental concerns
expressed by a variety of special-interest groups
will -- if sustained -- contribute additional inputs.
Because of the complexity of the technological, fin
ancial, and administrative problems associated with
providing the basic services of water management in
metropolitan areas, institutional structure and insti
tutional processes which were successful for urban
water management in the past need to be stressed. In
creasing federal involvement in providing financial
resources and enforcement procedures, and in setting
standards -- particularly for wastewater discharges -
increases the pressure upon the urban political system
to seek solutions which will satisfy the host of new
inputs coming into the system. Often, the established
or traditional methods of providing essential water
management services break down in the attempt to ex
tend them to the enlarged area. Therefore, at present
urban water management is in a state of dynamic adap
tive process aimed at establishing innovative institu
tional structures and processes to satisfy these re
cently articulated demands. Until the procedures for
responding to these pressures are llinstitutionalized"
one should anticipate a continuing process of tension
and conflict in urban water management.
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Application: Waste-water Management -- Urban Detroit
Region

As an example of the systems model developed in
this paper, let us consider the situation of waste
water management in Southeastern Michigan. In this
region are seven major river basins draining an area
of over 5300 square miles. The detroit metropolitan
area is the hub of Southeastern Michigan; within it,
the outlying urban centers of Monroe, Ann Arbor
Ypsilanti, Pontiac, and Port Huron form an arc which
swings from the south to the extreme northeast. With
in this arc are a variety of highly urbanized, subur
ban, and agricultural areas. The total population is
approximately 4,500,000 (Corps of Engineers, 1971).
Detroit is located on the Detroit River -- a large
river with a mean flow of approximately 180,000 cubic
feet per second which empties into Lake Erie.

In November 1968, the citizens of Michigan voted to
authorize the State of Michigan to issue general obli
gation bonds with a total value of $335 million for
the purpose of providing state funds to assist units
of governments in upgrading and extending waste-water
treatment facilities. A significant political struggle
is taking place within the state over the techniques
to be used in treatment of waste water in Southeastern

Michigan. The issue is whether or not the limited
state bond funds should be allocated to support large
regional interceptor sewers with a very limited number
of massive sewage treatment plants located along the
shores of the Detroit River and Lake Erie O~ to en
courage expansion and upgrading of the treatment cap
ability of a larger number of plants located at stra
tegic points throughout the service area. The latter
course of action would require extremely high levels
of waste-water treatment and would require the im
provement of certain existing sewage treatment plants
in the interior of the region as well as along the
shores of the Detroit River and Lake Erie.

The issue set out above shows the working of a com
plex adaptive political system in the area of urban
water management. In December 1961 the Governor of
Michigan, John B. Swainson, requested that the Secre
tary of Health, Education and Welfare call a prelim
inary conference to determine the need for a detailed
investigation of the pollution of Lake St. Clair, the
Detroit River, Lake Erie, and their tributaries within
the State of Michigan. This input by Governor Swain
son initiated action which produced two studies on the
problem of waste-water disposal for Detroit and South
eastern Michigan. One was a three-year investigation
undertaken by the U.S. Public Health Service, which
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reported its findings in 1965. Also, after the Public
Health Service investigation was begun, county govern
ment officials commissioned a special study, in two
parts, by the National Sanitation Foundation (NSF) of
(1) sewage disposal problems and of (2) administrative
affairs related to environmental problems in the
Detroit Metropolitan Region. The NSF reports were
published in late 1964, six months before the report
of the U.S. Public Health Service (NSF, 1964). These
NSF reports appear to have had a far-reaching and sig
nificant impact on water-pollution-control planning in
Southeastern Michigan. The NSF reports anticipated
certain possible outcomes of the completion of the
Public Health Service study. With prudent qualifica
tions, the NSF reports found that the existing (pri
mary) treatment facilities (including combined storm
and sanitary sewers) provided by the Detroit Water
Service and the Wayne County Board of Road Commis
sioners would be sufficient "for some time to come."
Expansion, when necessary, should follow the estab
lished concept of primary treatment at large-capacity
plants located along the Detroit River and Lake Erie,
with interceptor sewers collecting the wastes for
treatment at these lakeshore facilities. The NSF an
alysis found no justification for higher orders of
treatment of wastes from the Detroit Region "in order
to prevent an aging process which will undoubtedly
continue in Lake Erie, but whose manifestations are
sti 11 mi nor" (NSF, 1964a). The NSF study recommended
the geographical expansion of the Detroit Water Serv
ice, as need required, to include sewage interceptors
and lakeshore/riverfront disposal facilities for the
entire metropolitan area.

The Public Health Service Report (April, 1965),
and its subsequent review by the Water Resources Com
mission of the State of r~ichigan, identified the City
of Detroit as a major source of pollution. A public
hearing in June, 1965 focused the public's attention
upon the obvious deterioration of the Michigan waters
of Lake Erie and pinpointed the source of this condi
tion as the lack of satisfactory sewage and industrial
waste treatment provided by the City of Detroit.

The City of Detroit which daily pours 540
million gallons of partly treated sewage
into Lake Erie's main tributary expressed
flat opposition to a federal proposal to
institute "secondary" treatment of the sort
employed by upward of 50% of the nation's
municipalities. The reasons cited were lack
of "data" and "nobody could tell" how much
the additional processing would reduce the
severe pollution in the Detroit River (New
York Times. 1965:18).

This 1965 position taken by the City of Detroit der
ived from the findings of the NSF study. Furthermore.
the NSF investigation contained an engineering analy
sis which assumed that the effectiveness of waste
water treatment would be limited and that sewage
treatment technology would not be improved beyond a
certain point. Consequently. as the population of the
Detroit Metropolitan Region expanded. the increased
sewage land would overload the existing assimilative
capacity of the small rivers draining the Metropolitan
area. As a result, the perceived technical solution
would be to collect the wastes from throughout the
region via interceptor sewers and transmit them to the
Detroit River/Lake Erie shoreline where the consist
ently high volume flow would be utilized to dilute and
disperse the partially treated sewage into Lake Erie.
However. advanced techniques of waste-water treatment
have been developed which can produce high quality ef
fluents from waste-treatment plants (Weber. Hopkins,
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and Bloom. 1970:83).

Against this background, more recent developments
have taken place which emphasize the role of institu
tional structure. institutional process. tension. in
teraction. and evaluation in the urban political sys
tem attempting to manage waste-water treatment for
Southeastern Michigan. As previously indicated. the
basic issue is one of choice between investment in
high-order treatment facilities located in the inter
ior. on massive transportation networks to deliver the
waste for partial treatment and dilution into Lake
Erie. During the 1970-1972 time frame. the state
first approved the massive interceptor. then exempted
certain communities from participating. and finally
adopted a plan which allows certain communities to
upgrade and expand their treatment plants while re
quiring others to phase out their treatment plants and
place their waste-water into the large interceptor
sewer. In terms of the systems model. the unfolding
of the events in Southeastern Michigan can be viewed
as a series of successive partial passes through the
flow model shown in Figure 1. The feedback loop in
this model should be modified with feedback occurring
at the input stage. the structure stage. and the out
put stage. Tension or stress in the system has re
sulted from opposition to the interceptor sewer ap
proach by communities such as Warren. Pontiac. Ann
Arbor. and Ypsilanti who have investments in waste
water-treatment facilities and who view the increased
costs as a double penalty -- because the communities
who have taken steps to treat waste-water are not
fully reimbursed for outstanding bonds and because
citizens who participate also have to subsidize those
communities who have failed to take action in the
past. The strong institutional factor operative in
this case is the commitment to the massive regional
interceptors along lakeshore or riverfronts. This
solution has been embraced by certain officials and
bureaucracies and resisted by communities with on
going facilities. The need to recruit support for
coalitions supporting either the massive interceptor
plan or the upgrading of local facilities plan has
modified the positions of certain key units in the
model. For example. in contrast to past policy, Ann
Arbor has expressed a willingness to extend service to
contiguous areas without annexation. Also. the Detroit
Metropolitan Water Service appears to have relaxed its
previous stand that any new lakeshore treatment plants
be under the control of its organization. Advocates
have also adopted techniques to recruit support from
external interest groups. The Wayne County Board of
Road Commissioners has sent letters to elected state
and federal officials which summarized their arguments
for the Interceptor Plan. The City of Ann Arbor has
distributed information packets which present argu
ments against the Interceptor to shoreline municipali
ties on Lake Erie. Following requests from local com
munities and Congressmen. the Environmental Protection
Agency has agreed to prepare an environmental impact
statement upon the state-approved interceptor sewer
prior to final federal approval of the current inter
ceptor plan.

Waste-water management in Southeastern Michigan il
lustrates the processes involved in contemporary urban
water management. The inputs have increased as local.
regional. state. and federal participants become in
volved. The new executive agreement between Canada
and the United States regarding pollution control in
the Great Lakes adds an international component. the
impact of which is not yet clear. Technological pro
gress offers the decision-makers further alternatives
for problem solution; however institutionalized struc
ture and process act to direct choices towards exten-



sions of past practice rather than towards innovation.
The tensions currently observed in this urban politi
cal system for water management should be reduced as
new values t processes t and procedures become estab
lished or institutionalized. However t one may expect
a continuing process of stress and adaptation result
ing from new knowledge about providing these essential
water services to the urban area. Institutional fac
tors thus playa double role: that of stability and
that of change. Institutional structure and processes
enable the task to be accomplished, but these same
structures and processes may serve to restrict neces
sary change and evaluation t thus serving to stimulate
tension and to produce adaptive responses.
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Appendix A

Institutions For Managing Lakes and Bays*

by Lyle E. Craine**

Within the past decade the nation has experienced
a growing consensus of dissatisfaction with the devel
opment and use of its lakes, bays, and estuaries.
Particularly in those lakes and bays with mounting
pollution, criticisms often focus on institutional in
adequacies. This article is based upon an ongoing ex
ploration of the institutional aspects of managing
lakes and bays. The presentation here will emphasize
the factors involved in designing a lake/bay agency,
including the scope of an agency's powers, its geo
graphic jurisdiction, the interactions between it and
other agencies. and the organizational form of its
governing body.

Lakes and bays represent a special type of resource
complex. valuable in their own right and in terms of
the environment as a whole. Their perceived value
often exceeds the sum that might be derived separately
from their water, land, and air components. The com
plex of uses to which lakes and bays are subject tend
to generate special problems in water quality and a
set of problems concerning shoreline usages. A review
of these problems suggests that the public concern
about lakes and bays arises from three factors:
(1) spillover effects from specific kinds of develop
ments and uses; (2) perceived discrimination in the
distribution of benefits or costs; and (3) loss of
faith in the ability of existing institutions to deal
with spillovers and distributional questions in ways
that satisfy the public interest.

Spillovers is an operationally useful way to char
acterize the social-economic effects of the pollution
problems. Discrimination in the distribution of bene
fits and costs arises when any identifiable class of
citizens feels it is deprived of opportunities to
which its members have rights. Loss of institutional
credibility is perhaps the most fundamental of the
three causes for public concern. Thus the institu
tional question is central and the one on which this
study focuses.

As used here, "institutions" and "institutional
arrangements" refer to a definable system of public
decision-making, one that includes specific organiza
tional entities and governmental jurisdictions. but

* This is a condensation of an article which ap
peared in the Natural Resources Journal. The conden
sation was prepared by Robert Schmidt. Preprinted.
with permission of the author and the Journal. from 11
Natural Resources Journal (1971 :519-546), published
by the University of New Mexico School of Law, Albu
querque. New Mexico. The research for this article
was supported in part by Resources for the Future.
Inc. All footnotes and references are omitted in this
condensation. Responsibility for the condensation is
entirely that of the editor.

** Lyle E. Craine. Professor of Resource Planning
and Conservation. School of Natural Resources. The
University of Michigan.
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transcends conventional emphasis upon definition of
agency structure, per se. In addition to being con
cerned with component organizational entities. the
term "institutions" suggests special attention to the
configurations of relationships (1) established by law
between individuals and government; (2) involved in
economic transactions among individuals and groups;
(3) developed to articulate legal, financial and ad
ministrative relations among public agencies; and
(4) motivated by social-psychological stimuli among
groups and individuals. Specific relationships fal
ling in any or all of these four categories. con
strained and shaped by the natural and social envi
ronment. weave a web which describes the institutional
system for decision-making. Thus institutional stud
ies focus on the linkages which tie authority and ac
tion centers together into a public decision-making
system which is responsive to the environment within
which it must operate.

Clearly, few such decision-making systems can now
be recognized. Therefore. the proposed definition is
to some degree like a "model." Its use for prescrib
ing institutional reforms by necessity introduces
normative considerations. This paper will first sug
gest a framework for institutional analysis and de
sign, and then explore the factors involved in design
ing a lake/bay agency.

~ Framework for Institutional Analysis and Design

If the purpose of institutional arrangements is to
provide a system for making public decisions. a frame
work for institutional analysis and design must con
sider three primary factors: (1) the nature of the
public decision expected from the institutional sys
tem; (2) the institutional environment and its capac
ity to make the kinds of public decisions expected;
and (3) the institutional design process.

1. The Natune 06 Lake/Bay De~ion6. The nature
of the decisions required may be described in two
ways: in terms of the problems which appear to gener
ate dissatisfactions with present development and use
of lakes and bays; and in terms of a concept of the
job that institutions are expected to perform.

Public concern about lakes and bays arises from
dissatisfactions stemming from spillover effects of
present activities. and those stemming from alleged
discrimination in the distribution of social-economic
benefits. Therefore. institutional reform must have
as its goal a decision-making capability better able
to deal simultaneously with efficiency and distribu
tional consequences of development and use actions.

Institutional reform also requires a positive con
cept of the job to be done -- one that can consider
the full range of development and use potentials in
terms relevant to today's values and priorities. For
this purpose, it is proposed that the task be con
ceived as one of producing a mixture of public goods



M.LVMaNG LAKES AND BA YS

The four institutional elements consist of (1) the
scope of intervention powers, (2) agency linkages,
(3) geographical jurisdiction, and (4) organizational
form. The ultimate decisions concerning these ele
ments result in what is herein called an intervention
strategy. Choosing appropriate intervention strate
gies in the basic decision which confronts the politi
cal process relevant to development and use of lakes
and bays.

The design process as conceived herein, deals with
sets of interactions among three primary institutional
determinants and four institutional elements. (See
Figure 1.) The chief determinant is made up of the
intervention objectives. These objectives, however,
are conditioned by the other two determinants -- envi
ronmental conditions of the lake/bay, and the politi
cal climate reflecting the public perceptions of those
problems. Taken together these three determine the
four institutional elements.
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surveys and prepare plans for developing and control
ling the environment in a lake/bay region, (3) regu
late the development and use of the lake/bay re
sources, (4) require transfer payments among develop
ment and use agents based upon a benefit or damage
quid pro quo, and (5) produce, by publically managed
enterprise, specific environmental benefits.

Not all lakes and bays require a management agency
in which all types of intervention are exercised by a
regional lake/bay agency. Many may indicate a lake/
bay agency of more limited powers, sharing its deci
sion responsibilities in varying degrees with estab
lished agencies and jurisdictions of general govern
ment.

2. The. Ino.:tUut.i..oVl.a.t EVl.v-Uwn.me.n:t. The existing
institutional environment relevant to the production
of public goods and services from lakes and bays in
volves two interdependent decision systems: the
private economic market and the governmental system.
Although there is a strong predilection to leave the
production of goods and services from natural re
sources to private enterprise, the resource complex of
the lake/bay possess conditions that do not satisfy
the requirements of efficient market allocations.
Three such conditions tend to induce market failures
in the production of goods and services from lakes and
bays.

The first is the fact that many aspects of a lake/
bay environment possess common property characteris
tics. Where such common-property characteristics dom
inate the inputs of production, major public interven
tions in market incentives appear necessary if the in
efficiencies of laissez-faire are to be avoided. The
second condition is the fact that many product and
service outputs are indivisible and cannot be divided
into units which may be withheld from those who are
not willing to pay and delivered to those who do pay.
One cannot put property boundaries around air and

~er. A third condition which encourages market
lures is the presence of complex technical and spa

vial interdependencies that generate spillover effects
wherever one individual or corporation independently
takes action affecting the environment. Institutional
improvements should seek various devices that will in
duce the decision system to seek an understanding of
the net social consequences of potential spillover
effects.

Given the present institutional posture and the
natural, social, and economic imperatives of environ
mental resources, it is not surprising that our exist
ing institutions fail to meet performance standards
required by today's lake/bay problems. Building in
stitutional capability will require further interven
tion by government in what has essentially been
laissez-faire, in the public as well as in the private
sector.

3. The. InotLtutiOVl.M Vu-tgVl. PftOC.U.6. The present
IIconsensus of dissatisfaction ll includes demands for
changes in the extent and manner of governmental in
tervention. New forms of intervention, if they are to
result in improved lake/bay decisions, should compen
sate (1) for lack of private enterprise's capacity to
deal with certain environmental problems, and (2) for
the fragmentation of public authorities, which are
relevant to lake/bay management.

The latter is often the result of separate organi
zations to (1) generate and disseminate information
relevant to the development of a lake/bay, (2) conduct

and services from the resources of a lake/bay envi
ronment. This views the task as a public production
function. Therefore, the institutional question is
how to organize such a production function -- a pro
cess by which the various agents of society convert
resources into socially desirable goods and services
according to society's preferences and with due con
sideration to the efficiency and equity consequences.
Aformulation of the job in these terms invites atten
tion to the adequacy of institutional devices for
(1) adequately expressing social preferences for po
tential outputs; (2) adequately expressing social
costs involved in the production and consumption pro
cess; and (3) bringing expressions of preferences and
costs into confrontation before the appropriate
decision-making authorities.
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Designing ~ Lake/Bay Agency

The framework for institutional analysis and design
recognizes that a wide range in intervention strate
gies may be appropriate, depending upon environmental
and political variables in the particular lake or bay
under consideration. The remainder of the paper will
explore the nature of interactions among the determin
ants and elements of intervention strategies in de
signing a strategy for a lake or bay.

1. VeA:e..Jr..rniI1a.n.-t6 06 Stnate..g tj al1d Ve..oig 11.

a. Environmental conditions and Problems

Of the three determinants, environmental condi
tions and problems are basic. A first step in
the process of designing an institutional strat
egy for a specific environment, is therefore, a

'careful analysis of the resource attributes and
problems associated with their development and
use. This analysis, in turn, may alter the

'public's perception and as a result, affect the
political climate.

b. Intervention Objectives

With analysis of the problems of a lake or
bay, it is possible to propose specific inter
vention objectives in terms relevant to the
basic criteria for institutional performance,
namely efficient use of the resources and eq
uitable distribution of benefits and costs as
sociated with their development and use. This
is illustrated by the "wetlands" issue which
emerges frequently in bay management.

The wetland problem stems from the fact
that filling to produce shore front property,
now in great demand in the real estate market,
is more profitable to private entrepreneurs
than the production of other potential bene
fits of wetlands, such as habitat aquatic life,
wild fowl, and scenic amenities. The "we tland"
issue has both efficiency and distributional
consequences, which need to be considered in
the formation of the intervention objectives.

c. The Political Climate

Although specific prescriptions of interven
tion objectives may be formulated, they may
not be viable under the contemporary structure
of politics. The political climate, therefore,
is a third major determinant of intervention
strategy and institutional design. Seldom will
the relevant political climate be limited by
any regional demarcation for lake/bay manage
ment. Local, state, regional, and national
politics interplay upon any specific lake/bay
situation. While the political factor may
have its primary influence upon the interven
tion strategies, it may also determine the
scope of intervention powers and the organiza
tional form of a new agency.

2. Ete..me..n.-t6 06 lno:ti:tutiol1at Ve..~igl1.

a. Scope of Intervention Powers

Just as the choice of intervention objec
tives is the focus of the three determinants,
so, too, the selection of intervention powers
to be delegated to the lake/bay agency may be
the primary institutional element in an inter-
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vention strategy. Thus, analytically, the pres
cription of intervention objectives and the
determination of the powers to be given the
lake/bay agency are the first steps in develop
ing institutional arrangements for a lake or
bay.

The kind and scope of intervention powers
given to a regional management agency range
over a wide spectrum. Two criteria are crit
ical in determining the extent of the dele
gated powers. The first is agency motivation,
and the second is the need for integration and
flexibility of decision-making in the regional
lake/bay situation. Motivational incentives
of any agency are of prime importance as to
whether authority granted to an agency is ac
tually used. For example, the failure of many
states to use effectively their regulatory
powers over poll uti on may stem from buil t-i n
political incentives to show more concern for
the interests of the generator of pollution
than for those who suffer the consequences.
In some instances motivation now lacking in an
established agency may be obtained by transfer
ring the authority or some aspect of it to a
lake/bay agency.

The second criterion for determining the
scope of intervention powers is the need for
integration and management flexibility, re
quiring delegating a significant part of inter
vention powers to a regional agency. How many
such powers are delegated depends on a balance
between the need for functional centralization
of powers by the state or national government
and the need for a delegation of some of those
powers to a regional agency for greater effic
iency and distribution of products from the nat
ural resources of the lake/bay.

b. Geographic Jurisdiction

The geographical jurisdiction for lake/bay
management may influence, and in turn be af
fected by, the scope of management powers
which a lake/bay agency may appropriately exer
cise. The boundary question has proven diffi
cult in most regional planning and management
efforts. This is largely due to the fundamen
tal geographical disconformity among regions
demarcated by (1) the natural-technological
systems, (2) social-economic systems, and
(3) governmental systems.

In a great number of instances, the natural
technological system serves a good point of
departure for considering the factors affect
ing the geographical jurisdiction of a lake/
bay agency. In this frame of reference, spill
over effects stemming from physical interdepend
encies are the major consideration in delineat
ing agency boundaries. Agency boundaries de
lineated by means of the natural-technological
system are apt to be resource oriented. A
different type of agency might have its bound
aries delineated by the people it serves with
a given resource, such as parks and recreation
for a given area. This type of agency is apt
to be service-oriented. Although differentia
tion of the two kinds of agencies is an ideal
ized formulation of the problem solution, the
distinction between the essential functions
implied by resource management and those implied
by providing a service should be valuable in



considering both the geographical jurisdic
tion, powers, and interagency linkages of a
lake/bay agency.

c. Interagency Linkages

A primary detminant of linkage require
ments is the degree and manner in which inter
vention powers are assigned to a regional ag
ency. Accordingly, the set of linkages ap
propriate for a lake/bay agency may differ
from place to place and for different stages
of development. In situations where there
are intense environmental pressures, there
is likely to be a large delegation of inter
vention powers to the lake/bay agency. In
this case linkages will consist of (1) the
constraints under which the lake/bay agency
may take action and (2) the extent to which
actions taken by a lake/bay agency are con
straints upon other decision centers.

In situations calling for limited delega
tion of powers to the lake/bay agency, quite
a different set of linkages is suggested. In
this situation, it may be presumed that in
itiation of action, regulation, funding, and
direct action is likely to be dispersed among
different agencies. The imperative, there
fore, is to prescribe linkages that make it
possible for a lake/bay agency to impose con
straints in order to bring about a ~y~tem of
interagency linkages designed to encourage
the agencies to play complementary, instead
of conflicting, roles.

d. Organizational Form

Regardless of the scope of powers delegated
to it, the agency must give expression to re
gional interests in both allocation of re
sources and distribution of benefits. Since
it must also have the capacity to reconcile
diverse interests, the nature and method of
representation for such an agency becomes par
amount.

One method of representation might be
thought of as a "joi nt body. II Here the ag
ency would be governed by representatives of
relevant jurisdictions. A IIjoint body" will
sense its political responsibility through
established political-administrative channels.
Accordingly, existing power structures would
feel less threatened by the creation of the
agency; however, such a method of representa
tion would likely make the agency less inno
vative in dealing with tough problems.

An alternative method of representation
might be through a more direct selection of
the representatives by the public at large.
This might be accomplished by better repres
entation rules for governmental units. How
ever, this may not be extensive enough to
redress the balance between the special in
terests and those advocating priorities of
public recreation and pollution-free air
and water. Another way to accomplish better
representation is through the formation of
a governing board directly elected by the
people. While this may be fought by those
opposing the proliferation of units of spec
ial government, this should not rule out
serious consideration of this form of repre
sentation.
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Summary and Conclusions

From exploring the process of designing a lake/bay
agency several preliminary conclusions or observations
may be noted. First, it becomes evident early in the
study that there is no one right institutional pattern
for managing lakes and bays. This perception was re
inforced again and again in the process of thinking
through the framework for institutional analysis and
design. Rather than an organization or a pattern of
institutional arrangements, the appropriate institu
tional response will vary from situation to situation.
Accordingly, the study turned to those factors which
were institutional determinants and traced their rela
tionships to the resulting institutional elements.
The study also uncovered many other areas where fur
ther research must be undertaken to provide a better
understanding of the role of institutional needs for
lake/bay problems.



Appendix B

Institutional Arrangement for the Great Lakes:

Final Report to the Great Lakes Basin Commission*

by Lyle E. Craine**

Part I. Introduction

Public concern about the Great Lakes is often
expressed by a plea for a Great Lakes Management
Agency. It became increasingly clear as this study
progressed that a Basin "management agency'" is nei
ther a primary need nor, in fact, appropriate for the
Great Lakes Basin as a whole. This conclusion is sim
ply stated, but its supporting documentation is com
plex.

Guid~n~ non the Study. In order to avoid mis
understandings, the following assumptions and defi
nitions are given:

1. The term "water resource management,1I is used
in a very specific sense; and it is distinguished from
water resource development and/or conservation on the
one hand, and from water policy and planning on the
other. IIManagement ll implies a flexibility of decision
making regarding the use and development of a hydrolo
gic unit. The call for institutional arrangements to
manage the Great Lakes is a call for some kind of
Great Lakes agency with capability of exercising a
flexible manager-like direction of the various govern
mental powers affecting the use and development of the
water and related land resources of the Great Lakes
Basin as a whole.

2. The term "regional resource management" is used
to designate comprehensive (water and related land)
resource management within subareas of the Basin. In
this study "regional resource management ll will com
monly refer to management of "problem systems."

3. "1 IU-U;tutionat aJVta.VLgemevt.t6" .-L.6 futingu.{1:Jhed
nJLom C.OVLC.eJLVL about ongaVlizatiolU aVLd agenu~ by ill
emphM.-L.6 upon the -LnteJLac.tioYL6 among ageVLu~, law.6,
politic.at elec.toJLat~, govennmentat pJLoc.edM~, and
-LVLnOJLmal behav-Lon patteJLYL6. (Emphasis added.)

* This is a condensation of a report prepared by
Mr. Craine as a consultant to the Great Lakes Basin
Commission, dated March 15, 1972 (Mimeo). It is re
produced here with permission of the author. The re
search for this report was supported in part by
Resources for the Future, Inc. The condensation was
prepared by Robert Schmidt. Responsibility for the
condensation is entirely that of the editor. Most
footnotes and references are omitted in this condensa
tion.

** Lyle E. Craine, Professor of Resources Planning
and Conservation, School of Natural Resources, The
University of Michigan.

1 A basin "management agency" is defined for the
purposes of the report to mean a geographical agency
with the capability to provide a flexible manager-like
direction to the use of governmental powers affecting
the use and development of natural resource systems
within specified hydrologic basins.

4. To be effective, a study of institutional ar
rangements must seek to understand the unique factors
of a given situation so that an institutional system
can be designed for a given locale.

5. A rational proposal for institutional change
should be based upon a demonstrated need for actions
which existing institutions cannot or do not provide.

Part ll. The Need for Institutional Changes

The point of departure for this study is the funda
mental question: What is not being done that .6hould
be done? This focus was chosen with the thought that:
If we can be more specific about what needs to be
done, we can be more confident in identifying institu
tional arrangements.

VeMueVLu~ On Ex.titing IVL.6titutionat AMaVLgemevt.t6.
Basin management is in part defined by positing a set
of legal-administrative powers relevant to managing
basin resources. The following functions were con
sidered as constituting the main structure of govern
mental involvement in basin management:

1. Development and dissemination of information
2. Technical assistance
3. Financial incentives
4. Legal regulation of land and water use
5. Project development and operation
6. Integration of resource development systems

in the Basin.

In the appraisal of existing agency programs, two
exceptionally important insights were gained. First,
it became clear that the idea of "basin management II
was too limited a concept to reflect the realities
in the Great Lakes Basin. The Great Lakes Basin is
simply too large and its problems are too diverse for
an agency to exercise a manager's type of IIflexible
direction." Accordingly, if there is a reason for a
Great Lakes agency, it must be expressed in terms
other than those associated with basin management as
defined.

The second insight was that few deficiencies could
be clearly spotted exc.ept with respect to function 6
above. In the assessment of the existing Great Lakes
agencies, none met the need for integration of public
authorities relating to resource use and development.
The Great Lakes Commission has comprehensive coverage
of the basin but does not possess authority for actions
that will encourage integration of the diverse public
decision-making entities. The Upper Great Lakes Re
gional Commission may be faulted in meeting the need
for Great Lakes Basin integration by its lack of com
prehensive jurisdiction -- both by its limitation to
the Upper Great Lakes and by its singleness of pur
pose.
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An assessment of existing agencies dealing with
the Great Lakes discloses basic questions about the
need for some degree of geographic integration and the
institutional mechanism by which such integration will
be accomplished. Responding to the need requires an
understanding (1) of geographic integration as a new
type of government intervention and (2) of the factors
that delineate geographical areas for purposes of in
tegr~ting actions. Obtaining legitimate public au
thorlty for effective geographic intervention is
basic. It requires different mechanisms than adminis
trative coordination -- the inherited approach to
river basins. It calls for institutional innovations,
the outlines for which can now only be dimly perceived.

Part ill. ~ Framework for Institutional Change

A framework for guiding institutional change is at
best highly subjective. It is therefore important to
make the concepts on which the framework is construc
ted as explicit as possible. The framework for insti
tutional change used in this study is constructed on
four propositions which are believed to represent
realistically situations in the Great Lakes of primary
relevance to institutional arrangements. The four
propositions are:

(1) The central problem to which Great Lakes insti
tutions are expected to respond is the need to achieve
varying degrees of geog~aphiQ integration of govern
mental involvement in resource development and p~oteQ
tion of the Great Lakes Basin.

(2) The geographic integration problem is usually
multi-governmental, i.e., it involves several inde
pendent governments with separate political constitu
enci es; therefore, its requi rement is more for II pO1i
tical coordination ll than for lI administrative coordina
tion. 1I

(3) Policy, planning, and management direction are
three primary processes for achieving integration, and
these should be recognized as the principal processes
through which geographic integration may be achieved
for the Great Lakes or a specific area within the
basin.

Po£iQY making is recognized as a primary product of
the political process of each political unit. Poli
cies may be expressed in constitutions, statutes,
plans, standards, agreements (tacit as well as explic
it), and even in executive orders.

Coo~dinated plannlng, unlike either policy making
or management direction, is not a decision-making
process in itself. Planning -- and least of all,
II coordinated planning" -- is no better than the deci
sion authority it serves; and if it is not a servant
of a decision authority, it is impotent.

Management di~e~on is used to denote a process
in which integration is achieved through centralizing
power to take specific development and resource-use
actions. It is the most coercive of the three con
sidered, coercive in the sense of constraining the
freedom of action of the various private or public
units involved.

(4) Geographic integration should be conceived as
part of a larger institutional system for making pub
lic decisions about the use and development of the re
s~urces in the Great Lakes. In conceiving an institu
tlonal system, the role of each agency in the system
and their operational linkages with the others are as
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important as their organizational forms.

M.6 eMment 06 Ewting A£;te~na:ttve.6 6o~ Geog~aphiQ

Integ~on. Using these propositions as a guide,
assessment was made of the four institutional alterna
tives that were considered most promising by the Great
Lakes Basin Framework Study Group 20 on Laws, Poli
cies, and Institutional Arrangements. These are:
(1) interstate compact; (2) Title II river basin com
missions; (3) federal-interstate compact; and (4)
Basin interagency committees.

(1) The inte~tate QompaQt agenQY is represented
by the present Great Lakes Commission. Although its
scope of interests may be said to be comprehensive,
its lack of adequate legal powers necessary for pol
icy, planning, or management and its frugal funding
have limited its role to one of information and com
munications.

(2) Title 11 ~V~ ba.-6in Qommi.6.6ion.6 are represen
ted by the Great Lakes Basin Commission which (in com
parison to the Great Lakes Commission) possesses spe
cific authorities to coordinate II wa ter and related
land use and development in the Great Lakes Basin. 1I

Its powers of geographic integration are principally
those of planning. In addition, the Commission has
some general "coordinating" responsibilities. In
practice, this has largely involved what may be called
information, counseling, and persuasion activities.
However, this activity carries no weight of authority.

(3) The 6ede~al-int~tate QompaQt is epitomized by
the Delaware River Basin Commission (DRBC). The DRBC
is often cited as a symbol of one or both of two im
portant "firsts ll in the annals of American water re
source management. Although there have been many in
terstate compacts, this is the first in which the fed
eral government is party to a compact with states to
support and participate in an operating type of agency.
Secondly, this is the first significant innovation in
a river management agency since the creation of TVA
thirty years earlier. The Delaware Commission stands
out as an important experiment in the feasibility of
state and federal governments pooling their powers and
capabilities for river basin management.

(4) Ba.-6in inteMgenQY Qommatee.6 created b~ federal
interagency agreements in several different rlver
basin regions function under the Water Resources Coun
cil but with more limited objectives and responsibili
ties than the river basin commissions. They serve as
tools for executive coordination of planning activi
ties by federal resources agencies. The effectiveness
of the Basin interagency committee seems greatest when
it serves a specified chief executive.

Based upon the criteria, no one of the four alter
native forms appears to fulfill the needs for geo
graphical integration. Specific deficiencies can be
identified in each agency form. However, many of the
deficiencies may not in fact be deficiencies in the
agency form, but rather in the institutional system,
or lack thereof, in which the agency has been expected
to operate.

To ask the question of the relative advantage of a
IIcompact commission" and a non-compact agency, such as
the Great Lakes Basin Commission, is a misleading way
to pose the fundamental issue of institutional alter
natives for the Great Lakes. Instead, if the under
lying question were formulated with the concept of an
institutional system in mind, the basic issue may be
defined in two successive questions:



(1) What strategies for geographic integration
(i .e., by policy controls, planning, or management
direction, or combination thereof) are appropriate for
the specific conditions of the Great Lakes Basin?

(2) Can the job best be done by a compact or by
federal legislation?

Attempts to deal with organizational form without
first considering the substance too often makes re
organization efforts pawns in power plays rather than
strategies for solving problems.

Part ri. An Institutional System for the Great Lakes

It is crucial at this point to recognize that the
appropriate form and operation of an institutional
system is likely to change from place to place. The
Great Lakes Basin is larger, more diverse, and posses
ses more flat water than river basins. There are two
institutional implications of this great size. First,
subbasin areas may be so differentiated that institu
tional requirements will differ, not only between the
Great Lakes Basin as a whole and the specific sub
basin area, but also among different subareas which
we refer to as regions. Second, the degree of geo
graphic integration, and, therefore, the process by
which it is primarily achieved (i .e., policy, plan
ning, or management direction) will be different for
the Basin as a whole than for the various specific
problem regions within the Basin. These two general
conditions establish the principal design parameters
in outlining an institutional system for the Great
Lakes.

A systems approach to geographic integration is
concerned 6~t, about the degree of policy, planning,
and management powers which should be delegated to a
geographic agency as compared to those exercised by
agencies of general purpose government; ~e~ond, about
the constitution of the governing body of a geographic
agency, with due attention to the requirement for rep
resentation and to the decision rules; and thind,
about the operational linkages among geographic agen
cies and functional agencies of general purpose gov
ernments. Such linkages must tie the components to
gether into a dynamic responsive system for making
I pub1ic" decisions about the use and development of
Great Lakes resources.

An institutional system for the Great Lakes is en
visioned as involving two types of geographic agencies
in addition to the II program II agencies of local, state,
and federal governments. One type is devoted to geo
graphic integration of programs in the Great Lakes
Basin as a whole. The other is devoted to integration
in such subareas or regions of the Basin as problems
and demands for public action seem to indicate.

A Gneat Lak~ Poti~y Agen~y. Policy controls are
more appropriate, and management direction less ap
propriate, in a large region such as the whole basin;
the reverse is true for smaller problem regions within
the Basin. A basin-wide agency is conceived as util
izing primarily policy controls, together with such
planning as reflects and implements the policy. Two
institutional strategies for a policy agency are rec
ognized. One is an anticipatory planning approach
that emphasizes anticipating needs for policy deter
minations and the development of policy guidelines.
The other emphasizes reconciling of policy issues as
they arise. In practice a single policy agency could
perform both roles.
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A vital function of such a'po1icy agency is to
identify problem regions within the Basin for which
management direction is required in order to achieve
the necessary geographic integration and to sponsor
the establishment of an agency suitable for meeting
the resource planning needs in that region.

Given these general characteristics of the job to
be done by an agency having basin-wide jurisdiction,
consideration can now be given to the form or forms
such an agency might take. The question of represen
tation on the governing body of a policy-making agency
is crucial. Three kinds of representation are essen
tial to the policy role:

(1) Representation of each state in terms of its
interest in the Lakes as a sovereign government and
as a discrete political economy;

(2) Representation of the federal government in
terms of nation-wide concerns for the Great Lakes and
of those particular responsibilities over which the
federal government is given constitutional domain;
and

(3) Representation of the residents of the Basin to
speak for the values of special Basin concern -- such
as the local economy and environmental quality -- and
to participate in decisions regarding trade-offs
among different public values and regarding the just
ification and nature of further governmental inter
vention in resource and environmental affairs in the
Great Lakes Basin.

Each type of representation may have its own selec
tion requirements in order to optimize its political
responsiveness. It is also important that a balance
of interest be maintained from the three groups of
representatives. Preliminary explorations have sug
gested the possibility of a governing body of 35 mem
bers, eight of whom represent the eight states, eight
federal representatives, and 19 public representatives
distributed among the states roughly in proportion to
population in the Basin. Further studies are rec
ommended relating to representation and decision rules
for policy agencies.

Regional R~oWt~e Management Agenu~. For speci a1
problem regions it is believed that management direc
tion may be both more necessary and a more viable pro
cess for achieving the degree of geographic integra
tion required. The character of each regional manage
ment agency will vary with its geographic scope, the
nature of the problems dealt with, and the methods
chosen for their solution.

The effectiveness of an agency that makes manage
ment decisions depends upon the existence of basin
wide policy parameters such as would be anticipated
from a Great Lakes policy agency as described above.

Each management agency will generally require au
thority necessary to integrate, within its geographic
jurisdiction, a significant number of Basin management
powers as they are applied to a comprehensive set of
resource uses. The significant management powers in
clude: information generation and dissemination; reg
u1atibn of resource use; administration of incentives;
and project design, construction, financing, and op
eration. The planning process in regional resource
management agenci es wi 11, in general, deal wi th a sys
tem of facilities designed for specific objectives
(at a level often referred to as "au thorization" plan
ning) and be concerned with the integration of struc
tural and non-structural measures as a strategy of



basin (or regional) resource management. It is in
this sense that management planning is distinguished
from policy planning, i.e., setting of goals, deter
mining basic resource allocations necessary to goal
fulfillment, and promulgating these policy determina
tions through a framework plan, environmental stand
ards, etc.

With less emphasis upon policy making and more
upon management direction, it appears that pUblic rep
resentation on the governing body would be less impor
tant than on the policy agency. A regional management
agency may more logically be governed by a joint board
composed of appointed representatives of the several
governmental entities served, sharing costs and/or
responsibilities. Dealing as they do primarily with
choosing methods of resource management, the regional
resource management agencies may appropriately encour
age public participation by providing advisory groups,
channels for appeals, and hearing procedures instead
of requiring their governing bodies to contain repre
sentatives of the general public. T~ QonctU6ion
hold6 only :to the extent th~ the Gft~ Lakeo agenQY
Oft eo:ta.bwhed POUUQal pftOQU-6eo 16edeJta.l, -6tate,
Oft lOQall pftovide. poUQY pa.Jtame.:te.M 60ft the. fte.gional
fteooU!tQe manage.me.nt age.nQY that pfteocJU.be. mO.6t 06 the.
majoft fteoOU!tQe. attoQation goa.l-6 in te.Jtm-6 both 06 quan
:tUy and quaLUy.

Inte.JtagenQY Linkageo. An essential feature of the
institutional system is the operational linkages among
the several component entities of the system. These
linkages provide the dynamics of the system. A basic
set of inter-agency agreements should be developed
that prescribe the critical interactions between key
federal, state, and local authorities~ the Great Lakes
policy agency, and any regional resource management
agencies. At this stage, such linkages may best be
conceived as those necessary to the policy process,
the planning process, and the management-direction
process as they serve to provide a basin-wide (or
regional) integration of public activities. Prescrib
ing the operational connections among governments,
their agencies, and the geographic agencies may be
just as important to effective institutional perfor
mance as the form of the geographic agency.

Conclusions

(1) A Fe.de.Jta.l-S~e. Co mpad 6Oft the. Gfte.a.:t Laku.
The present report concludes that a Great Lakes agen
cy is needed to make a specified class of Basin-wide
policies. If such an agency is to be effective, it
must have clear (even though not absolute) delegation
of decision powers from the states and federal govern
ment. The federal-state compact device appears to be
the most suitable instrument to achieve this. How
ever, it should be noted that this position does not
constitute an endorsement of the provisions of the
federal-state compact now being proposed for the Great
Lakes. A preliminary study of that document suggests
that it seeks to give the Great Lakes agency IImanage-
ment directing ll powers a scope of powers which this
study has concluded to be improper for a Basin-wide
Great Lakes agency.

(2) The. Role. 06 the. Inte.Jtnational Joint CommiMion
in Wa.:te.ft Quality. A preliminary assessment of the
pending Executive Agreement between the U.S. and
Canada indicates that the general role proposed for
the IJC is not inconsistent with the institutional
system envisioned by this study for the Great Lakes.
The process of setting water quality standards is a
poli~y process, and the process of negotiating water
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quality standards with the Canadians is an appropriate
intersection of water policy and foreign policy. The
institutional implications in the U.S. of an Office
of Water Quality within the jurisdiction of the IJC
will require more detailed examination when proposals
for specific functions become clarified.

(3) A Gftea.:t Lakeo Age.nQY and the Enviftonme.nt. Re
cent concern about environmental quality requires con
sideration of the program scope of a Great Lakes agen
cy, i.e., to what extent it concentrates on water,
IIwater and related resources~1I or water and the envi
ronment, including land, air, sight, and sound. Two
general observations arising from the study may be
relevant to the question of program scope. First, a
representative body for policy making has less chance
of achieving a politically viable policy if its pro
gram is too narrow. Good policies are more likely to
result from political trade-offs when trade-offs are
possible between a range of programs. The second ob
servation would suggest a contrary conclusion regard
ing scope of subbasin management areas. In agencies
where the management thrust prevails, clarity of goals
and objectives, and efficiency in their implementation
are more readily achieved if program scope is narrower
rather than broader.

(4) A FedeJta.l Vepa.Jt:tment 06 Na.:tU!tal ReooU!tQeo and/
Oft a Land and Wa.:te.Jt ReooU!tQU CounUl. A current re
organization proposal to transfer the present Water
Resources Council to a New Department of Natural
Resources, and pending legislation to replace the
Water Resources Council with a Land and Water Re
sources Council, have direct and important implica
tions for organizing the Great Lakes. At this stage,
the possibility that either might be adopted does not,
however, change the validity of our basic framework,
including the institutional system which has been out
lined for the Great Lakes Basin in this study.



Appendix C

Biographical Notes on Essay Authors

The following biographical notes on each of the
nine authors are taken from Men 06 ScienQe: Social
ScienQ~, 1968 edition, updated as appropriate. Where
a particular author was not listed in that directory,
the notes have been written to conform to the style
of that directory.

BULKLEY, JONATHAN WILLIAM, b. Kansas City, Mo, May 17,
38; m. 62; c. 1. POLITICAL SCIENCE, CIVIL ENGIN
EERING. S.B. (polit. sci) & S.B. (civil eng), Mass
Inst. Tech, 61, S.M, 63, Ph.D. (polit. sci), 66.
Instr. polito factors &civil eng. systs, Mass Inst.
Tech, 63-66, systs. analyst strategic mobility,
orgn. Joint Chiefs Staff, Pentagon, 66-68; PROF.
SCH. NAT. RES, MICH, 68-; U.S.A.R., 66-, Capt.
AAAS; Soc. Civil Eng; Polito Sci. Asn. Application
of computer techniques to the generalized problem
of optimum resource allocation. Publ: Co-auth,
On th~ water resource problems of Latin America,
10/65 &Simulation of political interaction in mul
tiple purpose river basin development, 10/66, tech.
reports, Mass. Inst. Tech. Address: School of
Natural Resources, University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor, Mich, 48104.

CRAINE, LYLE E(GGLESTON), b. Geneva, Ohio, Aug. 16,
08; m. 42; c. 3. CONSERVATION, PUBLIC ADMINISTRA
TION. A.B., Oberlin Col, 31; Ph.M, Wisconsin, 37;
M.P.A, Syracuse, 50; Ph.D, Michigan, 56. Admin.
analyst fed. orgn, U.S. Bur. Budget, 40-42, 45-47;
dir. orgn. planning, War Prod. Bd. 42-44; asst.
dir. prog. planning, U.S. Dept. Interior, 49-53;
from lectr. to assoc. prof. CONSERV, MICHIGAN, 55
58, PROF, 58- Asn Am. Geog; Soc. Pub. Admin. Plan
ning and administration of natural resources.
Publ: Muskingum watershed conservancy district: a
study in local control, Law &Contemporary Prob;
Co-auth, Organizational arrangements for water de
velopment, Natural Resources J, 4/62. Address:
School of Natural Resources, University of Michi
gan, Ann Arbor, Mich, 48104.

HUFSCHMIDT, MAYNARD M, b. Catawba, Wis, Sept. 28,12;
m. 41; c. 2. PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION. B.S, Illinois,
39; M.A, Harvard, 55, D.P.A, 64. Res. assoc. pub.
admin, Harvard, 55-65; PROF. CITY &REGIONAL PLAN
NING &ENVIRON. SCI. &ENG, NORTH CAROLINA, CHAPEL
HILL, 65- Consult, Resources for Future, Inc, 54;
City of Phila, 55-56; Del. River Basin Adv. Cmt,
56-58; U.S. Bur. Budget, 61; Off. Sci. &Tech, 63;
Coun. Econ. Advisers, 65-66; U.S. Dept. Housing &
Urban Develop, 66-; Pan Am. Health Orgn, 67; U.S.
Army Corps Engrs, 67-; Arthur D. Little, Inc, 67
Soc. Pub. Admin; Regional Sci. Asn. Regional and
environmental planning; water resources planning;
public investment theory and techniques; metropoli
tan planning process; natural resources policies,
programs and administration. Publ: Co-auth, Design
of water-resource systems, 62 &Simulation tech
niques for design of water-resource systems, 67,
Harvard; auth: The Harvard program: a summing up,
In.: Water research, Hopkins, 66. Address: 912
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Kings Mill Rd, Chapel Hill, N.C,27514.

KAYNOR, EDWARD REED, b. Springfield, Mass, Nov. 8, 23;
m. 46; SOCIOLOGY. B.A, Yale, 48, M.A, Yale, 49,
M.A, Political Science (Public Administration),
Univ. Mass, 62. Analyst, Human Relations Area
Files, 51-52; Res. Asst, New Haven Taxpayers Res.
Council, 53-54; Res. plan, New Haven City Plan Dept,
54-56; Res. Assoc, Hampden Council, Springfield,
Mass, 56-59; Exec. Dir,Chicopee Taxpayers Asn,
59-64; Instr. Soc, Smith Col, 63; Mgr, Gov. Affairs
Dept, Worcester Area Chamber of Comm, 64-67; Staff
Assoc, Dept. Pol. Sci, Univ. Mass, 67-72; RES. DIR,
SPECIAL COMMISSION ON CONNECTICUT RIVER BASIN, 72-;
Res. and writing (gov, soc.); Pub. adm. Publ: Co
auth, Institutional patterns in evolving regional
programs for water resources management; Co-auth,
Limits on the institutional frame of reference in
water resources decision-making, Water Res. Bull,
0, 71; Citizen input in river basin management:"
range, intensity, and effectiveness, Water Res.
Bull, 72. Address: 100 Chesnut St, Springfield,
Mass, 011 01 .

KNOP, EDWARD, b. Streator, Ill, 40, m. c. o. HI?TORY
&SOCIOLOGY. B.A, Wartburg Col, 62; M.A, Univ:
Arizona, 65 (soc.); Ph.D, Univ. Minnesota (soc.),
69. Instr. and Asst. Prof, Univ. of North Dakota,
65-67; Res. Assoc, Univ. Minnesota Center for Soc.
Res, 69; ASST. PROF, COLORADO STATE UNIV, 69-.
Theory; community; methods. Mem, Rocky Mtn Soc.
Sci. Asn, 71; Mem, Rural Sociological Soc, 71;
Secy, Western Regional Ad Hoc Comm. on Migration
and Rural Dev, U.S.D.A, 71; V. Chmn, Western Tech.
Comm. on the Soc. and Econ. Significance of Human
Migration, U.S.D.A, 71-72; Consult. ed, Journal of
App. Beh. Sci, 72-74; Consult. ed, Rocky Mtn. Soc.
Sci. Journal, 72-73; Mem, Exec. Council, Rocky Mtn.
Soc. Sci. Asn, 72-73. Publ: New careerists in
higher education, 69; Co-auth, Sheltered sections
in the assimilation of poverty adults into a campus
community, 69; Co-auth, Rural-urban differentials
in community satisfaction, In: Rural Sociology, 0,
70; Co-auth, University sheltering of adult poor,
In: Journal of Applied Science, May-June, 71.
Address: Dept. of Sociology, Colorado State Univ,
Ft. Collins, Colo, 80521.

MOWTTZ, ROBERT J(AMES), b. Tonawanda, N.Y, Feb. 14,20;
m. 42; c. 2. POLITICAL SCIENCE. A.B, Syracuse,
41, Ph.D. (polit. sci.), 48. From instr. to assoc.
prof, polito sci, Wayne State, 48-60, prof, 60-64;
vis. prof, PA. STATE, 64-65, PROF. POLIT. SCI. &
PUB. ADMIN. &DIR. INST. PUB. ADMIN, 65- Consult,
Ord. Tank Automotive Command; asst. secy. defense,
U.S. Dept. Defense, 61-66; task force proj, Nat.
Cmn. Community Health Serv, 64-66; Gov. Little
Hoover Cmn. Commonwealth Pa, 68; Mem, adv. bd, cmt.
improv. mgt. in govt, Cmt. Econ. Develop, 68-71.
C. Eng, U.S.A, 42-46. Pol it. Sci. Asn; Soc. Pub.
Admin. Analysis of governmental administrative
systems; urban community decision making; impact of
research and development of political change.



Publ: Co-auth. Medical public relations &Profile
of a metropolis; contrib. Cases in American nat
ional government and politics. Prentice-Hall. 66.
Address: 1677 Princeton Dr, State College, Pa,
16801

OSTROM. VINCENT (ALFRED). b. Nooksack, Wash. Sept. 25.
19; m. 41; c. 2. POLITICAL SCIENCE. A.B. Califor
nia. Los Angeles, 42. A.M. 45, Ph.D. 50. Asst.
prof. polito sci, Oregon, 49-54. assoc. prof. 54
58. assoc. dirt Pac. Northwest coop. prog. ed. adm.
51-57; assoc. prof. pol it. sci. California. Los
Angeles. 58-64; PROF. GOVT. INDIANA, 64- Soc. Sci.
Res. Coun. faculty res. fel. 54-; felt Center Adv.
Study Behav. Sci, 55-56. Consult. Alaska Constitu
tional Convention. 55-56. Mem. consult. team mer
ger study, Louisville-Jefferson County Pub. Schs,
66; task group human uses atmosphere, Nat. Center
Atmospheric Res, 66-67. Polito Sci. Asn; Soc. Pub.
Admin.(ed-in-chief, Pub. Admin. Rev, 63-66); Am.
Geog. Soc; Regional Sci. Asn. Local government;
natural resource policy; political behavior. Publ:
Water and politics. a study of water policies and
administration in the development of Los Angeles;
Co-auth. The organization of government in metro
politan areas: a theoretical inquiry. Am. Polito
Sci. Rev. 12/62; Auth. A continental water system.
Political feasibility. Bull. Atomic Scientists.
9/67. Address: Dept. of Government. Indiana Univ
ersity. Bloomington, Ind. 47405.

WARNER. W. KEITH. RURAL SOCIOLOGY. Ph.D. Cornell.
Former Prof. of rural sociology, Univ. of Wiscon
sin; PROF. SOCIOLOGY, BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIV. Organi
zational analysis. Auth. and co-auth. of several
journal articles. book chapters. and other publica
tions. Address: Dept. of Sociology. Brigham Young
University. Provo. Utah, 84601.

ZOBLER. LEONARD. b. New York. N.Y. Feb. 26.17; m.
58; C. 2. GEOGRAPHY. B.S. State Col. Wash. 40,
M.S. 43; Ph.D. (geog.). Columbia. 53. Res. assoc.
soils. Agr. Exp. Stat Wash. 40-41; soil surveyor
Indian Serv. U.S. Dept. Interior, 41-43, 46; soil
scientist. soil conserv. serv. U.S. Dept. Agr, 47
51; lectr. geog. Columbia. 51-53; instr. geol. &
geog. Hunter Col. 53-54; geol. Brooklyn Col. 54-55;
From asst. prof. to PROF. GEOL. &GEOG, BARNARD
COL. COLUMBIA. 55- U.S.A.A.F, 43-46. Capt. AAAS;
fel. Am. Geog. Soc; Asn. Am. Geog; Soil Sci. Soc;
Soil &Conserv. Soc. Soils; land use; geomorphology;
regionalism; conservation; environmental resources.
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